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P(·) Probability of different hypothesis occurring
Pˆd Target probability of detection
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Abstract
Cognitive radio has been proposed as a promising solution to the conflict between
the spectrum scarcity and spectrum under-utilization. As the demand increases for
wireless communication services, cognitive radio technology attracts huge attention
from both commercial industries and academic researches. The purpose of this the-
sis is to provide an analytical evaluation of the cognitive radio system performance
while taking into consideration of some realistic conditions. Several problems are
investigated in this thesis. First, by adopting a dynamic primary user traffic model
with one primary user occupancy status change and exponentially distributed chan-
nel holding times, its effect on the cognitive radio system performance is evaluated.
In the evaluation, the sensing-throughput tradeoff of the cognitive radio is used
as the examination criteria, while energy detection is applied during the spectrum
sensing. The thesis then takes the investigation further by establishing a primary
user multiple changes traffic model which considers multiple primary user occupancy
status changes and any reasonable channel holding time distributions. The effect of
the primary user multiple changes traffic on the spectrum sensing performance is in-
vestigated while the channel holding times are assumed to be exponential, Gamma,
Erlang and log-normal distributed. The analytical evaluation of cognitive radio is
also carried out from the secondary user transmission perspective, where the per-
xxiii
formance of the adaptive modulation in cognitive radio system is investigated. The
effect of the cognitive radio distinctive features on the performance of both the adap-
tive continuous rate scheme and the adaptive discrete rate scheme of the adaptive
modulation are examined. The BER performance and the link spectral efficiency
performance are derived for both schemes.
A novel frame structure where the spectrum sensing is performed by using the
recovered received secondary frames is also evaluated in this thesis. A realistic
scenario which considers the secondary user signal decoding errors is examined for
the novel structure, while an ideal upper bound performance is given when the
decoding process is assumed perfect. By extending the system to include multiple
consecutive secondary frames, the performance of the novel structure is compared
to the performance of the traditional frame structure proposed by the IEEE 802.22
WRAN standard. The effect of the primary user multiple changes traffic is also
examined for the novel structure.
Several major findings are made from the analytical evaluations presented in
this thesis. Through numerical examinations, it was shown that, first, the dynamic
primary user traffic degrades the performance of cognitive radio systems. Second,
the degree of the performance degradation of the cognitive radio systems is related
to the number of primary user status changes and the primary user traffic intensity.
Different primary user channel holding times distributions also lead to different
sensitivities of the system performance to the primary user traffic. Third, cognitive
radio distinctive features degrades the performance of the adaptive modulation.
When the novel structure is applied for cognitive radio, a higher secondary achievable
throughput can be obtained with a limited saturation threshold.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Introduction to Cognitive Radios
In the past two decades, the desire for high data rate wireless communications has
increased extensively, as a consequence of the transition from voice-only communi-
cation to multimedia type applications [1]. Since the emergence of the new wireless
devices and applications, consumers’ interests in the wireless services has seen an
unprecedented rise. According to the prediction study conducted by the Interna-
tional Telecommunication Union Radiocommunication Section (ITU-R), there will
be further strong growth in the market demand of the wireless communication for
the years to come [2].
Radio frequency spectrum is a fundamental component that enables wireless
communications [3]. The development of new wireless devices and the enhancement
of the existing ones both place enormous demand for the frequency spectrum, which
is a naturally limited resource.
1
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1.1.1 Frequency Spectrum Management
Figure 1.1: Spectrum allocations in the UK [4].
Currently, the frequency spectrum is regulated by the International Telecommu-
nication Union (ITU) internationally, and by the governmental agencies and regu-
latory bodies nationally, such as The Office of Communications (Ofcom) in the UK
and the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) in the USA [6]. With them
regulating the communication industry, the vast majority of the frequency spectrum
is restricted to licensed-only access. The wireless service providers can purchase the
license to exclusively utilize a band of certain frequency within a large geographic
region. The purchases are generally for a finite and long period of time with renewal
expectations, while the allowable operating parameters are specified [7]. Under this
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Figure 1.2: Spectrum allocations in the USA [5].
regulation, only the dedicated license holders have the rights to exploit the allo-
cated spectrum, and the service providers without the legal license are forbidden
from utilizing the spectrum regardless of its current occupancy status. Hence, pro-
tections against the unlicensed user interference can be guaranteed for the licensed
user under this regulation.
Fig. 1.1 and Fig. 1.2 present the frequency spectrum allocations for the UK
and the USA, respectively, where each colour indicates a different type of service.
As shown, since the spectrum allocation is performed locally according to the ge-
ographic locations, the detailed allocations in the two charts varies. However in
both cases, most frequency spectrum bands of up to 300 GHz has been allocated
for various purposes, despite the multi-billion pounds purchasing price [4, 5, 8]. In
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related literatures, words such as “congested”, “over crowded” start to frequently
appear. Due to the naturally limiting availability of the frequency spectrum, spec-
trum scarcity is becoming an exceeding significant problem, and it is a common
belief that the economically usable frequencies are running out [9].
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Figure 1.3: Measurements of spectrum utilization in downtown Berkeley in the USA.
Adapted from [10].
However, after many researches being conducted on the spectrum utilizations in
diverse locations, it has been shown that the utilizations of many allocated spec-
trum bands are very inefficient [7, 12–18]. According to the FCC, the occupancy of
the allocated spectrum is sporadic with a high time and spatial variation ranging
from 15% - 85% [7]. Fig. 1.3 illustrates the results of a utilization measurement
performed in downtown Berkeley in the USA. As can be seen, there were portions
of the spectrum being heavily utilized whilst certain portions of the spectrum were
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PLM, amateur, others: 30 → 54 MHz
TV 2-6, RC: 54 → 88 MHz
Air traffic control, Aero nav: 108 → 138 MHz
Fixed mobile, amateur, others: 138 → 174 MHz
TV 7-13: 174 → 216 MHz
Maritime mobile, amateur, others: 216 → 225 MHz
Fixed mobile, Aero, others: 225 → 406 MHz
Amateur, fixed, mobile, radiolocation: 406 → 470 MHz
TV 14-20: 470 → 512 MHz
TV 21-36: 512 → 608 MHz
TV 37-51: 608 → 698 MHz
TV 52-69: 698 → 806 MHz
Cell phone and SMR: 806 → 902 MHz
Unlicensed: 902 → 928 MHz
Paging, SMS, fixed, BX aux, and FMS: 928 → 906 MHz
IFF, TACA, GPS, others: 960 → 1240 MHz
Amateur: 1240 → 1300 MHz
Aero radar, military: 1300 → 1400 MHz
Space/satellite, fixed mobile, telemetry: 1400 → 1525 MHz
Mobile satellite, GPS, meteorological: 1525 → 1710 MHz
Fixed, fixed mobile: 1710 → 1850 MHz
PCS, Asyn, Iso: 1850 → 1990 MHz
TV aux: 1990 → 2110 MHz
Common carriers, private, MDS: 2110 → 2200 MHz
Space operation, fixed: 2200 → 2300 MHz
Amateur, WCS, DARS: 2300 → 2360 MHz
Telemetry: 2360 → 2390 MHz
U-PCS, ISM (unlicensed): 2390 → 2500 MHz
ITFS, MMDS: 2500 → 2686 MHz
Surveillance radar: 2686 → 2900 MHz
0% 25%
Figure 1.4: Measurements of average spectrum utilization over six different locations
in the USA in 2004. Adapted from [11].
significantly under-utilized. To be more specific, the actual utilization of the 3 − 4
GHz frequency band in Berkeley was only 0.5 % and became even less in the 4− 5
GHz band [10].
Another example is the study of the frequency spectrum utilization between 30
MHz and 3 GHz in [13]. By measuring and averaging the spectrum utilization over
six different locations in the USA in 2004, it was found that the average utilization
of the allocated spectrum was only 5.2 %, as shown in Fig. 1.4.
Similar findings have also been observed in the UK. For example, around 30 %
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of the spectrum below 15 GHz is allocated to defence purpose, which was accessed
by the Ministry of Defence for virtually free until the late 1990s [19]. However,
a spectrum demand study by the PA Consulting together with the Prof. Cave’s
audit report have identified that additional spectrum utilization opportunities in
this frequency band may exist [19, 20]. Measurements in other countries have also
shown similar results, such as Singapore [14], New Zealand [16], China [17] and
Germany [18].
As the list goes on, all these measurement results seem to be contradictory to
the concern of spectrum scarcity. It is obvious that the spectrum scarcity faced
by the governmental agencies and regulatory bodies today, is essentially an arti-
ficial result caused by the traditional static spectrum allocation policies and the
inefficient utilization by the license holders, rather than any physical shortage of
the spectrum resource itself. Therefore, in order to solve the conflict between the
spectrum scarcity and the under-utilization, and maintaining the sustainable devel-
opment of the wireless communication industry, a new flexible, efficient and reliable
communication paradigm is needed to achieve a more intensive and comprehensive
utilization of the frequency spectrum. Prompted by this observation, cognitive radio
is proposed as a promising solution.
1.1.2 Historical Development of Cognitive Radio
Cognitive radio is an intelligent radio technology built on the software-defined radio
platform [21]. It removes the licensing barriers and facilitates the development of
the secondary markets in the spectrum utilization through the concept of dynamic
spectrum access (DSA) [22]. In cognitive radio terminology, DSA means two types
of entities operating in the same licensed spectrum band: the primary user and the
6
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secondary user. The primary user is the license holder who has higher priority
and legacy rights to utilize the specific spectrum band. The secondary user is
the cognitive user who has lower priority to the spectrum band and operates on
a dynamic basis under strict conditions. The secondary user should be equipped
with the ability to obtain awareness of its surrounding radio environment such that
the intelligent secondary exploitation of the licensed spectrum can be achieved.
At all time, the secondary user should not cause any harmful interference to the
primary user, so that the operation of the primary user is protected even if it is not
exclusively utilizing the licensed spectrum [1].
By using the cognitive radio techniques, more flexible exploitation and efficient
utilization of the allocated frequency spectrum can be achieved. This state-of-art
technology, is consequently widely expected to be the next Big Bang in the wireless
communications [23, 24].
Unlike the conventional radio technology which has a history that dates back to
the 1901 [25], despite the rapid development in cognitive radio, it is a relatively new
technology. The concept of cognitive radio was first proposed by Dr. Mitola in [26]
in 1999, where he described the term as the radio knowledge representation language
(RKRL) that could enhance the flexibility of personal wireless services. The follow-
ing year, in his doctoral thesis at the Royal Institute of Technology, Sweden [27],
Dr. Mitola further explained the idea of RKRL and presented a conceptual overview
of cognitive radio as an exciting multidisciplinary subject. At the same time, the
Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) in the USA conducted a
series of measurements that indicated the allocated spectrum was not utilized very
efficiently in the USA. Two years later in 2002, the NeXt Generation (XG) project
was initiated by the DARPA to investigate the enabling technologies and system
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concepts for the time domain and spatial domain sharing of the spectrum with mul-
tiple devices for military communications [22]. In the same year, the FCC Spectrum
Policy Task Force (SPTF) also conducted measurements on the spectrum utiliza-
tion and concluded that the spectrum under-utilization is a bigger problem than the
spectrum scarcity [12]. For this reason, the SPTF recommended the development
of new regulations that allow more intensive spectrum usage. In 2003, the National
Science Foundation (NSF) in the USA joined the research on DSA and started their
research projects in the spectrum measurements. Also proposed by the SPTF, the
first cognitive radio workshop was held in Washington DC, USA, in 2003 [28]. The
workshop was followed by a cognitive radio conference in 2004, held in Las Vegas,
USA [28].
The year before the conference, cognitive radio has also started to draw atten-
tions in the Europe. The DSA technologies are included by the European Union
(EU) Information Society Technologies as part of the Sixth Framework Program.
Research projects in DSA and spectrum measurements have also been started. In
2004, the EU initiated the End-to-End Reconfigurability (E2R) Project in the In-
formation Society Technologies. In the same year, the FCC issued the Notice of
Proposed Rulemaking on Facilitating Opportunities for Flexible, Efficient, and Re-
liable Spectrum Use Employing Cognitive Radio Technologies [29]. In 2005, the
DARPA XG and NSF projects started in 2002 and 2003 have completed their spec-
trum measurements. It was found that only less than 10 % of the spectrum under
3 GHz was utilized in time-space [25]. At the same time, the IEEE began to hold
annual conference on Dynamic Spectrum Access Networks (DySPAN). In 2007, the
FCC started the testing of prototype devices for un-licensed usage of the un-utilized
TV broadcasting spectrum. In the same year, new opportunities for cognitive radio
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usage of the un-occupied spectrum without causing interference was created by an
Ofcom Consultation. In 2008, the End-to-End Efficiency (E3) project was initiated
in the Europe with 21 industry and academia partners [22]. Around the same time,
several research projects were also stated, such as the Wireless World New Radio
Initiated+ (WINNER+), the Self-Optimisation and Self-configuRATion in wirelEss
networkS (SOCRATES), and the Reconfigurable OFDMA-based cooperative Net-
worKs Enabled by Agile SpecTrum Use (ROCKET). Also in 2008, opportunistic
spectrum access was successfully demonstrated by the DARPA XG project. In
2010, the first phone call over a cognitive radio network was made in the center for
wireless communications at the University of Oulu, Finland.
Until today, the development of cognitive radio technology is still continuing.
As well as the regulatory researches, there are now also significant industrial in-
volvements of many big name companies from different industries, such as Philips
and Samsung from the consumer electronics industry, Alcatel-Lucent, Ericsson and
Motorola from the mobile equipment industry, BT and Orange from the network
operates, Microsoft and Google from the Internet and softwares industry, and HP
and Dell from the computer industry [30].
While the definitions of cognitive radio are still being perfected by industry and
academia [31], the definition made by the FCC has been widely adopted [29]
“A radio or system that senses its operational electromagnetic envi-
ronment and can dynamically and autonomously adjust its radio operat-
ing parameters to modify system operation, such as maximize throughput,
mitigate interference, facilitate interoperability, and access secondary
markets.”
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1.1.3 Spectrum Access Techniques
A keyword can be recognized from the above definition for cognitive radio: dy-
namic. Accessing the licensed spectrum in a dynamic manner is essentially the key
of cognitive radio. This requires the secondary user to be equipped with cognitive
capability and reconfigurability [32]. Cognitive capability refers to the ability to
obtain awareness of the surrounding radio environment through means of sensing
and capturing information. With the cognitive capability, the secondary user can
gather information and identify the best available spectrum bands for operation.
Reconfigurability refers to the secondary user’s ability of dynamically programming
its operational parameters such as the transmission frequency, bandwidth, power,
modulation scheme, etc., according to the gathered radio environment information.
With the reconfigurability, the secondary user can achieve optimal performance in
its chosen spectrum bands [32].
Depending on the cognitive capability, the secondary user can achieve DSA using
different approaches. The accessing approaches are generally divided into two cate-
gories: the spectrum underlay approach [9] and the spectrum overlay approach [33].
Power Frequency
Time
Primary User
Secondary User
Figure 1.5: The concept of spectrum underlay.
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The spectrum underlay is also referred to as the concurrent spectrum access
(CSA) [34]. As illustrated by Fig. 1.5, in CSA, the secondary user coexists with the
active primary user, and is permitted to transmit simultaneously with the primary
user. Since the primary user has the priority in the licensed channel, the secondary
user transmitter must ensure that its transmission power is restrained at all time.
By doing so, the secondary user is always operating below the noise floor of the
primary user and the interference caused to the primary user is limited to within
the tolerable level [35]. However, this approach imposes some fundamental con-
straints on the secondary user resulting in major disadvantages. First, due to the
restrained transmission power, the secondary user can only operate with extremely
low power and thus within a very short range [36]. In most cases, spread spectrum
techniques have to be adopted by the secondary user to achieve short-range high
data rate communication. Second, the secondary user is also required to predict the
interference temperature limit of the primary user and the interference power level
that is received at a particular primary user receiver [37, 38]. Achieving an accu-
rate prediction of these parameters can be complicated. Hence, the secondary user
implemented spectrum underlay tends to be complex in terms of hardware design.
Moreover, in case of estimation errors occurring at the secondary user, this approach
also imposes potential threats to the quality of service (QoS) of the primary user.
The spectrum overlay is also referred to as opportunistic spectrum access (OSA)
[39]. As the name states, in OSA, the secondary user accesses the licensed spectrum
in an opportunistic manner. Through capturing its surrounding radio environment
information, the secondary user identifies un-utilized frequency spectrum bands.
These un-utilized bands are licensed spectrum that are not being occupied by the
primary user at the particular fragments of time in the particular given spatial lo-
11
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Power
Frequency
Time
Primary User
Secondary User
Figure 1.6: The concept of spectrum overlay. Adapted from [7].
cation. They are also named as spectrum holes or white space. Upon finding these
spectrum holes, the secondary user reconfigures its operating parameters to achieve
optimal performance in the chosen spectrum band. In some literatures, this is also
referred to as the “listen-before-talk” etiquette [40]. In OSA, the secondary user
is only permitted to utilize the spectrum when the primary user is inactive, as il-
lustrated by Fig. 1.6. In this case, the secondary user transmission power is not
refrained as the primary user interference tolerance level is no longer an operation
condition [7]. Hence, most transmission techniques can be applied. Instead, as the
primary user has the right to reclaim the licensed channel at any time, the secondary
user has to be constantly aware of the channel occupancy status. This requires the
secondary user to frequently monitor the channel status through database knowl-
edge, spectrum sensing or other methods, which will be discussed in more detail in
later chapters. Upon acknowledging the primary user’s arrival, the secondary user
must vacate the channel.
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Owing to the aforementioned limitations of the spectrum underlay approach, the
spectrum overlay is a much more widely adopted approach in many researches. For
this reason, in this thesis, the research will be focused on cognitive radio systems
implementing the spectrum overlay approach.
1.2 IEEE 802.22 Standard Overview
The introduction to cognitive radio will not be complete without mentioning the
IEEE 802.22 standard, which is the first world wide standard based on the cognitive
radio technologies [41].
Broadcasting TV operates in the licensed channel in both the very high frequency
(VHF) band and the ultra high frequency (UHF) band. In most developed countries,
such as the US and UK, most of the EU and many other countries in the world,
the switchover from analogue TV to digital TV is either completed or in progress.
As a result of the switchover, large portions of the VHF and UHF analogue TV
spectrum are or will become available due to the higher spectrum efficiency of the
digital TV. Some of these vacated channels are being reallocated through auctions,
for instance, the proposed auctions of 800 MHz and 2.6 GHz frequency bands for
the 4G network in the UK. Furthermore, due to the interference planning issues
among the co-channel or adjacent channel stations, there are typically a few digital
TV channels not being utilized in a given geographic location. Thus, the capacity
of un-utilized TV spectrum is significant. According to the research conducted by
the Ofcom, around 100 MHz of un-utilized spectrum is available at 90% of the UK,
whereas around 150 MHz of un-utillized spectrum is available at 50 % of the UK
locations.
In as early as 2004, the FCC proposed to enable the secondary usage of the
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un-utilized TV channels in the VHF and UHF bands [29]. Following the proposal,
the IEEE 802.22 working group on Wireless Regional Area Networks (WRANs) was
formed in October 2004. From then on, there has been overwhelming interests to
develop a WRAN system operating on the TV white space using the cognitive radio
techniques. In 2008, prototypes were put forward to the FCC by Adaptrum , I2R,
Microsoft, Motorola and Phillips [42]. In the November of the same year, the FCC
released a Second Report and Order that issued permission for the opportunistic
utilization of the TV white space.
1.2.1 The IEEE 802.22 WRAN Standard
The IEEE 802.22 standard also known as the IEEE 802.22 WRAN standard is the
first standard developed for the WRANs defining both the Physical Layer (PHY)
and the Media Access Layer (MAC) functionalities [43]. It was expected to be
finalized in 2010, but was published in July 2011 in the end [44]. While the initial
geographical focus was in the North America, the standard enables the secondary
utilization of the VHF and UHF TV bands between 54−862 MHz in the USA, with
a debating extension to 41 − 910 MHz [45]. This corresponds to the TV channels
5 − 13 in the VHF band and 14 − 51 in the UHF band [46]. Each channel has a
bandwidth of 6, 7 or 8 MHz. The application of the IEEE 802.22 WRAN standard
is the broadband access to the rural areas in the USA where are normally hard
to reach and the population density is typically very low. The broadband access
service is restricted to a non-interfering basis, such that no harmful interference can
be caused to the TV broadcasting and other licensed low-power devices operating
in the channel, such as the wireless microphones.
As has been specified by the IEEE 802.22 WRAN standard, the network operates
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in a point to multipoint basis (P2MP), consisting of a base station and multiple
customer-premises equipments (CPEs) [47]. The base station controls the spectrum
access for all the CPEs attached to it. The broadband access achieved through
implementing the standard will cover rural areas of up to 100 km from each base
station and serving up to 255 fixed CPEs with outdoor directional antennas located
at 10 m above ground level [45].
1.2.2 Superframe and Frame Structure
The IEEE 802.22 WRAN standard enables flexible and efficient utilization of the
TV white space through cognitive capability, while reliably protecting both the TV
broadcasting and the wireless microphone signals. One of the IEEE 802.22 WRAN
standard features that is particularly worth noticing, is the proposed superframe
structure, as this structure is widely used in cognitive radio researches and will
hence be adopted in this thesis.
SuperframeSuperframeSuperframe
Frame #1 Frame #2 Frame #16
Spectrum
Estimation
Secondary
Transmission
Figure 1.7: IEEE 802.22 WRAN standard superframe structure. Adapted from [48].
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In order to fulfill the no harmful interference regulation of the standard, the
secondary user is required to be aware of any existing primary user signals with a
signal to noise ratio (SNR) of as low as −21 dB [1]. This means it is crucial for the
secondary user to constantly monitor the channel occupancy status. For this rea-
son, the IEEE 802.22 MAC employs a superframe structure, such that the primary
user protection and the secondary data transmission can be efficiently managed. As
illustrated by Fig. 1.7, the operation of the secondary user is divided into multiple
consecutive superframes in the time domain, whilst each superframe is then subdi-
vided into multiple consecutive MAC frames. In the IEEE 802.22 WRAN standard,
there are 16 MAC frames each with a duration of 10 ms in one superframe [48].
The MAC frames are then further subdivided, where each MAC frame consists of
two slots. In the sense of cognitive radio with OSA approach, the MAC frame is
divided into a spectrum estimation slot and a secondary data transmission slot. By
employing this structure, the spectrum estimation and secondary data transmission
is performed chronologically and periodically, such that constant awareness of the
channel status can be achieved. Here, spectrum estimation refers to obtaining in-
formation of the channel occupancy status by using cognitive capability. A more
comprehensive discussion on the spectrum estimation is presented in Chapter 2.
1.3 Thesis Outline
1.3.1 Research Motivation
In this thesis, the research is focused on cognitive radio systems implementing the
spectrum overlay approach for the reasons given above. As previously mentioned,
the primary user has the priority to operate in the licensed channel, it can therefore
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claim the spectrum band at anytime regardless of the secondary user’s occupancy
status. As required by the regulation, the secondary user is obliged to ensure its high
level of awareness of the primary user’s arrival at the licensed channel and vacate
the channel immediately, in order to prevent causing harmful interference to the
primary user. In most literatures [49–54], by adopting the superframe structure, this
is achieved through the periodic spectrum estimation. However, in these literatures,
the cognitive radio system models are established based on an assumption that the
primary user’s channel holding time is always longer than the secondary MAC frame
duration. This implies that the primary user always has a constant occupancy status
within an entire secondary MAC frame. In other words, they have assumed that
the primary user is either always active or always inactive during both the spectrum
estimation slot and the secondary data transmission slot. However, in reality, this
might not always be the case, especially when the primary user network has a high
traffic rate or when a long MAC frame duration is chosen by the secondary user.
Thus, part of the secondary MAC frame may see an occupied licensed channel while
part of the frame may see an idle licensed channel. In these cases, the conventional
performance evaluations for cognitive radios are no longer accurate. Therefore,
it is worth reformulating some of the performance evaluations for cognitive radio
while taking the realistic dynamic primary user traffic scenarios into account. By
incorporating a dynamic primary user traffic model, the examination of its effect on
various system performances can provide a valuable contribution to future system
designs for cognitive radios.
On the other hand, to achieve the secondary utilization of the licensed spec-
trum through carrying out the secondary data transmission is the ultimate goal
of cognitive radios. Therefore, it is a natural choice to apply traditional trans-
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mission enhancing techniques, such as adaptive modulation, to the cognitive radio
systems. However, due to the un-licensed utilization nature of the cognitive radio, its
transmission performance exhibits unique characteristics. Therefore, some special
considerations must be included when evaluating the performances of these tech-
niques in cognitive radio system. Hence, it will be of great interest to investigate
the performance of transmission enhancing techniques in cognitive radio systems
with consideration of the distinctive cognitive radio features. Such investigation
will provide significant enhancement to the performance prediction capabilities for
future applications of transmission enhancing techniques in cognitive radio systems.
The maximization of the achievable throughput is not limited to the means of
transmission techniques, but also the transmission time itself. In the aforementioned
MAC frame structure, the chronological coexistence of the spectrum estimation
slot and the secondary data transmission slot in the same MAC frame potentially
imposes one of the major design challenges for cognitive radio systems. As will be
discussed in more details later in Chapter 3, the choice of the duration for each slot
is a popular research topic in cognitive radio. Nevertheless, this problem can also be
explored from a different perspective, where the choice of the optimal durations are
not required. To maximize the secondary transmission time and hence the achievable
throughput, the entire secondary MAC frame could be used to perform spectrum
estimation and data transmission simultaneously. By presenting and evaluating the
performance of cognitive radio system with such structure, the investigation would
have important contributions for the future direction of cognitive radio research, as
the traditional secondary MAC frame structure would no longer be the only option.
18
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1.3.2 Chapter Outlines
Motivated by the above reasons, the performance of the cognitive radio system
is analytically evaluated in this thesis, while taking into consideration of realistic
conditions. Several practical issues of cognitive radio system are examined. Math-
ematical derivations are provided for the discussion and in most cases, closed-form
equations are derived. Numerical results are also provided to verify the derivations.
In Chapter 2, a comprehensive overview of the cognitive radio technology is pre-
sented. The details of the two main aspects of cognitive radio is introduced: the
spectrum estimation and the secondary data transmission. A review of different
spectrum estimation technologies are provided, where their performance merit and
limitations are discussed. Different spectrum sensing algorithms are also presented
with their advantages and disadvantages analyzed. A review of the secondary data
transmission in a conventional cognitive radio system is also provided. Some funda-
mental theoretical details are also given, such that it can be used as a reference for
comparison purpose for the performance evaluations presented in the later chapters.
In Chapter 3, the effect of the dynamic primary user traffic on the tradeoff be-
tween the spectrum sensing quality and the achievable throughput is analyzed. The
analysis adopts a dynamic primary user traffic model that takes into consideration
of one primary user occupancy status changes, while assuming exponentially dis-
tributed channel holding times. By implementing energy detection for the spectrum
sensing, the performance of the new system model with dynamic primary user traffic
is derived and thereafter compared to the performance of the conventional model.
Chapter 4 further develops the dynamic primary user traffic model presented in
the Chapter 3 to include multiple primary user occupancy status changes and any
reasonable channel holding time distributions. Through establishing the primary
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user multiple changes traffic model, its effect on the energy detection performance
is investigated. Closed-form expressions for the spectrum sensing qualities are de-
rived. By comparing the performances of the cognitive radio system with different
numbers of primary user status changes, a lower boundary of the spectrum sens-
ing performance is predicted. The effect of different primary user channel holding
distributions are also examined.
In Chapter 5, the performance of the adaptive modulation in cognitive radio are
investigated. Different to the existing literatures on adaptive modulation, in this
investigation, the distinctive characteristics of the cognitive radio are taken into
consideration, such as the spectrum sensing errors, the secondary transmission in-
terference caused by the active primary user, and the dynamic primary user traffic.
Both the adaptive continuous rate (ACR) scheme and the adaptive discrete rate
(ADR) scheme for the adaptive modulation are examined. Theoretical derivations
are presented for both the bit error rate (BER) performance and the link spectral ef-
ficiency (SE) performance. The performance of the adaptive modulation in cognitive
radio is then compared to the performance the conventional adaptive modulation.
Chapter 6 evaluates the performance of a novel structure for cognitive radio
where the spectrum sensing is performed by using the recovered received secondary
frames. Unlike previous work, in this evaluation, the practical secondary user de-
coding errors are taken into consideration. The performance of the novel structure
applying different spectrum sensing algorithms are examined. By presenting the
analysis for a realistic case of the novel structure, the chapter presented a com-
prehensive comparison between the novel structure and the traditional model that
adopts the IEEE 802.22 MAC frame structure. Moreover, the analysis has also been
expended to include multiple consecutive secondary frames and established a real-
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istic scenario where the secondary transmission achievable throughput is affected
by the accumulated decoding errors, which has also not been previously considered.
Both the receiver operating characteristics (ROC) curves for the spectrum sens-
ing and the achievable throughput for the secondary data transmission are derived.
Effects of fading channel and error control codes (ECC) are also investigated.
Finally in Chapter 7, the executive conclusion of this thesis is given. The research
results and findings are summarized with their potential impact analyzed. Possible
future work directions are also discussed.
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Chapter 2
Cognitive Radio Overview
2.1 Introduction
A comprehensive overview of the cognitive radio technology is provided in this chap-
ter to form a theoretical foundation for the rest of this thesis.
Defined by the fundamental concept and objectives of cognitive radio, the two
main aspects of cognitive radio technology are to identify the unoccupied spectrum
holes through necessary observations of the surrounding radio environment, and
to achieve the secondary utilization of the licensed spectrum on an opportunistic
basis. To accomplish these, two major functions of the cognitive radio system can
be concluded: the spectrum estimation and the secondary data transmission. This
can also be recognized from the defined superframe and MAC frame structure of
the IEEE 802.22 WRAN. In this chapter, a detailed overview is provided for both
of these functions.
First, in Section 2.2, an overview of the spectrum estimation techniques are
presented, while their performance merits and limitations are introduced. At the
end of the Section 2.2, one category of spectrum estimation technique is chosen
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as the focus for the rest of the thesis with reasons provided. In Section 2.3, the
chosen spectrum estimation technology is elaborated. Different types of algorithms
belonging in this category are introduced. The advantages and disadvantages of
each algorithm are also discussed. In Section 2.4, an overview of the secondary data
transmission in cognitive radio system is presented. Finally, in Section 2.5, a brief
summary is given for the discussions in this chapter.
Spectrum Estimation
Geolocation
Database
Beacon Secondary User
Local Sensing
Primary User
Transmitter Detection
(Spectrum Sensing)
Primary User
Receiver Detection
Matched
Filter Detection
Energy
Detection Feature
Detection
Covariance-
Matrix-Based
Detection
Cyclostationary
Figure 2.1: Comparison of different spectrum estimation methods.
2.2 Spectrum Estimation Overview
As the fundamental concept of the cognitive radio implementing OSA indicates, the
secondary user can only utilize the licensed channel if it is considered as a spectrum
hole. Thus, accurate identification of the spectrum holes is the first crucial step
toward the realization of cognitive radio systems. Spectrum estimation enables the
secondary user to perceive the presence of the primary user and the appearance of
the spectrum holes. It is therefore the key enabling technology for spectrum hole
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identification. As illustrated by Fig. 2.1, there are several techniques that can be
used by the secondary user to achieve spectrum estimation: geolocation database,
beacon and secondary user local spectrum sensing.
2.2.1 Geolocation Database
For some wireless communication services, such as the TV broadcasting, the primary
user spectrum utilization patterns including the transmission power, the frequency
bands and the operating durations, etc., are predetermined for specific geographic
locations. In this case, a geolocation database of the spectrum utilization pattern
can be established [55–62]. By equipping the secondary user with a Global Posi-
tioning System (GPS) or other similar technologies, the geolocation database can
acquire its position information and feedback the channel occupancy information in
return [11,34]. However, this method has several practical problems. First, to estab-
lish the geolocation database, the primary user is required to register its operating
information. This forces the primary user to adjust its existing system. Secondly,
after the establishment of the geolocation database, the associated maintaining and
operating issues create further challenges which may be complicated and expensive.
Thirdly, an alternative band is also needed so that the channel occupancy infor-
mation held by the database can be transmitted to the secondary user. Finally,
while the GPS can provide the secondary user position information with enough ac-
curacy in outdoor environments, its performance significantly degrades deep inside
buildings, leading to inaccurate feedbacks.
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2.2.2 Beacon
There are two different ways for the secondary user to achieve spectrum estimation
by using beacon. First, an instruction beacon can be sent out by the primary user to
indicate the availability of the licensed channel [63]. The secondary user can consider
the channel to be occupied by the primary user upon receiving of the instruction
beacon, whereas the channel can be considered as idle if the instruction beacon
is not received by the secondary user within a certain amount of time. However,
to achieve this, necessary beacon transmitting structure is required, leading to the
operating and maintaining issues associated with it. In the case of the beacon
transmitting structure being operated by the primary user, modifications to the
existing primary user infrastructure also becomes compulsory. Moreover, unreliable
spectrum estimation performance can also occur when the transmitted beacon is
lost due to fading and shadowing, causing potential threats to the primary user
QoS.
On the other hand, sensing beacon can also be sent out by the secondary user [64].
Upon receiving of its own beacon, the secondary user can determine the licensed
channel occupancy status by comparing it to the original beacon signal. However,
sensing beacon transmitted by the secondary user can create significant interference
to the primary user if proper precautions have not been taken into consideration.
2.2.3 Secondary User Local Spectrum Sensing
The spectrum estimation can also be achieved through secondary user local spec-
trum sensing. Performed by the secondary user transmitter, it estimates the channel
occupancy status through collecting and analyzing the local measurements of the
spectrum parameters. With a small increase in the secondary user transceiver com-
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plexity, this method depends solely on the secondary user and requires no further
modifications to the exiting primary user infrastructure.
Following the MAC frame structure, the secondary user transmitter perform
local spectrum sensing during the spectrum estimation slot of the frame. The local
spectrum sensing can be further divided into two sub-categorizes: primary user
receiver detection and primary user transmitter detection.
• Primary user receiver detection
The secondary user local spectrum sensing can be performed through detecting
the active primary user receiver [65–67]. It is the most obvious and efficient
way of avoiding causing interference to the primary user, since it is the primary
user receiver that requires protection from the harmful interference.
Generally, when the primary user receiver is receiving data from the active
primary user transmitter, the received signal needs to be converted from the
carrier frequency to intermediate frequency to prepare for further processing.
While performing the conversion, the RF front-end of the receiver emits local
oscillator leakage power. By exploring this power, the secondary user can
determine the occupancy status of the primary user [65]. However, while this
detection is possible in theory, it is almost impractical in reality. As the local
oscillator leakage signal power is typically extremely low and the accurate
detection of such power would be extremely difficult. Currently, this is only
achievable in the detection of the TV receivers, used by British Broadcast to
find fee evaders [66]. For this reason, most recent work focuses on the detection
of the primary user transmitter [7].
• Primary user transmitter detection
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Since it is difficult for the secondary user to have a direct measurement of
the primary user receiver, the active primary user transmitter can be detected
instead. By doing so, the secondary user can determine if a signal is being
transmitted in the licensed channel, which indicates an occupied spectrum
band. There are four algorithms generally used for the primary user trans-
mitter detection: matched filter detection, energy detection, cyclostationary
feature detection and covariance-matrix-based detection. Depending on the
system model and the sensing quality requirement, different sensing algorithms
can be applied in different circumstances. In the following section, these will
be investigated in details.
As a conclusion for the spectrum estimation techniques discussed so far, both
the geolocation database and beacon techniques have complex infrastructure and
requires modification to the primary user network, whereas the secondary user local
spectrum sensing has much lower infrastructure requirements and broader applica-
tion areas. Due to the aforementioned merits and limitations of the implementation
and performance, the secondary user local sensing of the primary user transmitter
is adopted by the vast majority of researches [1]. Consequently, the research in this
thesis is also focused on this method. In most literatures and for the rest of this
thesis, the secondary user local sensing of the primary user transmitter is simply
referred to as spectrum sensing. For this reason, the aforementioned spectrum es-
timation slot in the IEEE 802.22 MAC frame structure, will be referred to as the
spectrum sensing slot hereafter.
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2.3 Spectrum Sensing Algorithms
The goal of spectrum sensing is to distinguish between the absence and the pres-
ence of the primary user. Denote these two scenarios as H0 and H1, respectively.
The spectrum sensing can then be regarded as a binary hypothesis testing problem
between the hypotheses H0 and H1. The received signal at the secondary user can
by presented as [68]
y (t) =

w (t) , H0,
s (t) + w (t) , H1,
(2.1)
where y(t) denotes the received signal at the secondary user, w (t) represents the
additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) and s (t) represents the primary user signal
received at the secondary user.
When performing the spectrum sensing, there are two parameters that are used
as criteria for evaluating the sensing quality: the probability of false alarm and
the probability of detection. The probability of false alarm Pfa is defined as the
probability that the secondary user mistakenly consider the primary user to be
present in the licensed channel while it is actually absent. It can be represented as
Pr{H1|H0}. The probability of detection Pd is defined as the probability that the
secondary user correctly detects the existence of the primary user in the licensed
channel. It can be represented as Pr{H1|H1}. In some literatures, the probability of
missed opportunity Pmo = Pr{H1|H0} = Pfa and the probability of mis-detection
Pmd = Pr{H0|H1} = 1− Pd are also used.
The spectrum sensing performance is characterized through its ROC curves, such
as the example in Fig. 2.2. In a good spectrum sensing performance, Pd should be
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Figure 2.2: Example of ROC curve of the spectrum sensing performance.
high enough to guarantee the protection of the primary user while Pfa is minimized
to a certain level to optimize the secondary utilization efficiency. The decision
threshold of the spectrum sensing is determined by setting a target probability
for the spectrum sensing performance. In practice, the target is normally set for
the probability of detection so that the protection towards the primary user can
be ensured. If a 100% protection is required by the primary user, no secondary
utilization of the spectrum will be permitted. Therefore, the target probability of
detection P̂d is normally chosen to be close to but less than 1. Depending on the
system model and the sensing quality requirement, different sensing algorithms can
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be applied in different circumstances.
2.3.1 Matched Filter
Matched filter detection [69–73] is the optimal detection scheme for AWGN chan-
nel when the precise primary user signal information is known by the secondary
user, such as the modulation type and order, the pulse shape, the packet format,
and the transmission channel [69, 70]. As a coherent detection algorithm, matched
filter detection can achieve good sensing performance with short sensing time [73].
However, although the knowledge of the primary user signal can be estimated at
the secondary user using the primary user’s pilot, preamble or training sequence,
when spectrum sensing is required for a wide spectrum band with different types
of primary user signals, the estimation process becomes impractically complex and
extremely difficult to implement [70]. Moreover, when the primary user SNR is low,
the estimation can have large error and consequently leads to poor sensing results.
2.3.2 Energy Detection
Energy detection [74–76] is a non-coherent detection method which can be used for
spectrum sensing when the primary user signal is unknown to the secondary user
[70,77] . It is performed by measuring the energy of the received signal samples and is
the optimal detection method for detecting independent and identically distributed
(iid) signal.
Suppose that the interested licensed channel has a carrier frequency fc and the
received signal from the licensed channel is pre-filtered by a band-pass filter of
bandwidth W . The total number of received signal samples during the sensing slot
duration τ is I = τfs, where fs is the sampling frequency. For simplicity, assume
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that I is an integer and I = 2τW .
At the energy detector, the output of the band-pass filter is squared and inte-
grated over τ . The output of the integrator Y , is used as the test statistic for the
energy detection and can be derived as, [1]
Y (I) =

I∑
i=1
w2i , H0,
I∑
i=1
(si + wi)
2, H1,
(2.2)
where i = 1, 2, . . . , I is the sample index.
Y (I) is then compared to the decision threshold to determine whether the pri-
mary user is present. The decision threshold, Ψ, is selected to meet the sensing
performance requirement. A well chosen decision threshold can minimize the spec-
trum sensing errors and finding an optimum balance between the Pd and Pfa.
The hypothesis testing problem using energy detection can therefore be formu-
lated as
H0
Y (I) ≶ Ψ.
H1
(2.3)
Thus, the probability of false alarm and the probability of detection can be
expressed as
Pfa = Pr{H1|H0} = Pr{Y > Ψ|H0}, (2.4)
and
Pd = Pr{H1|H1} = Pr{Y > Ψ|H1}, (2.5)
respectively.
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Although the energy detection can be performed without any knowledge of the
primary user signal, it has several practical defects. First, since the energy of the
received signal is used to perform the detection, it can not differentiate between
the primary user signal and the noise, or distinguish different types of primary user
signal. This makes the energy detection vulnerable to high noise power, and leading
to poor sensing results in the low SNR regimes. Secondly, a small noise power esti-
mation error could lead to SNR wall and significant performance loss of the energy
detection, as the chosen of the decision threshold depends on the noise variance.
However, due to its low computational and implementation complexity and no re-
quirement on a priori knowledge of the primary user signals, energy detection is the
most popular and commonly used detection algorithm [69].
2.3.3 Cyclostationary Feature Detection
Cyclostationary feature detection [78–81] was first introduced in [82], which exploits
the cyclostationary feature of the received signal statistics for spectrum sensing.
In wireless communications, transmitted signals are generally modulated signals
with certain carriers, pulse trains, repeating spreading, hopping sequences or cyclic
prefixes, with inherent periodicities. Therefore, the statistics of the primary user
signal emerges cyclostationary features while the noise is a stationary process with
no such feature. Consequently, cyclostationary feature detection can be applied to
differentiate between the primary user signals and noise, or even different primary
users with different cyclic frequencies [32].
Since the cyclostationary feature of the primary user signal is not affected by the
SNR of the received signal, this detection method is robust to noise uncertainties and
can achieve good sensing performance even in very low SNR regimes. However, in
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order to perform the cyclostationary feature detection, the knowledge of the primary
user cyclic frequency is required, which may not be realistic for many cognitive radio
applications. Moreover, it generally involves much higher computational complexity
than the aforementioned energy detection algorithm and hence much longer sensing
time.
2.3.4 Covariance-Matrix-Based Detection
Covariance-matrix-based detection operates based on the statistical covariances or
auto-correlations of the received signal. Since the statistical covariance matrix or
autocorrelations of signal and noise are generally different, this difference can be
used for spectrum sensing when there is no priori knowledge of the primary user. It
is an optimal detection algorithm when a correlated signal is used by the primary
user in iid noise channel, as the covariance matrix of the received signal catches the
correlations among signal samples.
In this method, based on the received signal samples at the secondary user, the
sample covariance matrix of the received signal is first computed. Different test
statistics are then calculated from the sample covariance matrix. Depending on
the test statistic choices, the covariance matrix based detection has several algo-
rithm options, including: maximum-eigenvalue detection [83], maximum-minimum-
eigenvalue detection [84, 85], energy with minimum eigenvalue detection [85] and
covariance-based detection [86, 87]. Finally, the test statistics are compared to the
decision threshold which is chosen according to the random matrix theory, to deter-
mine the channel occupancy status. For different algorithm options, the comparison
criteria and selected decision threshold are different.
• Maximum-eigenvalue detection
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In the maximum-eigenvalue detection, the maximum eigenvalue of the sample
covariance matrix is used as the test statistic, and compared to the selected
decision threshold. The primary user is considered to be present in the licensed
channel if the maximum eigenvalue is greater than the threshold. Otherwise,
the licensed channel can be considered as idle. This can be represented as
H0
θmax ≶ ΨME,
H1
(2.6)
where θmax is the maximum eigenvalue of the covariance matrix of the received
signal and ΨME is the chosen decision threshold.
• Maximum-minimum-eigenvalue detection
In the maximum-minimum-eigenvalue detection, both the maximum eigen-
value and the minimum eigenvalue of the sample covariance matrix are used
as the test statistics. It uses the ratio of the maximum and minimum eigenval-
ues to determine the occupancy status of the licensed channel. The primary
user is considered to be present in the licensed channel if the maximum eigen-
value is greater than the product of the decision threshold and the minimum
eigenvalue of the sample covariance matrix. Otherwise, the licensed channel
is considered idle. It can be represented as
H0
θmax ≶ θminΨMME,
H1
(2.7)
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where θmin is the minimum eigenvalue of the covariance matrix of the received
signal and ΨMME is the chosen decision threshold.
• Covariance-based detection
The elements of the covariance matrix can also be used to perform the spec-
trum sensing. It utilizes the fact that the covariance matrices of the correlated
primary user signal is not diagonal. Hence, when the correlated primary user
is present in the licensed channel, the off-diagonal elements of the covariance
matrix are not all zeros, whereas when the licensed channel is idle and contains
only noise, the off-diagonal elements should be zeros.
• Energy with minimum eigenvalue detection
The covariance matrix based detection can also be implemented while the
energy detection functions are incorporated. By computing the average power
of the received signal and the minimum eigenvalue of the covariance matrix as
the test statistics, the primary user can be considered as present in the licensed
channel if the ratio of the test statistics are greater than the decision threshold.
Otherwise, the primary user can be considered as absent, represented as
H0
Y
θmin
= ≶ ΨEME,
H1
(2.8)
where ΨEME is the chosen decision threshold.
When a narrow-band filter is used at the secondary user, the noise samples in
the received signal will sometimes no longer be iid. In this case, as the covariance
matrix of the noise is determined by the filter, its structure is known. Based on this
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structure, a new covariance matrix can be formed for the received signal, which can
then be used to perform covariance-matrix-based spectrum sensing in the same way
as above discussed.
The covariance-matrix-based detection has better performance than the energy
detection when the primary user signal is correlated, whereas its performance ap-
proaches the energy detection when the primary user is iid signal. Therefore, the
covariance matrix based detection algorithm is more generalized than the energy
detection, as it includes the energy detection as a special case. Moreover, the
covariance-matrix-based detection does not require knowledge of noise variance.
However, due to the calculations involved in the covariance matrix based detection
algorithm, it is more computational complexed than the energy detection.
2.4 Secondary Transmission Overview
Ultimately, the goal of the cognitive radio is to achieve the secondary utilization of
the licensed channel through performing secondary data transmission. Therefore,
the secondary transmission is the other important aspect of cognitive radio. Af-
ter the completion of the spectrum sensing, if the primary user is considered to be
present in the licensed channel by the secondary user, no secondary utilization of
the channel can be carried out. In this case, the secondary user will wait until the
beginning of the next MAC frame to perform spectrum sensing again for opportuni-
ties of secondary utilization. Otherwise, the secondary user starts its transmission
in the following transmission slot of the MAC frame. The secondary transmission
can be characterized by the secondary channel capacity.
The secondary user will consider the licensed channel to be idle in two scenarios.
First, when the primary user is actually absent from the licensed channel and a
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detection of its absence is made by the spectrum sensing without mistakes with
probability of 1 − Pfa. In this case, only the secondary user is operating in the
licensed channel during the secondary transmission slot. According to the Shannon-
Hartley theorem, the normalized secondary channel capacity can be expressed as [88]
CH0 = log2
(
1 +
Ss
w0
)
= log2 (1 + γs) , (Bits/Sec/Hz) ,
(2.9)
where Ss is the average received secondary signal power at the secondary user re-
ceiver, w0 is the noise power of the AWGN w(t) in (2.1), γs is the secondary trans-
mission SNR and log2 (·) is the logarithm to the base 2.
Second, when the primary user is actually present in the licensed channel, how-
ever, its presence is not correctly recognized by the spectrum sensing, with proba-
bility of 1 − Pd. In this case, the secondary user starts its secondary transmission
even through the primary user is presenting in the licensed channel. From the sec-
ondary user’s perspective, the existing primary user signal becomes interference to
its transmission. The normalized channel capacity can therefore be expressed while
taking this interference into account,
CH1 = log2
(
1 +
Ss
w0 + Sp
)
= log2
(
1 +
γs
1 + γp
)
, (Bits/Sec/Hz) ,
(2.10)
where Sp is the average primary user signal power and γp is the primary user SNR
received at the secondary user. From the secondary user’s perspective, γp is also the
interference-to-noise ratio (INR).
Note that in practice, the secondary user has no knowledge of the primary user
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SNR γp. As the primary user is mistakenly considered to be absent in H1, the
secondary user will therefore carry out secondary transmission with datarate equals
to CH0. In this case, the actual datarate is larger than the channel capacity (CH0 >
CH1), resulting in large errors in the received secondary signal.
2.5 Summary
In this chapter, a comprehensive overview of the cognitive radio technology was
provided for both the spectrum estimation aspect and the secondary data transmis-
sion aspect. In the overview of spectrum estimation, with the details of different
spectrum estimation technologies and algorithms discussed, the secondary user local
detection of the primary user transmitter was chosen as the main sensing technique
used in the rest of this thesis. In the overview of the secondary transmission, some
fundamental calculations of the achievable throughput were introduced. With the
theoretical foundation of cognitive radio established, the analytical evaluation of the
cognitive radio performance can begin.
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Chapter 3
Sensing-Throughput Tradeoff with
Primary User Traffic
3.1 Introduction
As was previously introduced in the Chapter 1, the MAC frame structure proposed
by the IEEE 802.22 WRAN standard is widely adopted in researches of the cognitive
radios. In this structure, while consisting of a spectrum sensing slot and a secondary
transmission slot, the MAC frame duration is fixed. During the spectrum sensing
process, for a target probability of false alarm, the probability of detection increases
when the sensing period increases. From the primary user’s perspective, the higher
the probability of detection is, the better protection it will obtain from the secondary
user. At the same time, for a target probability of detection, the probability of
false alarm decreases when the sensing duration increases. From the secondary
user’s perspective, the lower the probability of false alarm is, the higher secondary
transmission opportunities it will have. Therefore, a better sensing quality can be
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achieved by having a spectrum sensing slot with longer duration. However, the
increase in the sensing duration results in a decrease in the transmission duration
as the overall length of the frame is fixed. This direct decrease of the secondary
transmission time leads to a reduction in the conditional achievable throughput of
the secondary network. Thus, there exists a tradeoff between the spectrum sensing
quality and the achievable secondary throughput [88–90].
This sensing-throughput tradeoff problem has been investigated in [88] and [89].
The authors showed that for a target probability of detection, there exists an optimal
sensing time at which the achievable throughput can be maximized. However, in [88]
and [89], the problem was formulated based on an assumption that the primary user
has a constant occupancy status during the entire frame. In other words, they have
assumed that the primary user is either always present or always absent for the
whole secondary MAC frame period.
In reality, as the primary user has the higher priority to the licensed channel,
it may randomly arrive or depart from the channel at anytime, especially when the
primary user network has a high traffic rate or when a long secondary frame duration
is used. In these cases, part of the secondary frame may see a busy licensed channel
while part of the secondary frame may see an idle licensed channel. Therefore, it
is worth reformulating the problem while taking into consideration of the random
arrival and departure of the primary user, and investigate the effect of this dynamic
primary user traffic on the sensing-throughput tradeoff performance.
In this chapter, the constant primary user occupancy status assumption for the
sensing-throughput tradeoff problem discussed in [88] and [89] is taken away by
considering a more realistic case where a primary user random arrival or departure
from the licensed channel during the secondary frame duration is included. The
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rest of this chapter is organized as follows. In Section 3.2, the conventional sensing-
throughput tradeoff of the cognitive radio system where the primary user is assumed
to be static, is briefly described for comparison purpose. The dynamic primary user
traffic model that considers a random arrival and departure of the primary user is
then presented in Section 3.2. In Section 3.3, the effect of the dynamic primary user
traffic on the sensing-throughput tradeoff is analyzed. In Section 3.4, the derivations
from Section 3.3 are examined by presenting some numerical results. Finally, the
findings of this chapter are concluded in Section 3.5.
3.2 Conventional Sensing-Throughput Tradeoff
Consider the cognitive radio system introduced in the Chapter 2, where the primary
user and the secondary user are operating in the same licensed channel employing
OSA. The MAC frame structure of IEEE 802.22 WRAN standard is adopted with
the sensing slot duration τ and frame duration T . During the sensing slot, spectrum
sensing is carried out using energy detection.
Conventionally, the primary user is assumed to be either always present or always
absent during the entire frame duration. Thus, the energy detection is a binary
hypothesis testing problem given by (2.1), with test statistic Y given by (2.2).
Under hypothesis H0, Y can be viewed as the sum of squares of I standard
real Gaussian variables with zero means and unit variances. Therefore, Y follows a
central chi-square distribution with I degrees of freedom. Under hypothesis H1, Y
follows a non-central chi-square distribution with I degrees of freedom and a non-
centrality parameter of Iγp. Therefore, the probability density function (PDF) of
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Y can be expressed as [77]
fY (Y ) =

1
2
I
2Γ
(
I
2
)Y I2−1e−Y2 , H0,
1
2
e−
I
2
γp−Y2
(
Y
Iγp
) I−2
4
I I
2
−1
(√
IγpY
)
, H1,
(3.1)
where Iz(·) is the z-th order modified Bessel function of the first kind given by
Iz(x) =
(x
2
)z ∞∑
j=0
(x2/4)
j
j!Γ (z + j + 1)
[91] and Γ(·) is the Gamma function given by
Γ(x) =
∫∞
0
tx−1e−tdt [91].
By using (3.1), the probability of false alarm of the energy detection in the
conventional model can be derived as
Pfaχ2 (Ψχ2 , I) =
∫ ∞
Ψχ2
fY (Y,H0) · dY
= 1−
Γ
(
I
2
,
Ψ
χ2
2
)
Γ
(
I
2
) , (3.2)
where Ψχ2 is the decision threshold in this case and Γ (·, ·) is the incomplete Gamma
function given by Γ (x, z) =
∫ z
0
tx−1e−tdt. The probability of detection can be
derived as
Pdχ2 (Ψχ2, I) =
∫ ∞
Ψχ2
fY (Y,H1) · dY
= Qm
(√
Iγp,
√
Ψχ2
)
,
(3.3)
where symbols are defined as before and Qm (·, ·) is the generalized Marcum Q-
function, give by Qm(x, z) =
∫ ∞
z
tm
xm−1
e−
t2+x2
2 Im−1 (xt) dt.
When the number of samples in spectrum sensing is relatively large, the central
limit theorem (CLT) can be applied to approximate the distribution of Y [75, 89,
92]. The PDF of Y under both hypothesis can be approximated by a Gaussian
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distribution [75,89]. The mean µ and variance σ2 of Y in hypothesis H0 and H1 are
given by [68]

µH0 = I, σ
2
H0
= 2I, H0,
µH1 = I + Iγp, σ
2
H1
= 4Iγp + 2I, H1.
(3.4)
Hence, the probability of false alarm can be re-derived as [75]
PfaG (ΨG, I) =
1
2
erfc
(
ΨG − I
2
√
I
)
, (3.5)
where ΨG is the decision threshold and erfc(·) is the complementary error function.
The probability of detection can be derived as,
PdG (ΨG, I) =
1
2
erfc
(
ΨG − I − Iγp
2
√
I + 2Iγp
)
. (3.6)
Denoting PH0 and PH1 as the a priori probabilities of the primary user being
absent and present at the licensed channel, respectively. Then, there is PH0 + PH1
= 1. When the spectrum sensing is completed, the secondary transmission starts
in the transmission slot if the licensed channel is considered to be idle, as has been
discussed in Chapter 2. Therefore, the total average achievable throughput of the
secondary transmission in the conventional model is
RG (ΨG, I) =RH0 (ΨG, I) +RH1 (ΨG, I)
=
T − τ
T
PH0
(
1− PfaG (ΨG, I)
)
CH0
+
T − τ
T
PH1
(
1− PdG (ΨG, I)
)
CH1 , (Bits/Sec/Hz).
(3.7)
When chi-square distribution of Y is used, the total achievable throughput can
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be obtained using (3.2) and (3.3) instead of (3.5) and (3.6) in (3.7).
Note that the achievable throughput presented in (3.7) is an averaged value
based on the probability of each hypothesis. In practice, this value cannot always
be achieved, as only limited number of frames are included in the coding block
design. The actual throughput value of the secondary transmission depends on
the primary user occupancy status in each frame as well as the number of frames
included in the coding implementation.
3.3 Dynamic Primary User Traffic Model
In the analysis of the conventional model above, the primary user is assumed to
have a constant occupancy status. It is assumed to be either always active or
always inactive for the entire frame duration. In reality, the primary user may not
always abide by the conventional model. Define the duration for which the primary
user being present in the licensed channel as the primary user busy channel holding
time, and define the duration for which the primary user is absent from the channel
as the primary user idle channel holding time. In some applications, such as TV
broadcasting, the primary user has relatively long channel holding times, and the
occupancy status of the licensed channel changes relatively slow. In this case, the
conventional model is a good approximation to the actual scenario. In some cases,
however, the primary user may have short channel holding times and the channel
status therefore changes frequently. The primary user may arrive at the originally
idle channel or depart from the originally busy licensed channel during the frame. In
this case, the conventional model discussed above is no longer a good approximation
to the real situation.
Let ‘1’ represent a busy licensed channel occupied by the primary user and ‘0’
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represent an idle channel, the dynamic primary user traffic can be modelled as a
Markov 1-0 random process. Many work has been done on the channel holding time
distributions among which, exponential distribution is a widely used model [93,94].
In this chapter, it is assumed that both the busy channel holding time and the idle
channel holding time are exponentially distributed, with rate parameters λb and λe,
respectively. At any time instant, the channel is busy with probability pb =
λb
λb+λe
,
and idle with probability pe = 1 − pb. Denote the duration of each sample as ts.
The transition probability for when the channel is in state ‘z’ ∈ {0, 1} given that ts
seconds ago it was in state ‘x’∈ {0, 1} is given by [92]
pxz (ts;λb, λe) =
p00 (ts) p01 (ts)
p10 (ts) p11 (ts)

=
1
λb + λe
λb + λee−(λb+λe)ts λe − λee−(λb+λe)ts
λb − λbe−(λb+λe)ts λe + λbe−(λb+λe)ts
 .
(3.8)
It is assumed that the primary user occupancy status transition occurs only
once within each frame or that the frame duration of the primary user is longer
than the frame duration of the secondary user. This is the case when the primary
user and secondary user are providing similar services such that their frame sizes
are comparable. It is further assumed that the primary user status transition can
be completed within one sample. Let the total number of samples in the frame
duration be J . Denote β and α as the sample at which the primary user departs
and arrives at the licensed channel, respectively. As illustrated by Fig. 3.1, there
are six possible scenarios:
• H0,0(0): In this scenario, the primary user is absent from the licensed channel
for the entire frame duration. This is the same as the hypothesis H0 of the
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H0,0
H0,0(0)
H0,0(1)
H0,1
H1,0
H1,0(0)
H1,0(1)
H1,1
αts
αts
βts
βts
Time
Primary User Presence (Busy Channel)
Spectrum
Sensing Slot
Secondary
Transmission Slot
Figure 3.1: Scenarios for the dynamic primary user traffic model with one primary
user occupancy status change.
conventional model.
• H0,0(1): The primary user is absent during the sensing slot. It then arrives at
the licensed channel during the secondary data transmission slot.
• H0,1: The primary user is present at the beginning of the sensing slot. It then
departs from the licensed channel during the sensing slot and remains absent
for the rest of the secondary frame.
• H1,0(0): The primary user is present at the licensed channel for the entire frame
duration. This is the same as the hypothesis H1 of the conventional model.
• H1,0(1): The primary user is present during the sensing slot and then departs
from the licensed channel during the transmission slot.
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• H1,1: The primary user is absent at the beginning of the sensing slot and then
arrives during the sensing slot. It remains present for the rest of the frame.
In Fig. 3.1 and the above descriptions, the subscripts to the notations Ha,b
or Ha,b,(c) indicate different scenarios. To be more specific, the first subscript ‘a’
indicates the channel status at the end of the sensing period, where ‘1’ represents a
busy channel and ‘0’ represents an idle channel. the second subscript ‘b’ indicates
the number of primary user status changes during the sensing period, where ‘1’ and
‘0’ represent one change or no change at all, respectively. The third subscript ‘(c)’
represents the number of changes during the transmission period when no change
occurred during the sensing period, where ‘1’ and ‘0’ represent one change or no
change at all during the transmission period, respectively.
By using the transition probabilities in (3.8), the probabilities of each of the
above scenario occurring can be derived as
PH0,0(0) (λb, λe) = pep
J
00 (ts) ,
PH0,0(1) (λb, λe) =
J−1∑
α=I+1
(
pep
α
00 (ts) p01 (ts) p
J−α−1
11 (ts)
)
,
PH0,1 (λb, λe) =
I∑
β=1
(
pbp
β
11 (ts) p10 (ts) p
J−β−1
00 (ts)
)
,
PH1,0(0) (λb, λe) = pbp
J
11 (ts) ,
PH1,0(1) (λb, λe) =
J−1∑
β=I+1
(
pbp
β
11 (ts) p10 (ts) p
J−β−1
00 (ts)
)
,
PH1,1 (λb, λe) =
I∑
α=1
(
pep
α
00 (ts) p01 (ts) p
J−α−1
11 (ts)
)
.
(3.9)
In the next section, by using the dynamic traffic model presented in (3.9), its
effect on the sensing-throughput tradeoff will be analyzed.
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3.4 Sensing-Throughput Tradeoff with Primary
User Traffic
3.4.1 Spectrum Sensing Performance
As shown in Fig. 3.1, from the spectrum sensing hypothesis test point of view, the
six scenarios presented is categorized into four hypothesis: H0,0, H0,1, H1,0 and H1,1,
representing the absence, departure, arrival and presence of the primary user during
the spectrum sensing slot, respectively. The new spectrum sensing is therefore a
quarternary hypotheses testing problem given by
YH =

I∑
i=1
w2i , H0,0,
β∑
i=1
(si + wi)
2 +
I∑
i=β+1
w2i , H0,1,
I∑
i=1
(si + wi)
2 , H1,0,
α∑
i=1
w2i +
I∑
i=α+1
(si + wi)
2 , H1,1.
(3.10)
By using (3.10) and conditioned on the values of α and β, the conditional proba-
bilities of false alarm and the conditional probabilities of detection for the spectrum
sensing can be obtained. In hypothesis H0,0, the primary user is always absent dur-
ing the sensing slot, it is therefore the same as that of H0 of the conventional model
from the spectrum sensing point of view. The conditional probability of false alarm
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for H0,0 hence equals to that of H0, given by
PfaH0,0χ2 (ΨHχ2, I) = Pfaχ2 (Ψχ2 , I)
= 1− Γ
(
I
2
,ΨHχ2/2
)
Γ
(
I
2
) , (3.11)
where ΨHχ2 is the decision threshold for spectrum sensing with consideration of the
primary user traffic.
In the hypothesis H0,1, as the licensed channel is only idle after the β
th sample
for part of the sensing slot, YH follows a non-central chi-square distribution with I
degrees of freedom and a non-centrality parameter of βγp. Conditioned on the value
of β, the conditional probabilities of false alarm can be derived as
PfaH0,1χ2 (ΨHχ2 , I, β) = Qm
(√
βγp,
√
ΨHχ2
)
. (3.12)
In the hypothesis H1,0 the primary user is always present during the sensing slot
which is equivalent to H1 of the conventional model. The conditional probability of
detection for H1,0 is therefore given by
PdH1,0χ2 (ΨHχ2 , I) = Pdχ2 (Ψχ2, I)
= Qm
(√
Iγp,
√
ΨHχ2
)
.
(3.13)
In the hypothesis H1,1, as the licensed channel is only busy after the α
th sample
for part of the sensing slot, YH follows a non-central chi-square distribution with
I degrees of freedom and non-centrality parameter Iγp − αγp. Conditioned on the
value of α, the conditional probabilities of detection can be derived as
PdH1,1χ2 (ΨHχ2, I, α) = Qm
(√
Iγp − αγp,
√
ΨHχ2
)
. (3.14)
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It can be noted that for the special cases when β = 0 and α = 0 indicating
the primary user occupancy status change is not occurring during the sensing slot,
(3.12) and (3.14) degenerate to (3.11) and (3.13), respectively. The system is then
the same as the conventional model where the primary user traffic is assumed to be
static.
Similarly, the distribution of YH can also be approximated as Gaussian distribu-
tion when the value of I is large, with mean and variance of each hypothesis given
by

µH0,0 = I, σ
2
H0,0
= 2I, H0,0,
µH0,1 = I + βγp, σ
2
H0,1
= 2I + 4βγp, H0,1,
µH1,0 = I + Iγp, σ
2
H1,0
= 4Iγp + 2I, H1,0,
µH1,1 = I + Iγp − αγp, σ2H1,1 = 4Iγp + 2I − 4αγp, H1,1.
(3.15)
The conditional probabilities of false alarm for hypothesis H0,0 and H0,1 can then
be derived as
PfaH0,0 (ΨH , I) =
1
2
erfc
(
ΨH − I
2
√
I
)
, (3.16)
and
PfaH0,1 (ΨH , I, β) =
1
2
erfc
(
ΨH − I − βγp
2
√
I + 2βγp
)
, (3.17)
respectively, where ΨH is the decision threshold for the spectrum sensing in this
case. The conditional probability of detection for hypothesis H1,0 and H1,1 can then
be derived as
PdH1,0 (ΨH , I) =
1
2
erfc
(
ΨH − I − Iγp
2
√
I + 2Iγp
)
, (3.18)
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and
PdH1,1 (ΨH , I, α) =
1
2
erfc
 ΨH − I − (I − α) γp
2
√(
I + 2 (I − α) γp
)
 , (3.19)
respectively.
By using (3.11) and (3.12) for the chi-square distribution, or (3.16) and (3.17)
for the Gaussian approximation of YH , the unconditional probability of false alarm
for the spectrum sensing with primary user traffic, can be found by averaging the
conditional probabilities of false alarm over the probabilities of occurring for different
values of β. It can be derived as
PfaH (ΨH , I) =
(
PH0,0(0)(λb, λe) + PH0,0(1)(λb, λe)
)
· PfaH0,0 (ΨH , I)
PH0,0(0)(λb, λe) + PH0,0(1)(λb, λe) + PH0,1(λb, λe)
+
I∑
β=1
(
pbp
β
11 (ts) p10 (ts) p
J−β−1
00 (ts) · PfaH0,1 (ΨH , I, β)
)
PH0,0(0)(λb, λe) + PH0,0(1)(λb, λe) + PH0,1(λb, λe)
,
(3.20)
By using (3.13) and (3.14), or (3.18) and (3.19), the unconditional probability
of detection can be derived by averaging the conditional probabilities of detection
over the probabilities of occurring for each value of α, expressed as
PdH (ΨH , I) =
(
PH1,0(0)(λb, λe) + PH1,0(1)(λb, λe)
)
· PdH1,0 (ΨH , I)
PH1,0(0)(λb, λe) + PH1,0(1)(λb, λe) + PH1,1(λb, λe)
+
I∑
α=1
(
pep
α
00 (ts) p01 (ts) p
J−α−1
11 (ts) · PdH0,1 (ΨH , I, α)
)
PH1,0(0)(λb, λe) + PH1,0(1)(λb, λe) + PH1,1(λb, λe)
,
(3.21)
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3.4.2 Secondary User Transmission
Once the spectrum sensing is completed, the secondary transmission starts if the
secondary user decides that the primary user is absent from the licensed channel.
According to the definition of H0,0(0) and H0,1, the primary user is always absent
during the secondary transmission slot in these two scenarios, as shown in Fig. 3.1.
Thus for both scenarios, the conditional channel capacity is effectively the same as
that of H0 in the conventional model. One has
CH0,0(0) = CH0,1
= CH0 = log2 (1 + γs) , (Bits/Sec/Hz) .
(3.22)
On the other hand, in H0,0(1), the primary user arrives at the licensed channel
during the secondary transmission slot, as illustrated by Fig. 3.1. The conditional
channel capacity is affected by the arrival of the primary user which acts as interfer-
ence to the secondary transmission. Conditioned on the value of α, it can be derived
as
CH0,0(1) (α) = log2
(
1 +
γs
1 + J−α
J−I γp
)
, I+1 ≤ α < J, (Bits/Sec/Hz) . (3.23)
where I+1 ≤ α < J indicates the primary user arrives during the transmission slot.
Note that when α = J , (3.23) becomes the same as (3.22) where the primary user
is always absent during the transmission slot.
When mis-detection occurs in the spectrum sensing, the secondary transmission
starts even though the primary user is present. In these cases, the primary user
signal acts as interference to the secondary transmission.
In both H1,0(0) and H1,1, the primary user is present during the whole secondary
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transmission slot. The channel capacity is therefore effectively the same as CH1 in
the conventional model. One has,
CH1,0(0) = CH1,1
= CH1 = log2
(
1 +
γs
1 + γp
)
, (Bits/Sec/Hz) .
(3.24)
In H1,0(1), while the primary user is present for the whole sensing slot and the
first part of the transmission slot, it then departs from the channel during the trans-
mission slot at the βth sample. Thus, the conditional channel capacity is affected
by primary user traffic, and conditioned on the value of β, it becomes,
CH1,0(1) (β) = log2
(
1 +
γs
1 + β−I
J−Iγp
)
, I+1 ≤ β < J, (Bits/Sec/Hz) . (3.25)
where I+1 ≤ β < J indicates the primary user arrives during the transmission slot.
When β = J , (3.25) becomes the same as (3.24) where the primary user is always
present during the sensing slot.
Finally, taking into consideration the probabilities of occurring and the condi-
tional channel capacity in (3.22) to (3.25), the average total achievable throughput
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for the secondary user transmission can be derived as
RH (ΨH , I) = RH0,0(0) (ΨH , I) +RH0,0(1) (ΨH , I) + RH0,1 (ΨH , I)
+RH1,0(0) (ΨH , I) +RH1,0(1) (ΨH , I) +RH1,1 (ΨH , I)
=
T − τ
T
(
1− PfaH (ΨH , I)
)
PH0,0(0) (λb, λe)CH0,0(0)
+
T − τ
T
(
1− PfaH (ΨH , I)
) J−1∑
α=I+1
(
pep
α
00(ts)p01(ts)p
J−α−1
11 (ts)CH0,1(α)
)
+
T − τ
T
(
1− PfaH (ΨH , I)
)
PH0,1 (λb, λe)CH0,1
+
T − τ
T
(
1− PdH (ΨH , I)
)
PH1,0(0) (λb, λe)CH1,0(0)
+
T − τ
T
(
1− PdH (ΨH , I)
) J−1∑
β=I+1
(
pbp
β
11(ts)p10(ts)p
J−β−1
00 (ts)CH1,1(β)
)
+
T − τ
T
(
1− PdH (ΨH , I)
)
PH1,1 (λb, λe)CH1,1 , (Bits/Sec/Hz).
(3.26)
Comparing the derived average achievable throughput in (3.26) to that of the
conventional model in (3.7), it can be seen that both the sensing quality and the
secondary achievable throughput are affected by the random arrival and departure
of the primary user. The conventional model can therefore be treated as a special
case where the primary user’s random arrival and departure occurs outside of the
frame of interests. Similar to (3.7), the throughput in (3.26) is also a averaged value
based on the probability of each scenarios. Depending on the code implementation
and design, the actual throughput value in practice may be different, depending on
the number of frames included and primary user occupancy status in each frame.
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3.5 Numerical Results and Discussions
In this section, the effect of the dynamic primary user traffic on the sensing-throughput
tradeoff is examined by presenting some numerical results. For all the results, the
sample duration is set to ts = 0.02 ms and the SNR of the secondary transmission
γs is set to 10 dB. The Neyman-Pearson rule is used to determine the detection
threshold by minimizing the probability of false alarm at P̂d = 0.9. Other rules can
be examined in a similar way.
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Figure 3.2: The ROC curves of the spectrum sensing performance for the chi-square
distribution, Gaussian approximation and the simulation results.
Fig. 3.2 compares the ROC curves of the spectrum sensing performance for
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both the chi-square distribution and the Gaussian approximation of YH . In this
comparison, m = 50, giving a sensing duration of 2 ms. The received primary
user SNR is set at γp = −20 dB. Without loss of generality, the channel holding
times λ−1b = λ
−1
e = 1 ms are assumed. As can be observed, the ROC curves of
the Gaussian distribution match well with the results obtained using chi-square
distribution. The Gaussian distribution therefore provides a good approximation to
the actual distribution of YH . This is also verified by computer simulation, where 10
6
iterations were used. Due to its computational simplicity, Gaussian approximation
will thus be used for the rest of this thesis, while the chi-square distribution method
can always be examined in a similar way.
Fig. 3.3 examines the effect of the primary user traffic on the spectrum sens-
ing performance. The comparison of the ROC curves of the spectrum sensing for
the conventional model and the model with primary user traffic are presented for
different traffic intensities. In the figure, γp = −10 dB and the primary user busy
channel holding time λ−1b and idle channel holding time λ
−1
e are set at 1/5τ , 1/2τ ,
τ , 2τ and 5τ , respectively. As can be observed, comparing with the conventional
model, the spectrum sensing performance is degraded when the primary user traf-
fic is taken into consideration. Moreover, the sensing performance further degrades
with the decrease of the channel holding times, due to the increase in the probability
of occurring for primary user status changes.
Fig. 3.4 compares the average achievable secondary throughput for different
sensing time of the conventional model to the new model when the dynamic pri-
mary user traffic exists. In this figure, γp = 0 dB. Similar to the conventional model
in [88] and [89], there is an optimal sensing time for the new model with the primary
user traffic, at which the maximum throughput is achieved, as expected. However,
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Figure 3.3: The ROC curves of the sensing performance for the conventional model
and the new model with dynamic primary user traffic for different primary user
traffic intensities.
it can be seen that the achievable throughput of the secondary use is reduced when
the random departure and arrival of the primary user exists. There are two possible
causes for this phenomenon. Firstly, as shown in Fig. 3.3, the spectrum sensing
performance degrades when the primary user traffic is taken into consideration.
For the same P̂d, the resultant probability of false alarm is increased comparing
to the conventional model. Hence, the secondary transmission opportunity is re-
duced. Secondly, when the primary user arrives at the licensed channel during the
secondary transmission slot, it acts as an interference and reduces the conditional
channel capacity, hence the achievable throughput. It is also shown that, in oder
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Figure 3.4: Comparison of the average achievable throughput of the conventional
model and the new model with dynamic primary user traffic, with γp = 0 dB.
to compensate for the loss of the secondary transmission opportunities, the optimal
sensing time is reduced when the primary user traffic is considered comparing with
that of the conventional model, so that a longer transmission slot can be obtained.
Fig. 3.5 has the same settings as Fig. 3.4 with γp decreased from 0 dB to −10
dB. Similar to Fig. 3.4, as the decrease of λ−1b and λ
−1
e , the achievable through-
put and the optimal sensing time reduces comparing with that of the conventional
model. In contrast with Fig. 3.4, it can be observed that the maximum achiev-
able throughput is reduced when the received primary user SNR decreases. This
is explained as follows. A lower γp affects the sensing-throughput tradeoff in two
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Figure 3.5: Comparison of the average achievable throughput between the conven-
tional model and the model with dynamic primary user traffic, with γp = −10 dB.
ways. First, the sensing performance will be degraded, resulting in a larger uncon-
ditional probability of false alarm, PfaHχ2 (ΨHχ2, I) in the chi-square distribution or
PfaH (ΨH , I) in the Gaussian approximation. The increased unconditional proba-
bility of false alarm leads to reduction in the secondary transmission opportunities,
and hence the achievable throughput. Second, since the secondary transmission is
carried out while the primary user is present in the channel in the case of mis-
detection occurs or when the primary user arrives during the transmission slot, the
conditional achievable throughput will increase when the received primary user SNR
decreases. However, since in a practical system, the unconditional probability of de-
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tection should be much greater than the unconditional probability of false alarm and
the conditional channel capacity is much greater when the primary user interference
is absent, the total achievable throughput is hence dominated by the conditional
achievable throughput in the case when the primary user is absent from the channel
during the transmission slot. Therefore, the overall maximum achievable through-
put is reduced from the decrease of the transmission opportunity (1−PfaH (ΨH , I)).
Moreover, the optimal sensing time has to be increased in order to compensate for
this degradation at lower received primary user SNR, which explains why the opti-
mal sensing time increases when γp decreases.
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Figure 3.6: The average achievable throughput verses the sensing-duration-frame-
duration ratio.
Fig. 3.6 examines the effect of the dynamic primary user traffic on the sensing-
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throughput tradeoff for different secondary frame durations. It can be observed
that the optimal ratio of the sensing time to the frame duration is reduced when
the frame duration increases. That is to say, the longer the frame duration is, the
smaller portion of the frame is required to perform the spectrum sensing. Moreover,
when the primary user traffic is taken into consideration, the achievable throughput
is always reduced compared to that of the conventional model used in [88] and [89].
This agrees with the findings from the previous figures.
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Figure 3.7: The optimal sensing time for different busy and idle channel holding
time, λ−1b and λ
−1
e .
Fig. 3.7 provides the relationship between the optimal sensing time τ˜ and the
channel holding times λ−1b and λ
−1
e where λ
−1
b = λ
−1
e is assumed. When λ
−1
b and
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λ−1e decreases, the optimal sensing time decreases. This is explained as follows. The
decrease of λ−1b and λ
−1
e means shorter channel holding times, which result in a
decrease in the achievable throughput. In order to compensate for this reduction in
the throughput, either the sensing time has to be increased to reduce the probability
of false alarm and increase the secondary transmission opportunity, or the transmis-
sion time has to be increased to achieve a higher conditional throughput. In this
case when the total frame duration is fixed, the increase of one period will lead to a
decrease in the other. As the improvement in the probability of false alarm with the
increase of the sensing time is insignificant compared with the loss in the conditional
throughput caused by the reduced transmission time, the sensing time need to be
decreased in order for the achievable throughput to be maximized. Furthermore, as
can be seen from Fig. 3.7, as the channel holding times λ−1b and λ
−1
e increase to a
certain value, the increase of the optimal sensing time slows down and approaches
to the conventional model where primary user traffic is assumed to be static, as in
this case the probability of primary user status changes occurs becomes very small.
3.6 Conclusions
In this chapter, the effect of the primary user traffic on the sensing-throughput trade-
off of the cognitive radio has been examined. Both the chi-square distribution and
the Gaussian approximation have been considered for the test statistic of the energy
detection. By adopting a primary user traffic model which takes into consideration
of one primary user status change and exponential channel holding time, perfor-
mance degradation has been observed in both the spectrum sensing performance
and the secondary transmission. Numerical results showed that this degradation
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is related to the primary user traffic intensity, as well as the received primary user
SNR at the secondary user. It was also shown that the optimal sensing time for the
sensing-throughput tradeoff may also be changed when the primary user traffic is
taken into account. Moreover, the ratio of the optimal sensing time and the frame
duration is also affected by the actual length of the frame.
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Chapter 4
Spectrum Sensing with Multiple
Status Changes in Primary User
Traffic
4.1 Introduction
One of the main research challenges of the cognitive radio is the possibility of the
primary user changing its occupancy status while the secondary user is operating.
In the last chapter, a dynamic primary user traffic model where the primary user
randomly departs or arrives at the licensed channel for at most once during the
secondary frame was discussed, while the focus of the analysis was its effect on the
sensing-throughput tradeoff performance.
In this chapter, the dynamic primary user traffic problem is generalized by con-
sidering a more general case, where the primary user has multiple occupancy status
changes in the licensed channel during the secondary frame. In practice, this is the
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case when the primary user traffic is bursty and the primary user frame is very short.
In this case, one primary user comes and leaves frequently due to the relatively short
frame interval. For example, due to severe fading or shadowing, the acknowledge
or Request to Send messages in the initialization may be lost so that these short
control messages have to be sent over and over again by the primary user. This is
also the case when the primary traffic is high such that one primary user arrives
shortly after the other primary user leaves and so on in the frame duration. The
number of status changes is determined by the burstiness, the traffic of the primary
network as well as the length of the sensing slot to achieve certain accuracy. There-
fore, the effect of primary user multiple occupancy status changes on the cognitive
radio performance is a topic worth investigating. The analysis in this chapter is
general enough to take all these cases into account.
Different from Chapter 3, in this chapter, the analysis is focused on the effect of
multiple status changes on the performance of the spectrum sensing. Many works
have been conducted on spectrum sensing [53,68,95–97]. In [95] and [53], spectrum
sensing was studied without considering the primary user status changes. In [68,
96,97], the authors considered the primary user status changes in spectrum sensing
but assumed that the primary user only arrives at the licensed channel before the
spectrum sensing starts and remains unchanged thereafter. Therefore, the spectrum
sensing performance with primary user multiple status changes is evaluated in this
chapter.
To extend the investigation further, different channel holding time distributions
for the primary user traffic with multiple status changes are also investigated, in-
cluding exponential distribution [93, 98], log-normal distribution [99, 100], Gamma
distribution [101, 102] and Erlang distribution [103].
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The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. In Section 4.2, the realistic
primary user traffic model with multiple status changes is established. In Section
4.3, the effect of the established traffic model on the spectrum sensing performance
is analyzed. In Section 4.4, numerical results and discussions are presented, while
the findings are concluded in Section 4.5.
4.2 Primary User Multiple Changes TrafficModel
Consider the cognitive radio system model similar to that used in the last chapter. In
this chapter, the primary user is assumed to depart or arrive at the licensed channel
several times such that its status changes frequently during the sensing period.
Assume that each primary user status change takes one sample to complete. The
number of status changes during the sensing period is an integer Ω ∈ [0, N ], where
N is the maximum number of changes with values from 1 to I, and I ∈ [1,∞). This
takes an arbitrary number of status changes into account. The primary user traffic is
modelled as a Markov 1-0 random process. Define the samples at which the primary
user arrives and departs from the licensed channel as αj and βj , respectively, where
j represents the jth arrival or departure.
Denote the cumulative distribution functions (CDFs) of the busy channel holding
time and idle channel holding time of the licensed channel as Fα (t) and Fβ (t),
respectively, which are determined by the primary user traffic. Since the primary
user and the secondary user are not synchronized and both of their traffics are
functions of time, there is always a primary user status change that has happened
immediately before the current secondary user frame starts if one goes back in time
from the instant when the secondary frame starts, so that the same CDF applies to
all the idle and busy durations in the secondary frame regardless of when this status
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change occurs. This does not contradict with the exponential holding time and its
memoryless property examined and used later.
In this chapter, the traffic model is generalized so that it follows any reasonable
distributions. In the case of exponentially distributed primary user channel holding
times, there is [104]
Fα (t) = 1− e−λbt, (4.1)
and
Fβ (t) = 1− e−λet, (4.2)
for the busy and idle channel holding times, respectively, where λb and λe are the
exponentially distributed channel holding time rate parameters defined as before.
Similarly, in the case of Gamma distributed channel holding times, there is [104]
Fα (t) =
γ
(
kgam,α,
t
θgam,α
)
Γ (kgam,α)
, (4.3)
and
Fβ (t) =
γ
(
kgam,β,
t
θgam,β
)
Γ (kgam,β)
, (4.4)
where kgam,α and kgam,β are the shape parameters of the Gamma distribution for
the busy and idle channel holding times, respectively, θgam,α and θgam,β are the scale
parameters.
In the case of Erlang distribution, the CDF follows [104]
Fα (t) =
γ (ker,α, λer,αt)
(ker,α − 1)! , (4.5)
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and
Fβ (t) =
γ (ker,β, λer,βt)
(ker,β − 1)! , (4.6)
where ker,α and ker,β are shape parameters of the Erlang distribution for the busy
and idle channel holding times, respectively, λer,α and λer,β are the rate parameters
of the distribution.
In the case of log-normal distributed channel holding times, there is [104]
Fα (t) =
1
2
+
1
2
erfc
 ln t− µlog,α√
2σ2log,α
 , (4.7)
and
Fβ (t) =
1
2
+
1
2
erfc
 ln t− µlog,β√
2σ2log,β
 , (4.8)
where µ
log,α
and µ
log,β
are the means of ln t for busy and idle channel holding times,
respectively, σlog,α and σlog,β are the standard deviations of ln t.
Assume that for all considered primary user traffic models, each time interval
can be modelled independently. This is the case when the primary user follows
Poison process, or not Poison process but the time intervals are weakly related.
The probability that a primary user status change occurs is therefore equal to the
probability mass function (PMF) of the channel holding times. Consequently, in
the case when the primary user arrives at the channel at the sample αj during the
sensing period, the PMF of αj, fα (αj) can be obtained from the CDF as [105]
fα (αj) = Fα (αjts)− Fα
(
(αj − 1) ts
)
. (4.9)
Similarly, in the case when the primary user departs from the channel during
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the sensing period at the sample βj, the PMF of βj, fβ (βj) is derived as
fβ (βj) = Fβ (βjts)− Fβ
(
(βj − 1) ts
)
. (4.10)
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Figure 4.1: Scenarios for the primary user traffic with multiple occupancy status
changes.
Inherently, as illustrated by Fig. 4.1, the arrivals and departures of the primary
user occur one after the other. Denote the idle hypothesis as HΩ,0 where after Ω
status changes, the primary user is absent at the end of the sensing slot. Denote
the busy hypothesis as HΩ,1 indicating that the primary user is present at the end
of the sensing slot after Ω status changes.
According to the definition of an idle licensed channel, the primary user need to
be absent at the end of the sensing slot. Hence, in HΩ,0, when Ω is an even number,
the primary user must be absent at the beginning of the sensing period, and after
Ω arrivals and departures, it is eventually still absent and does not return again
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during the sensing slot. The probability for this event to occur is the product of the
probabilities for all arrivals and departures, conditioned on their respective previous
departures or arrivals. Therefore, the occurring probability of this scenario can be
derived as
PHΩ,0(Ω = even) =pe · fα(α1) · fβ(β1) · fα(α2) · fβ(β2) · · · · · · fα(αΩ
2
−1)
· fβ(βΩ
2
−1) · fα(αΩ
2
) · fβ(βΩ
2
) ·
(
1−
(
Fα (Its)− Fα
(
βΩ
2
ts
)))
=pe
Ω
2∏
j=1
fα (αj)
Ω
2∏
j=1
fβ (βj)
(
1−
(
Fα (Its)− Fα
(
βΩ
2
ts
)))
(4.11)
In the above equation,
Ω
2∏
j=1
fα (αj)
Ω
2∏
j=1
fβ (βj) is the probability that the arrival and
departure of the primary user happens one after another for a total of Ω (Ω = even)
times, and
(
1−
(
Fα (Its)− Fα
(
βΩ
2
ts
)))
is the probability that the primary user
does not return again after the last departure until the end of the sensing slot.
Similarly, the case when Ω is odd for HΩ,0 can be derived in a similar way. The
conditional probability of occurring for HΩ,0 can therefore be represented as
PHΩ,0 =

pe
Ω
2∏
j=1
fα (j)
Ω
2∏
j=1
fβ (j)
(
1−
(
Fα (Its)− Fα
(
βΩ
2
ts
)))
, Ω = even,
pb
Ω−1
2∏
j=1
fα (j)
Ω+1
2∏
j=1
fβ (j)
(
1−
(
Fα (Its)− Fα
(
βΩ+1
2
ts
)))
, Ω = odd.
(4.12)
Note that when Ω = 0, the primary user does not change its occupancy status
during the spectrum sensing so that it is absent during the whole sensing slot, hence
HΩ,0 becomes the same as the hypothesis H0 in the conventional spectrum sensing.
In this case, the conditional probability PHΩ,0 becomes PH0 = pe
(
I − Fα (Its)
)
.
By using similar methodology, the conditional probability of occurring for HΩ,1
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can also be derived as
PHΩ,1 =

pb
Ω
2∏
j=1
fβ (j)
Ω
2∏
j=1
fα (j)
(
1−
(
Fβ (Its)− Fβ
(
αΩ
2
ts
)))
, Ω = even,
pe
Ω+1
2∏
j=1
fα (j)
Ω−1
2∏
j=1
fβ (j)
(
1−
(
Fβ (Its)− Fβ
(
αΩ+1
2
ts
)))
, Ω = odd.
(4.13)
Similarly, when Ω = 0 under hypothesis HΩ,1, the primary user is always present
during the whole sensing slot, similar to the hypothesis H1 in the conventional
model, and the conditional probability PHΩ,1 becomes PH1 = pb
(
1− Fβ (Its)
)
.
4.3 Spectrum Sensing with Primary User Multi-
ple Changes Traffic
As can be seen from Fig. 4.1, the considered received samples contain only noise
(wi) when the primary user is absent in the licensed channel, and contain both
signal and noise (si + wi) when the primary user is present in the channel. Using
the energy detection for the spectrum sensing, the test statistic can be expressed
as the sum of energy of all samples used for spectrum sensing. Therefore, the test
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statistic for HΩ,0 with Ω = even can be derived based on the considered samples as
YHΩ,0(Ω = even) =
α1∑
i=1
w2i +
β1∑
i=α+1
(si + wi)
2 +
α2∑
i=β1+1
w2i +
β2∑
i=α2+1
(si + wi)
2
+
α3∑
i=β2+1
w2i +
β3∑
i=α3+1
(si + wi)
2 · · · · · · +
αΩ
2 −1∑
i=βΩ
2 −2
+1
w2i
+
βΩ
2 −1∑
i=αΩ
2 −1
+1
w2i +
αΩ
2∑
i=βΩ
2 −1
+1
w2i +
βΩ
2∑
i=αΩ
2
(si + wi)
2 +
I∑
i=βΩ
2
w2i .
(4.14)
where YHΩ,0 is the output of the integrator under hypothesis HΩ,0.
Similarly, when Ω is an odd number, the primary user must be present at the
beginning of the sensing slot, it is then absent from the licensed channel at the end
of the sensing period after Ω departures and arrivals. The test statistics for the
energy detection for Ω = odd in HΩ,0 can therefore be derived as
YHΩ,0(Ω = odd) =
β1∑
i=1
(si + wi)
2 +
α1∑
i=β1+1
w2i +
β2∑
i=α1+1
(si + wi)
2 +
α2∑
i=β2+1
w2i
+
β3∑
i=α2+1
(si + wi)
2 · · · · · · +
αΩ−3
2∑
i=βΩ−3
2
+1
w2i +
βΩ−1
2∑
i=αΩ−3
2
+1
(si + wi)
2
+
αΩ−1
2∑
i=βΩ−1
2
+1
w2i
βΩ+1
2∑
i=αΩ−1
2
+1
(si + wi)
2 +
I∑
i=βΩ+1
2
+1
w2i .
(4.15)
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This can be simplified as
YHΩ,0 =

Ω
2∑
j=1
βj∑
i=αj+1
(si + wi)
2 +
α1∑
i=1
w2i
+
Ω
2
−1∑
j=1
αj+1∑
i=βj+1
w2i +
I∑
i=βΩ
2
+1
w2i , Ω = even,
Ω−1
2∑
j=1
βj+1∑
i=αj+1
(si + wi)
2 +
β1∑
i=1
(si + wi)
2
+
Ω−1
2∑
j=1
αj∑
i=βj+1
w2i +
I∑
i=βΩ+1
2
+1
w2i , Ω = odd.
(4.16)
By using the same methodology, according to the definition of an unavailable
channel, the primary user is present at the end of the sensing slot. Hence, in HΩ,1,
when Ω is even, the primary user must be present at the beginning of the sensing
slot, and is eventually still present at the end of the sensing slot after even number of
departures and arrivals. Similarly, when Ω is odd, the primary user must be absent
at the beginning of the sensing slot. The test statistics for the energy detection in
HΩ,1 can therefore be derived as
YHΩ,1 =

β1∑
i=1
(si + wi)
2 +
Ω
2
−1∑
j=1
βj+1∑
i=αj+1
(si + wi)
2+
I∑
i=αΩ
2
+1
(si + wi)
2 +
Ω
2∑
j=1
αj∑
i=βj+1
w2i , Ω = even,
Ω−1
2∑
j=1
βj∑
i=αj+1
(si + wi)
2 +
I∑
i=αΩ+1
2
+1
(si + wi)
2
+
α1∑
i=1
n2i +
Ω−1
2∑
j=1
αj+1∑
i=βj+1
n2i , Ω = odd.
(4.17)
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By performing energy detection using the test statistics derived in (4.16) and
(4.17), the conditional probabilities of false alarm and the conditional probability of
detection, conditioned on the value of α and β can be derived.
4.3.1 Conditional Probability of False Alarm
To derive the conditional probability of false alarm, Let g0i = wi and d0i = g
2
0i
. The
expectation and variance of d0i can be derived as
E [d0i] = V ar [g0i ] + (E [g0i])
2
= σ2g0 + µ
2
g0
,
(4.18)
and
V ar [d0i] = E
[
d20i
]− (E [d0i ])2
= 4µ2g0σ
2
g0 + 2σ
2
g0 ,
(4.19)
respectively, where E [·] denotes the expectation, V ar [·] denotes the variance, µg0
is the mean of g0i , and σ
2
g0 is the variance of g0i.
Let D0 =
∑
d0i and define Z0j as
Z0j =
D0 −K0HΩ,0E [d0i]√
K0HΩ,0V ar [d0i]
, (4.20)
where K0HΩ,0 is the total number of samples during the sensing period that contain
only noise in HΩ,0. Thus, according to the CLT, Z0j has approximately zero mean
and unit variance, and there is
D0 = Z0j
√
K0HΩ,0V ar [d0i ] +K0HΩ,0E [d0i ] . (4.21)
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Hence, as g0i has zero mean and unit variance, the expectation and variance of D0
can be obtained as
E [D0] = K0HΩ,0
(
σ2g0 + µ
2
g0
)
= K0HΩ,0 ,
(4.22)
and
V ar [D0] = K0HΩ,0
(
2σ4g0 + 4σ
2
g0
µ2g0
)
= 2K0HΩ,0 ,
(4.23)
Similarly, let g1i = si + wi, and d1i = g
2
1i
. The expectation and variance of d1i
can be derived as
E [d1i] = V ar [g1i ] + (E [g1i])
2
= σ2g1 + µ
2
g1.
(4.24)
and
V ar [d1i] = E
[
d21i
]− (E [d1i ])2
= E
[
g41i
]− (E [d1i ])2
= 2σ4g1 + 4σ
2
g1
µ2g1,
(4.25)
where σ2g1 is the variance of g1i and µg1 is the mean of g1i. Let D1 =
∑
d1i and
define Z1j as
Z1j =
D1 −K1HΩ,0E [d1i]√
K1HΩ,0V ar [d1i]
, (4.26)
where K1HΩ,0 as the total number of samples that contain the primary user signal
and noise during the sensing slot in HΩ,0. According to the CLT, Z1j has approxi-
mately zero mean and unit variance. As d1i has mean of
√
γp and unit variance, the
expectation and variance of D1 can be derived according to the CLT as
E [D1] = K1HΩ,0
(
σ2g1 + µ
2
g1
)
= K1HΩ,0 +K1HΩ,0γp,
(4.27)
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V ar [D1] = K1HΩ,0
(
2σ4g1 + 4σ
2
g1
µ2g1
)
= 2K1HΩ,0 + 4K1HΩ,0γp.
(4.28)
Hence, by using (4.22) and (4.27), the expectation YHΩ,0 can be obtained as
E
[
YHΩ,0
]
= E [D0] + E [D1]
= K0HΩ,0 +K1HΩ,0 +K1HΩ,0γp
= I +K1HΩ,0γp,
(4.29)
and by using (4.23) and (4.28), the variance of YHΩ,0 can be derived as
V ar
[
YHΩ,0
]
= V ar [D0] + V ar [D1]
= 2K0HΩ,0 + 2K1HΩ,0 + 4K1HΩ,0γp
= 2I + 4K1HΩ,0γp,
(4.30)
.
From (4.16), K0HΩ,0 and K1HΩ,0 under hypothesis HΩ,0 can be derived as
K0HΩ,0 =

I −
Ω
2∑
j=1
βj +
Ω
2∑
j=1
αj, Ω = even,
I −
Ω+1
2∑
j=1
βj +
Ω−1
2∑
j=1
αj, Ω = odd,
(4.31)
and
K1HΩ,0 =

Ω
2∑
j=1
βj −
Ω
2∑
j=1
αj , Ω = even,
Ω+1
2∑
j=1
βj −
Ω−1
2∑
j=1
αj , Ω = odd.
(4.32)
respectively.
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In [75], the conditional probability of false alarm is defined as
Pfa(Ψ) =
1
2
erfc
(
Ψ−E [YH0]√
2V ar [YH0 ]
)
, (4.33)
where E [YH0] and V ar [YH0 ] is the expectation and variance of the energy detection
test statistic for idle channel hypothesis.
Hence, by substituting (4.29) and (4.30) into (4.33), one has the conditional
probabilities of false alarm as
PfaHΩ,0(Ψm, I) =
1
2
erfc
(
Ψm −
(
I +K1HΩ,0γp
)
2
√
I + 2K1HΩ,0γp
)
, (4.34)
where Ψm is the decision threshold for the energy detection where multiple primary
user status changes is considered. By applying the Neyman-Pearson rule, for a
target probability of false alarm P̂faHΩ,0 , the detection threshold Ψm can be found
as
Ψm = erfc
−1
(
2P̂faHΩ,0
)√
2I + 8K1HΩ,0γp + I +K1HΩ,0γp. (4.35)
4.3.2 Conditional Probability of Detection
By using similar method, the conditional probability of detection can also be derived.
In hypothesis HΩ,1, the total number of samples during the sensing period that
contain only noise can be derived as
K0HΩ,1 =

Ω
2∑
j=1
αj −
Ω
2∑
j=1
βj , Ω = even,
Ω+1
2∑
j=1
αj −
Ω−1
2∑
j=1
βj , Ω = odd.
(4.36)
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The total number of samples during the sensing period that contain signal and
noise can be derived as
K1HΩ,1 =

I −
Ω
2∑
j=1
αj +
Ω
2∑
j=1
βj, Ω = even,
I −
Ω+1
2∑
j=1
αj +
Ω−1
2∑
j=1
βj, Ω = odd.
(4.37)
In [75], the conditional probability of detection is defined as
Pd(Ψ) =
1
2
erfc
(
Ψ− E [Y1]√
2V ar [Y1]
)
, (4.38)
where E [Y1] and V ar [Y1] are the expectation and variance of the energy detection
test statistic for busy channel hypothesis.
In HΩ,1, the expectation and variance of YHΩ,1 can be derived as
E[YHΩ,1 ] = I +K1HΩ,1 , (4.39)
and
V ar[YHΩ,1 ] = 2I + 4K1HΩ,1γp, (4.40)
respectively. By substituting (4.39) and (4.40) into (4.38), the conditional probabil-
ity of detection in this case can be derived as
PdHΩ,1(Ψm, I) =
1
2
erfc
(
Ψm −
(
I +K1HΩ,1γp
)
2
√
I + 2K1HΩ,1γp
)
. (4.41)
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4.3.3 Unconditional Probability of False Alarm and Detec-
tion
By using the conditional probabilities of occurring for HΩ,0 in (4.12) and the con-
ditional probabilities of false alarm in (4.34), the unconditional probability of false
alarm can be obtained as
PfaHΩ,0(Ψm, I) =
N∑
Ω=0
(
PfaHΩ,1(Ψm, I)PHΩ,0
)
N∑
Ω=0
PHΩ,0
. (4.42)
Similarly, by using the conditional probabilities of occurring for HΩ,1 in (4.13)
and the conditional probabilities of detection in (4.41), the unconditional probability
of detection can be obtained as
PdHΩ,1(Ψm, I) =
N∑
Ω=0
(
PdHΩ,1(Ψm, I)PHΩ,1
)
N∑
Ω=0
PHΩ,1
. (4.43)
Note that in (4.34) and (4.41), the conditional probabilities PfaHΩ,0 and PdHΩ,1
of different cases may be the same even if the value of Ω is different, depending
on the cumulative number of samples occupied by the primary user. However, the
unconditional probabilities of false alarm and detection in (4.42) and (4.43) are
different for different values of N , as it is obtained by averaging the conditional
probabilities over the occurring probability of each case, which is determined by the
primary user traffic.
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4.4 Numerical Results and Discussions
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Figure 4.2: The ROC curves of the spectrum sensing performance with primary
user multiple changes traffic for exponentially distributed channel holding times,
with λ−1b = λ
−1
e = 1/5τ .
In this section, the effect of the primary user traffic with multiple status changes
during the sensing slot is investigated by presenting some numerical examples. In
all the examples, the Neyman-Pearson is applied to obtain the decision threshold.
In this case, the decision threshold is determined by letting PdHΩ,1 equal to the
target probability of 0.9. The probability of false alarm PfaHΩ,0 is hence obtained
by using the determined decision threshold. N is the maximum number of changes
while Ω ∈ [0, N ]. In all the comparisons, N = 0 indicates the case when there is no
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primary user status change occurring during the spectrum sensing slot, the system
performance becomes the same as that of the conventional model in this case.
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Figure 4.3: The ROC curves of spectrum sensing performance with primary user
multiple changes traffic for exponentially distributed channel holding times, with
λ−1b = λ
−1
e = τ .
Fig. 4.2 examines the effect of the primary user traffic with multiple status
changes on the sensing performance. In this figure, the sensing period τ is 20 ms
and γp = −5 dB. The exponentially distributed traffic model is applied with both
the busy and idle channel holding time set at 1
5
τ . As can be observed, when the
number of the primary occupancy status changes increases, the spectrum sensing
performance degrades. However, the amount of degradation decreases as the number
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of status changes increases, and the spectrum sensing performance become almost
identical for N > 3 in this case. This is because for the given values of τ , λb and
λe in this case, the probability that more than five status changes occur becomes
very small. This suggests lower bound of the sensing performance and converges to
a minimum performance due to the limited sensing slot duration and the primary
user traffic intensities.
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Figure 4.4: The spectrum sensing performance for different received primary user
SNR.
Fig. 4.3 examines the effect of the primary user traffic intensity on the spectrum
sensing performance. In this figure, the channel holding times are increased to be
comparable with the sensing slot duration at λ−1b = λ
−1
e = 20 ms. As can be
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seen from the figure, in contrast with Fig. 4.2, the sensing performance degradation
caused by the primary user traffic becomes less significant and is almost identical for
different values of N . This is because when the busy and idle channel holding times
are increased to be comparable with the spectrum sensing duration, the probability
for the primary user multiple status changes during the sensing slot becomes very
small. The sensing performance therefore becomes closer to that of the conventional
model where N = 0, as it is less affected by the primary user traffic.
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Figure 4.5: The ROC curves of spectrum sensing performance with the primary user
multiple changes traffic for Gamma distributed channel holding times.
Fig. 4.4 examines the effect of the received primary user SNR on the spectrum
sensing performance with primary user multiple status changes. The exponential
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distribution model is applied for the primary user traffic channel holding times.
As can be seen, the probability of false alarm increases as the value of N increases,
indicating a degradation in the spectrum sensing performance when the primary user
traffic with multiple status changes is considered. Moreover, although the spectrum
sensing performance improves with the increase of the received primary user SNR
γp for all values of N , this improvement becomes much smaller and slower when the
multiple status change of the primary user traffic is taken into consideration.
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Figure 4.6: The ROC curves of spectrum sensing performance with the primary user
multiple changes traffic for Erlang distributed channel holding times.
Fig. 4.5 to Fig. 4.7 investigate the effect of the primary user multiple changes
traffic on the sensing performance for different distributions of the channel holding
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Figure 4.7: The ROC curves of spectrum sensing performance with the primary user
multiple changes traffic for log-normal distributed channel holding times.
times. For all distributions, γp = 0 dB, and the mean channel holding time is
set at 1
5
τ . Fig. 4.5 presents the ROC curves of the spectrum sensing with the
primary user multiple status changes for Gamma distributed channel holding times.
In this figure, the shape parameters are set at kgam,α = kgam,β = 10, and the scale
parameters are θgam,α = θgam,β =
1
2500
. As can be seen, similar findings can be
observed as earlier figures. The spectrum sensing performance degrades when the
multiple status changes of the primary user is taken into account. Fig. 4.6 presents
the ROC curves of spectrum sensing for Erlang distributed busy and idle channel
holding times. The shape parameters of the distribution are set at ker,α = ker,β = 20,
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Figure 4.8: Comparison of the ROC curves of spectrum sensing performance for
differently distributed channel holding times, with N = 5.
and the rate parameters are λer,α = λer,β = 5000. Fig. 4.7 shows the ROC curves of
spectrum sensing for log-normal distributed busy and idle channel holding times. In
this case, the standard deviations are set at σlog,α = σlog,β = 1, and the means are
µlog,α = ln(
1
250
) − σ
2
log,α
2
and µlog,β = ln(
1
250
) − σ
2
log,β
2
. Comparing Fig. 4.5, Fig. 4.6
and Fig. 4.7, the primary user with multiple status changes has different degree of
impacts on the sensing performance, due to the difference in the primary user traffic
distribution model. However, it has been shown that the sensing performance always
degrades as the increase of N and reaches to a lower bound performance regardless
of the distribution models.
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Fig. 4.8 compares the spectrum sensing performance for differently distributed
channel holding times while N = 5. As can be observed, the sensing performance
degradation caused by the primary user traffic with multiple changes, has different
level of sensitivity to different channel holding time distribution models. In this
case, the sensing performance is least sensitive to the Erlang model while it is most
sensitive to the exponential model. Similar patterns can also be found from the
results of N = 1 to N = 4. This suggests that the same sensing scheme may have
different performances when operating with different primary systems.
4.5 Conclusions
The impact of the primary user traffic with multiple status changes on the spectrum
sensing performance is analyzed. Closed-form expressions for the probabilities of
false alarm and detection are derived. Numerical results show that the multiple
status changes of the primary user cause considerable degradation in the sensing
performance. This degradation depends on the number of changes, the primary user
traffic model, the primary user traffic intensity and the SNR ratio of the received
signal. Numerical results also show that the amount of degradation decreases when
the number of changes increases, and converges to a minimum sensing performance
due to the limited sensing period and primary holding time.
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Chapter 5
Adaptive-Modulation-Based
Cognitive Radio
5.1 Introduction
Cognitive radio has enabled the efficient utilization of the frequency spectrum. By
adopting the superframe structure, the secondary data transmission starts once the
spectrum sensing identifies the idle channel status. In the last chapter, the focus
of the research was on the spectrum sensing performance of the cognitive radio. In
this chapter, the focus is moved on to research related to the other main aspect of
the cognitive radio, the secondary data transmission.
In conventional data transmission, a fixed constellation size is generally adopted
by the modulation. The transmission is hence carried out at the same data rate re-
gardless of the changes in the channel conditions. However, most practical wireless
channels suffer from multipath fading, leading to dramatic changes in the channel
condition over time. This results in two major disadvantages of the conventional
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modulation method. First, the conventional modulation transmits data at the same
data rate even when the channel condition is harsh where the higher reliability
becomes more important than the higher data rate. Second, the conventional mod-
ulation still transmits data at the same data rate when the channel condition is
good, wasting the capacity of achieving a higher data rate [106].
An existing solution for this problem is the adaptive modulation. It adapts the
constellation size of the modulation according to the channel condition, such that a
larger constellation size for higher data rate can be used when the channel condition
is good or the SNR in the channel is high, whereas a smaller constellation size can
be chosen for lower data rate and higher reliability when the channel condition is
harsh or the SNR in the channel is low. By adapting the constellation size of the
modulation according to the channel conditions, the average link spectral efficiency
(link SE) can be significantly increased [107].
Aiming at flexibility and efficiency itself, the secondary transmission of the cog-
nitive radio would definitely benefits greatly from the adaptive modulation. Conse-
quently, the marriage of the cognitive radio and the adaptive modulation is a natural
choice which provides additional flexibility. When adaptive modulation is applied,
the cognitive radios can adjust the constellation size of the modulation used in the
secondary data transmission of each frame.
However, in a cognitive radio system, there is a possibility that mis-detection
occurs during the spectrum sensing, such that the licensed channel is considered as
idle whist the primary user is actually present. In this case, the active primary user
signal acts as interference to the adaptive modulation of the secondary user. The
performance of the adaptive modulation is hence affected by the spectrum sensing
results. Moreover, as was introduced in the previous chapters, the dynamic primary
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user traffic is a practical issue that affects the performance of the cognitive radio
system. In this case, when the primary user randomly departs or arrives at the li-
censed channel, it creates a mismatch between the channel condition based on which
the constellation size is chosen and the channel condition the actual data transmis-
sion experiences. This will also affect the performance of the adaptive modulation.
Thus, it is of great interest to analyze the performance of the adaptive modulation
in the cognitive radios while taking into consideration of all these conditions.
In this chapter, the rate adaptive modulation which is the key to achieve high
link SE is considered. The effect of the spectrum sensing and the dynamic primary
user traffic on the performance of the adaptive modulation in cognitive radio system
is analyzed. The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. First, in Section 5.2,
a brief description of the conventional adaptive modulation is given, which will be
used as a comparison reference for the performance of the adaptive modulation in
cognitive radio system. In Section 5.3, the system model of the adaptive modulation
in cognitive radio used in this chapter is presented. Section 5.4 and Section 5.5
provide the analysis of the ACR scheme and the ADR scheme, respectively, where
both the BER performance and the link SE performance are derived. Numerical
results are also presented for both sections to examine the mathematical derivations.
Finally, the findings of this chapter will be summarized in Section 5.6.
5.2 Conventional Adaptive Modulation
Consider an adaptive modulation system for the conventional case, with multi-level
quadrature amplitude modulation (M-QAM) scheme. The BER of the coherent
M-QAM with two-dimensional Gray coding over an AWGN channel can be approx-
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imated as [106]
Pber (M, γ) ≈ 1
5
e−
3γ
2(M−1) , (5.1)
where M is the constellation size and γ is the signal-to-disturbance radio (SDR) in
the channel which includes the noise and interference, if any. It has been a common
method to replace the SNR with the SDR in the calculation of error rate [108] [109].
In (5.1), the value of Pber is often predetermined in practice at a target value P̂ber and
is available at the transmitter. The value of γ can be estimated using estimators
in [110] by the receiver and then fed back to the transmitter. As it is not the
main focus of the work in this chapter, it is assumed that perfect knowledge of γ
is available. The constellation size M is then determined from γ using (5.1) before
the transmission starts.
5.2.1 Adaptive Continuous Rate Scheme
Conventionally, when the ACR scheme is used for the adaptive modulation, the
constellation size can be obtained by using (5.1) before the transmission starts as
M
ACR
≈ 1− 3γ
2ln
(
5P̂ber
) . (5.2)
After the transmission, the actual BER of the ACR scheme can be derived by using
(5.2) in (5.1), giving
PberACR ≈
1
5
e
− 3γ
2(MACR−1)
= P̂ber,
(5.3)
which is equivalent to the fixed target value.
In a Nakagami-m fading channel, γ is a random variable and the probability
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density function of γ is given by [111]
fγ(γ) =
(
m
γa
)m
γm−1
Γ(m)
e−m
γ
γa , γ ≥ 0, (5.4)
where m is the parameter reflecting the channel, γa represents the fading power and
Γ(·) is the Gamma function defined before. Using (5.3) and (5.4), the average BER
of the ACR scheme in a Nakagami-m fading channel can be derived as
< PberACR > =
∫ ∞
0
PberACRfγ(x) · dx
= P̂ber,
(5.5)
which is the same as the instantaneous BER in (5.3), as (5.3) is independent of γ.
The link SE of the channel is given by [106]
R
W ACR
= log2 (MACR)
= log2
1− 3γ
2ln
(
5P̂ber
)
 . (5.6)
The average link SE in the Nakagami-m fading channel can therefore be derived
as
<
R
W
>ACR=
e−
2m·ln(5P̂ber )
3γa
ln2
m−1∑
q=0
(
−2m · ln(5P̂ber)
3γa
)q
· Γ
(
−q,−2m · ln(5P̂ber)
3γa
)
.
(5.7)
5.2.2 Adaptive Discrete Rate Scheme
When the ADR scheme is used in the conventional adaptive modulation, the value
of M has to be an integer that is a power of 2. Instead of (5.2), the constellation
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size is chosen before the transmission according to [106]
M
ADR
= 2k, γk < γ ≤ γk+1, (5.8)
where k = 1, 2, · · · , K is the index of possible different regions of the SDR in the
channel, γk =
(
erfc−1
(
2P̂ber
))2
when k = 1, γk = +∞ when k = K + 1 and
γk = −2
3
ln(5P̂ber)(2
k − 1) when k = 2, 3, · · · , K. Effectively, the SDR has been
quantized to different regions with each region corresponding to an integer value of
the constellation size.
After the transmission, the actual instant BER for the ADR scheme in the
conventional adaptive modulation can be derived using (5.8) as
PberADR(MADR, γ) ≈
1
5
e
3γ
2(1−MADR)
=
1
5
e
3γ
2(1−2k) , γk < γ ≤ γk+1.
(5.9)
Thus, in a Nakagami-m fading channel, the average BER for the ADR scheme
in the conventional adaptive modulation is derived as
< PberADR >=
(
m
γa
)m
5Γ (m)
K∑
k=1
kAk
·
K∑
k=1
kΓ
(
m, mγk
γa
+ 3γk
2(2k−1)
)
(
m
γa
+ 3
2(2k−1)
)m
−
kΓ
(
m,
mγk+1
γa
+
3γk+1
2(2k−1)
)
(
m
γa
+ 3
2(2k−1)
)m
 ,
(5.10)
where
Ak =
∫ γk+1
γk
fγ (γ) · dγ =
Γ
(
m, mγk
γa
)
− Γ
(
m, mγk+1
γa
)
Γ (m)
(5.11)
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The link SE of the ADR scheme in the conventional adaptive modulation is given
by
R
W ADR
= log2 (MADR) = k, γk < γ ≤ γk+1. (5.12)
The average link SE in a Nakagami-m fading channel is therefore
<
R
W
>ADR=
K∑
k=1
kAk. (5.13)
5.3 Adaptive Modulation in Cognitive Radio
When the adaptive modulation is applied in the cognitive radio system, the sec-
ondary user adjusts the constellation size of the modulation used in the secondary
data transmission slot of each frame. The main difference between adaptive modu-
lation in the cognitive radio and the conventional adaptive modulation is that the
performance of the adaptive modulation in cognitive radio is also affected by the
distinctive features of the cognitive radio system. Spectrum sensing errors, decided
by the spectrum sensing quality of the cognitive radio system, can cause interference
to the adaptive modulation in cognitive radio. The dynamic primary user traffic,
determined by the primary user traffic intensity, can result in a mismatch between
the channel condition based on which the constellation size is chosen and the actual
channel condition at which the secondary data transmission takes place.
Consider the cognitive radio system discussed in the Chapter 3, where the dy-
namic primary user traffic is taken into consideration. For the adaptive modulation
applied in cognitive radio system in this chapter, it is assumed that the constellation
size of the modulation is chosen before the secondary data transmission starts in
the transmission slot of the secondary frame. Once the constellation size is chosen,
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it is fixed until the end of the frame and will not be chosen again regardless of the
changes in the channel condition during the transmission process. The dynamic
primary user traffic probability model presented in (3.9) is also assumed in this
chapter.
As can been seen from Fig. 3.1, while assuming the primary user only changes its
occupancy status once during each frame, there are six possible scenarios with their
probability of occurring given by (3.9). The spectrum sensing is therefore given by
the hypothesis test in (3.10) when energy detection is applied. The unconditional
probability of false alarm and the unconditional probability of detection are given
by (3.20) and (3.21), respectively. Once the spectrum sensing is complete, the
secondary transmission starts if the licensed channel is considered to be idle. The
average BER and the average link SE for the adaptive modulation in cognitive
radio are derived for both the ACR and ADR schemes in the following sections.
Note that in the derivations, different symbols are used to denote BERs and link
SEs in different conditions, where < · > indicates averaged values in a Nakagami-m
fading channel, · indicates unconditional values that have been averaged over the
probability of occurring, and < · > indicates averaged unconditional values for a
Nakagami-m fading channel.
5.4 Adaptive Continuous Rate Scheme in Cogni-
tive Radio
5.4.1 BER Performance
• Idle hypotheses - idle licensed channel at the end of the sensing slot.
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When the licensed channel is actually idle at the end of the sensing slot and
this idle status is correctly detected by the secondary user with a probability of
1 − PfaH (ΨH , I), the secondary transmission starts in the transmission slot of the
secondary frame. By applying the ACR scheme for the adaptive modulation in
the cognitive radio system, the choice of the constellation size is made before the
secondary transmission starts according to
M
ACR0cr
= 1− 3γs
2ln
(
5P̂ber
) , (5.14)
where γ = γs is used as the primary user is absent from the licensed channel hence
there is no interference when the choice of constellation size is made, and γs is the
secondary user SNR defined as before.
Once the constellation size is chosen, the secondary user starts the transmission
using the chosen constellation size. As can be seen from Fig. 3.1, in H0,0(0) and H0,1,
the primary user remains absent from the licensed channel for the entire transmission
slot. In this case, the channel condition based on which the constellation size is
chosen is the same as that the actual transmission experienced. The BERs for the
ACR scheme are therefore derived as
PberACR0cr1 =
1
5
e
− 3γs
2(MACR0cr−1)
= P̂ber,
(5.15)
which is the same as that of the conventional adaptive modulation. The average
BER in the Nakagami-m fading channel is therefore represented as
< PberACR0cr1 >= P̂ber, (5.16)
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which is also the same as that of the conventional adaptive modulation in (5.5).
On the other hand, in the hypothesis H0,0(1), the primary user is absent when
the secondary transmission starts, as illustrated by Fig. 3.1. It then arrives at the
licensed channel during the transmission slot at the αth sample. This implies that
I + 1 ≤ α < J , and the first α − I samples of the transmission slot experience an
idle channel whilst the last J−α samples suffers from the primary user interference.
This means that the first α − I samples of the transmission slot do not experience
any channel condition changes such that the actual average BERs are the same as
(5.15) and (5.16). After the arrival of the primary user at the αth sample, the last
J − α samples of the transmission slot suffers from a mismatch between the actual
channel SDR and the SDR according to which the constellation size is chosen, caused
by the primary user interference. Their actual BERs are therefore become different
and can be derived as,
PberACR0cr2
(
M
ACR0cr
,
γs
1 + γp
)
=
1
5
e
− 3
2(MACR0cr−1)
γs
(1+γp)
=
1
5
(
5P̂ber
) 1
1+γp
,
(5.17)
where γ =
γs
1 + γp
is used for the actual channel SDR when the primary user is
present and γp is the primary user SNR defined as before. From the secondary
user’s perspective, γp is the INR.
In a Nakamgami-m fading channel, (5.17) is averaged over (5.4). Since (5.17) is
independent of γs, the average BERs < PberACR0cr2 > is therefore the same as (5.17).
Thus, for hypothesis H0,0(1), the average BER can be derived as
< PberACR0cr3 > (α) =
1
J − I
(
(α− I) P̂ber + (J − α) 1
5
(
5P̂ber
) 1
1+γp
)
. (5.18)
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Note that when α = J , it indicates that the primary user does not arrive during the
secondary transmission slot, and the model becomes the same as the conventional
adaptive modulation. (5.18) degenerates to be P̂ber which is the same as (5.5).
• Busy hypotheses - busy licensed channel at the end of the sensing slot.
Similarly, when the licensed channel is actually busy at the end of the sensing slot
but is mistakenly considered as idle by the secondary user with a probability of
1− PdH (ΨH , I), the secondary transmission starts in the transmission slot. In this
case, the selection of the constellation size is made before the secondary transmission
according to the actual channel SDR, as
M
ACR1cr
= 1− 3
2ln
(
5P̂ber
) γs
(1 + γp)
. (5.19)
In the above equation, the value of
γs
1 + γp
can be estimated by using estimators
in [110], where the signal amplitude can be estimated using the sample mean of
the received signal and the disturbance power can be estimated using the sample
variance of the received signal. In the estimation, only the disturbance power is
known but not the individual primary user interference power and the noise power.
Therefore, in reality, the secondary user does not require the exact knowledge of the
primary user interference power.
Once the constellation size is chosen, the secondary user start the transmission.
In H1,0(0) and H1,1, as illustrated in Fig. 3.1, the primary user remains present in
the licensed channel for the entire transmission slot. Hence, the channel condition is
consistent for the whole transmission duration, and there is no mismatch between the
actual channel condition and the channel condition based on which the constellation
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size was chosen. Their BERs for the ACR scheme are therefore,
PberACR1cr1 ≈
1
5
e
− 3
2(MACR1cr−1)
γs
(1+γp)
= P̂ber,
(5.20)
which is independent of γs. Thus, the average BER in the Nakagami-m fading
channel, < PberACR1cr1 >, averaged over the distribution of γs is the same as (5.20).
On the other hand, in H1,0(1), the primary user is present during the sensing slot
and the first β − I samples of the secondary transmission period, it then departs
from the licensed channel at the βth sample and remains absent for the rest of the
transmission slot. This implies that I + 1 ≤ β < J , and the actual channel SDR
that the first β − I samples experiences is the same as the SDR based on which the
constellation size is chosen. Thus, there is no mismatch in the channel conditions,
even though the secondary transmission suffers from the interference caused by the
primary user signal. The BERs and the average BERs in the Nakagami-m fading
channel hence both equal to the target BER.
After the departure of the primary user at the βth sample, the last J−β samples
of the transmission period no longer suffer from the interference caused by the
primary user. However, as the constellation size is chosen according to (5.19) and
the channel effective SDR is changed, the actual BERs therefore no longer equal to
the target BER, and become
PberACR1cr2 (MACR1cr , γs) ≈
1
5
e
− 3γs
2(MACR1cr−1)
=
1
5
(
5P̂ber
)(1+γp)
.
(5.21)
As (5.21) is independent of γs, and the average BERs in a Nakagami-m fading
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channel < PberACR1cr2 > is therefore the same as (5.21).
Thus, for hypothesis H1,0(1), the average BER in Nakagami-m fading channel
can be derived as
< PberACR1cr3 > (β) =
1
J − I
(
(β − I) P̂ber + (J − β) 1
5
(
5P̂ber
)1+γp)
. (5.22)
When β = J , it indicates the primary user does not depart from the licensed chan-
nel during the transmission slot, which is the same as the conventional adaptive
modulation. In that case, (5.22) simplifies to P̂ber, same as (5.5).
By taking into consideration the probability of occurring in (3.9) and the spec-
trum sensing performance in (3.20) and (3.21), the unconditional average BER for
the adaptive modulation with ACR scheme in cognitive radio with dynamic primary
user traffic in Nakagami-m fading channel, can be derived as
< PberACRcr > =
1
PHsum0 + PHsum1
(
PH0,0(0) (λb, λe)
(
1− PfaH (ΨH , I)
)
P̂ber
+ PH0,1 (λb, λe)
(
1− PfaH (ΨH , I)
)
P̂ber
+
J−1∑
α=I+1
(
pep
α
00p01p
J−α−1
11 < PberACR0cr3 > (α)
) (
1− PfaH (ΨH , I)
)
+ PH1,0(0) (λb, λe)
(
1− PdH (ΨH , I)
)
P̂ber
+ PH1,1 (λb, λe)
(
1− PdH (ΨH , I)
)
P̂ber
+
J−1∑
β=I+1
(
pbp
β
11p10p
J−β−1
00 < PberACR1cr3 > (β)
) (
1− PdH (ΨH , I)
) )
(5.23)
where
PHsum0 = PH0,0(0) (λb, λe) + PH0,0(1) (λb, λe) + PH0,1 (λb, λe) , (5.24)
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and
PHsum1 = PH1,0(0) (λb, λe) + PH1,0(1) (λb, λe) + PH1,1 (λb, λe) . (5.25)
From (5.23), it can be seen that the unconditional averaged BER of the ACR
scheme is affected by the spectrum sensing quality as well as the dynamic primary
user traffic.
5.4.2 Link Spectrum Efficiency Performance
Next, the link SE for the ACR scheme is derived. Unlike the BER derived in
the above section, the link SE is determined before the secondary transmission
starts. Therefore the average link SE is not affected by the changes of channel
condition during the data transmission slot caused by the dynamic primary user
traffic. However, it is still affected by the spectrum sensing performance and the
dynamic primary user traffic during the sensing slot.
When the primary user is actually absent from the channel at the end of the
sensing slot, the decision of the constellation size is made according to (5.14), in
this case, the instantaneous link SE can be derived as
R
W ACR0cr
(γs) = log2MACR0cr
= log2
1− 3γs
2ln
(
5P̂ber
)
 . (5.26)
The average link SE in a Nakagami-m fading channel in this case is therefore
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obtained by averaging (5.26) over (5.4) as
<
R
W
>ACR0cr=
e−
2m·ln(5P̂ber )
3γa
ln2
m−1∑
q=0
(
−2m · ln(5P̂ber)
3γa
)q
· Γ
(
−q,−2m · ln(5P̂ber)
3γa
)
.
(5.27)
On the other hand, when the primary user is present at the end of the sensing slot,
the decision of the constellation size is made according to (5.19), the instantaneous
link SE in this case is derived as
R
W ACR1cr
(
γs
1 + γp
)
= log2MACR1cr
= log2
1− 3γs
2ln
(
5P̂ber
)
(1 + γp)
 , (5.28)
and the average link SE in a Nakagami-m fading channel can be derived by averaging
(5.28) over (5.4) as
<
R
W
>ACR1cr=
e−
2m·ln(5P̂ber)(1+γp)
3γa
ln2
m−1∑
q=0
(
−2m · ln(5P̂ber) (1 + γp)
3γa
)q
· Γ
(
−q,−2m · ln(5P̂ber) (1 + γp)
3γa
)
.
(5.29)
By taking into consideration the probability of occurring in (3.9) and the spec-
trum sensing performance in (3.20) and (3.21), the average link SE for the ACR
scheme in a Nakagami-m fading channel for cognitive radio systems with dynamic
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primary user traffic can be derived as
<
R
W
>ACRcr = PHsum0
(
1− PfaH (ΨH , I)
)
<
R
W
>ACR0cr
+ PHsum1
(
1− PdH (ΨH , I)
)
<
R
W
>ACR1cr .
(5.30)
In practical design of cognitive radio systems applying adaptive modulation, as
the feedback channel between the secondary receiver and the secondary transmitter
for the purpose of adaptive modulation already exists, it may be used to improve
the sensing efficiency. The secondary user transmitter and receiver can in fact per-
form spectrum sensing simultaneously and exchange sensing results with each other
through the feedback channel. By doing so, cooperative sensing can be achieved
and consequently improves the sensing performance due to the diversity gain.
5.4.3 Numerical Results and Discussions
In this section, numerical examples are presented to examine the effect of the cog-
nitive radio features, including the spectrum sensing performance and the dynamic
primary user traffic, on the adaptive modulation performance applying ACR scheme.
In this examination, the frame duration is set at T = 10 ms, with J = 42. This
gives ts = 0.24 ms. Assume I = 10 and the target probability of detection for the
spectrum sensing is set at P̂d = 0.9. The target BER is set at P̂ber = 10
−5. In all
the figures, AM denotes adaptive modulation, whilst CR denotes cognitive radio.
Fig. 5.1 compares the BER performance of the conventional adaptive modulation
applying the ACR scheme with that of the adaptive modulation in cognitive radio in
a Nakagami-m fading channel. First, as can be observed, the BER performance of
the adaptive modulation is degraded when its applied in the cognitive radio system.
For example, the BER of the conventional adaptive modulation is at the target BER
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Figure 5.1: Comparison of the BER performance for the conventional adaptive
modulation with the BER performance for the adaptive modulation in cognitive
radio with ACR scheme and different channel holding times, with γp = 0 dB.
10−5, whereas the BER of the adaptive modulation in cognitive radio is increased
to around 10−4 which are much higher values. The increment might be considered
as very significant in some applications. Second, as the λ−1b and λ
−1
e increase, the
gap between the conventional adaptive modulation and the adaptive modulation in
cognitive radio is decreased. This is because as the value of λ−1b and λ
−1
e increase,
the primary user traffic intensity decreases, such that the probability of a primary
user status change occurs decreases. However, even when the channel holding time
is large, the gap between the conventional adaptive modulation and the adaptive
modulation in cognitive radio is still significant, as a result of being degraded by
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Figure 5.2: Comparison of the BER performance for the conventional adaptive
modulation with the BER performance for the adaptive modulation in cognitive
radio with ACR scheme and different values of γp, with λ
−1
b = λ
−1
e = T .
the spectrum sensing errors. Thirdly, it can also be seen that although the BER
performance is degraded by the spectrum sensing performance and the dynamic
primary user traffic of the cognitive radio, the BER values still remain the same as
the increase of γs. This is the same as the conventional adaptive modulation where
the BER performance is independent of γs.
Fig. 5.2 compares the BER performance for the conventional adaptive modula-
tion applying the ACR scheme and the adaptive modulation in cognitive radio for
different values of γp. In this comparison, λ
−1
b = λ
−1
e = T . As can be seen, when
the value of γp increases, the gap between the BER performance of the conventional
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Figure 5.3: Comparison of the link SE performance for the conventional adaptive
modulation with the link SE performance for the adaptive modulation in cognitive
radio with ACR scheme and different values of λ−1b = λ
−1
e , with γp = 0 dB.
ACR scheme and the ACR scheme in cognitive radio also increases. This is ex-
plained as follows. As the received primary user SNR γp increases, the spectrum
sensing performance improves. However, as shown in Fig. 4.4 in the last chapter,
this improvement becomes much less significant when the primary user traffic is
taken into consideration. On the other hand, as the increases of γp, the INR of the
secondary transmission increases, which consequently degrades the secondary trans-
mission performance. Moreover, as was discussed in the Chapter 3, the secondary
transmission performance degrades further when the primary user traffic is taken
into consideration. Hence overall, the BER performance of the adaptive modulation
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Figure 5.4: Comparison of the link SE performance for the conventional adaptive
modulation with the link SE performance for the adaptive modulation in cognitive
radio with ACR scheme and different values of γp, with λ
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e = T .
in cognitive radio degrades as the increase of γp.
Fig. 5.3 compares the link SE performance of the conventional ACR scheme and
the ACR scheme in cognitive radio for different primary user traffic intensity. As
can be seen, first, the link SE performance is degraded when adaptive modulation
is applied in cognitive radio, as expected. Although the link SE performance is not
affected by the primary user traffic during the secondary transmission, it is still
affected by the sensing performance and the primary user traffic during the sensing
slot. Therefore, when the busy and idle channel holding times λ−1b and λ
−1
e increase,
the spectrum sensing performance improves as a result of the decreased primary
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user traffic intensity. Hence, the link SE performance improves.
Fig. 5.4 examines the link SE performance for the conventional adaptive mod-
ulation applying the ACR scheme and the adaptive modulation in cognitive radio
for different values of γp. As can be seen, unlike the BER performance of the ACR
scheme in cognitive radio which degrades as the increase of γp, the link SE per-
formance improves as the increase of γp. This is explained as follow. Since the
link SE is determined before the secondary user transmission starts, it is therefore
not affected by the primary user interference during the secondary transmission,
it is however, still affected by the spectrum sensing performance. As the increase
of γp, the spectrum sensing performance increases, hence the link SE performance
improves.
5.5 Adaptive Discrete Rate Scheme in Cognitive
Radio
5.5.1 BER Performance
By using the same method, the performance of the ADR scheme in cognitive radio
can also be analyzed.
When the licensed channel is actually idle at the end of the sensing slot and is
correctly detected by the secondary user, the selection of the constellation size is
made before the secondary user transmission starts according to
M
ADR0cr
= 2k, γk < γs < γk+1, (5.31)
which is the same as that of the conventional ADR scheme.
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In H0,0(0) and H0,1, the primary user remains absent from the licensed channel
for the entire transmission slot, retaining the same channel conditions. The BERs
for the ADR scheme are therefore
PberADR0cr1(MADR0cr , γs) ≈
1
5
e
3γs
2(1−2k) , γk < γs ≤ γk+1, (5.32)
and the average BER for the ADR scheme in cognitive radio in a Nakagami-m fading
channel is given by
< PberADR0cr1 >=
(
m
γa
)m
5Γ (m)
K∑
k=1
kAk
·
K∑
k=1
kΓ
(
m, mγk
γa
+ 3γk
2(2k−1)
)
(
m
γa
+ 3
2(2k−1)
)m
−
kΓ
(
m, mγk+1
γa
+ 3γk+1
2(2k−1)
)
(
m
γa
+ 3
2(2k−1)
)m
 ,
(5.33)
where symbols are defined as before.
In H0,0(1), the actual channel condition of the secondary transmission for the first
α− I samples of the transmission slot remains the same as that based on which the
constellation size is chosen. The BERs are hence the same as (5.32) and (5.33).
After the arrival of the primary user at the αth sample, the actual channel condi-
tion of the secondary transmission in the last J−α samples of the transmission slot
is changed. Their actual BERs are therefore become different and can be derived as
PberADR0cr2
(
M
ADR0cr
,
γs
1 + γp
)
≈ 1
5
e
3γs
2(1−2k)(1+γp) , γk < γs < γk+1. (5.34)
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The average BER in a Nakagami-m fading channel can be derived as,
< PberADR0cr2 >=
(
m
γa
)m
5Γ (m)
K∑
k=1
kAk
·
K∑
k=1
(kΓ(m, mγk
γa
+ 3γk
2(2k−1)(1+γp)
)
(
m
γa
+ 3
2(2k−1)(1+γp)
)m
−
kΓ
(
m, mγk+1
γa
+ 3γk+1
2(2k−1)(1+γp)
)
(
m
γa
+ 3
2(2k−1)(1+γp)
)m
)
.
(5.35)
Thus, the average BER for ADR scheme in hypothesis H0,0(1) can be derived as
< PberADR0cr3 > (α) =
1
J − I ((α− I) < PberADR0cr1 > + (J − α) < PberADR0cr2 >)
(5.36)
Similarly, when the licensed channel is actually busy at the end of the sensing
slot. The constellation size is selected before the secondary transmission according
to the actual channel SDR, as
M
ADR1cr
= 2k, γk <
γs
1 + γp
≤ γk+1 (5.37)
The primary user occupying status remains unchanged during the secondary trans-
mission slot in hypothesis H1,0(0) and H1,1, the BERs for the ADR scheme in cogni-
tive radio in this case can be derived as
PberADR1cr1
(
M
ADR1cr
,
γs
1 + γp
)
=
1
5
e
3
2(1−2k)
γs
(1+γp) , (5.38)
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and the average BER in a Nakagami-m fading channel can be derived as
< PberADR1cr1 >=
(
m
γa
)m
5Γ(m)
K∑
k=1
kBk
K∑
k=1
(kΓ(m, mγk(1+γp)
γa
+ 3γk
2(2k−1)
)
(
m
γa
+ 3
2(2k−1)(1+γp)
)m
−
kΓ
(
m, mγk+1(1+γp)
γa
+ 3γk+1
2(2k−1)
)
(
m
γa
+ 3
2(2k−1)(1+γp)
)m
)
,
(5.39)
where
Bk =
Γ
(
m, mγk(1+γp)
γa
)
− Γ
(
m, mγk+1(1+γp)
γa
)
Γ (m)
. (5.40)
In H1,(0),1, the channel status of the first β − I samples of the transmission slot
remains the same, the BERs and the average BER are therefore the same as (5.38)
and (5.39). After the departure of the primary user at the βth sample, the actual
channel SDR is no longer the same as the SDR based on which the constellation
size is chosen. The BERs hence become
PberADR1cr2 (MADR1cr , γs) =
1
5
e
3γs
2(1−2k) , (5.41)
and the average BER in a Nakagami-m fading channel becomes
< PberADR1cr2 >=
(
m
γa
)m
5Γ(m)
K∑
k=1
kBk
K∑
k=1
(kΓ(m, mγk(1+γp)
γa
+ 3γk(1+γp)
2(2k−1)
)
(
m
γa
+ 3
2(2k−1)
)m
−
kΓ
(
m,
mγk+1(1+γp)
γa
+
3γk+1(1+γp)
2(2k−1)
)
(
m
γa
+ 3
2(2k−1)
)m
)
.
(5.42)
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Therefore, the average BER for ADR scheme in hypothesis H1,0(1) can be derived
as
< PberADR1cr3 > (β) =
1
J − I ((β − I) < PberADR1cr1 > + (J − β) < PberADR1cr2 >)
(5.43)
By taking into consideration the probability of occurring for each hypothesis in
(3.9) and the spectrum sensing performance in (3.20) and (3.20), the average BER
for the ADR scheme in a Nakagami-m fading channel for cognitive radio systems
with dynamic primary user traffic can be derived as
< PberADRcr > =
1
PHsum0 + PHsum1
(
PH0,0(0) (λb, λe)
(
1− PfaH (ΨH , I)
)
< PberADR0cr1 >
+ PH0,1 (λb, λe)
(
1− PfaH (ΨH , I)
)
< PberADR0cr1 >
+
J−1∑
α=I+1
(
pep
α
00p01p
J−α−1
11 < PberADR0cr3 > (α)
) (
1− PfaH (ΨH , I)
)
+ PH1,0(0) (λb, λe)
(
1− PdH (ΨH , I)
)
< PberADR1cr1 >
+ PH1,1 (λb, λe)
(
1− PdH (ΨH , I)
)
< PberADR1cr1 >
+
J−1∑
β=I+1
(
pbp
β
11p10p
J−β−1
00 < PberADR1cr3 > (β)
) (
1− PdH (ΨH , I)
) )
(5.44)
5.5.2 Link Spectral Efficiency Performance
In this section, the link SE for ADR scheme in cognitive radio system with the
dynamic primary user traffic is derived. As has been mentioned earlier, the average
link SE is determined before the secondary transmission period starts, therefore it
is affected by the sensing performance but not the primary user status change in
the data transmission slot.
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When the primary user is actually absent from the channel at the end of the
sensing slot, the average link SE in a Nakagami-m fading channel can be derived as
<
R
W
>ADR0cr=
K∑
k=1
kAk. (5.45)
When the primary user is actually present at the channel at the end of the
sensing slot, the average link SE in a Nakagami-m fading channel can be derived as
<
R
W
>ADR1cr=
K∑
k=1
kBk. (5.46)
By taking into consideration of the probability of occurring and the sensing
performance, the average link SE for the ADR scheme in a Nakagami-m fading
channel for cognitive radio system with dynamic primary user traffic can be derived
as
<
R
W
>ADRcr = PHsum0
(
1− PfaH (ΨH , I)
)
<
R
W
>ADR0cr
+ PHsum1
(
1− PdH (ΨH , I)
)
<
R
W
>ADR1cr .
(5.47)
5.5.3 Numerical Results and Discussions
In this section, numerical results are presented to examine the effect of the cogni-
tive radio features on the adaptive modulation performance when ADR scheme is
applied. The system settings are the same as that of the ACR scheme discussed
earlier.
Fig. 5.5 compares the BER performance for the conventional adaptive modula-
tion applying the ADR scheme with the BER performance for the adaptive modu-
lation in cognitive radio. In this figure, K = 7 and m = 2. Several observations can
be made. First, the BER performance of the ADR scheme is degraded when applied
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Figure 5.5: Comparison of the BER performance for the conventional adaptive
modulation with the BER performance for the adaptive modulation in cognitive
radio with ADR scheme and different channel holding times, with γp = 0 dB.
in the cognitive radio. This performance degradation increases as the decrease of
the primary user busy and idle channel holding times, λ−1b and λ
−1
e , as expected.
Second, the BER curves for adaptive modulation in cognitive radio are closer to the
target BER value than the BER curves for the conventional adaptive modulation.
This implies that the ADR scheme in cognitive radio has less room for improvement
than the conventional ADR scheme. Note that the BER is not decreasing mono-
tonically as the increase of γs in this case. This is caused by the uneven division of
regions for γk to γk+1 and the approximation error in the BER equations.
Fig. 5.6 examines the BER performance for the conventional ADR scheme and
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Figure 5.6: Comparison of the BER performance for the conventional adaptive
modulation with the BER performance for the adaptive modulation in cognitive
radio with ADR scheme and different values of γp, with λ
−1
b = λ
−1
e = T .
the ADR scheme in cognitive radio for different values of γp. When γp increases,
the effect of the cognitive radio distinctive features on the adaptive modulation
performance increase comparing with the conventional adaptive modulation, as was
explained in the discussions of the ACR scheme in the last section. Hence, as can be
seen from Fig. 5.6, the degradation of the BER performance of adaptive modulation
in cognitive radio increases significantly as the increase of γp.
Fig. 5.7 presents the BER performance for the conventional adaptive modulation
and the adaptive modulation in cognitive radio with the ADR scheme and different
values of K. In this figure, m = 2, γp = 0 dB and λ
−1
b = λ
−1
e = T . As aforemen-
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Figure 5.7: Comparison of the BER performance for the conventional ADR scheme
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−1
b = λ
−1
e = T and m = 2.
tioned, in the ADR scheme, the value of the constellation size is an integer that is a
power of 2. The channel SNR are therefore quantized to different regions with each
region corresponding to and integer value of M . Hence, as can be seen from Fig.
5.7, as the increase of K, the BER performance improves for both the conventional
ADR scheme and the ADR scheme in cognitive radio. Moreover, while the BER
performance is always degraded when the adaptive modulation is applied in cogni-
tive radio, the gaps between the BER curves for the conventional ADR scheme and
the BER curves for the ADR scheme in cognitive radio are approximately the same
for different values of K.
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Figure 5.8: Comparison of the BER performance for the conventional ADR scheme
with the BER performance for the ADR scheme in cognitive radio for different values
of K, with γp = 0 dB, λ
−1
b = λ
−1
e = T and m = 1.
Fig. 5.8 has the same system settings as Fig. 5.7 while the fading parameter is
decreased from m = 2 to m = 1. Comparing with Fig. 5.7, it can be seen that for a
given value of γs, the BER increases when m is decreased. This is true for both the
conventional adaptive modulation and the adaptive modulation in cognitive radio.
Moreover, the gaps between the BER curves for the conventional ADR scheme and
the BER curves for the ADR scheme in cognitive radio are also increased when m
decreases. This suggests that the harsh channel condition further degrades the BER
performance regardless of the system models, which agrees with intuition.
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Figure 5.9: Comparison of the BER performance for the conventional ADR scheme
with the BER performance for the ADR scheme in cognitive radio for different values
of K, with γp = 0 dB, λ
−1
b = λ
−1
e = T and m = 1.
Fig. 5.9 compares the link SE performance for the conventional adaptive modu-
lation and the link SE performance for the adaptive modulation in cognitive radio
applying the ADR scheme with different values of busy and idle channel holding
times. As expected, the link SE performance is significantly degraded when the
adaptive modulation is applied in cognitive radio. As the busy and idle channel
holding time λ−1b and λ
−1
b increases, the primary user traffic intensity is reduced,
hence the performance degradation of the link SE is decreased. This proves that
although the link SE is not affected by the dynamic primary user traffic during the
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Figure 5.10: Comparison of the link SE performance for the conventional adaptive
modulation with the link SE performance for the adaptive modulation in cognitive
radio with ADR scheme and different primary user different channel holding times.
secondary user transmission, it is still affected by the primary user traffic during the
spectrum sensing process, and the spectrum sensing quality itself.
Fig. 5.10 compares the link SE performance for the conventional adaptive mod-
ulation and the link SE performance for the adaptive modulation in cognitive radio
applying the ADR scheme with different values of γp. As expected, while the link SE
performance is always degraded when the ADR scheme is applied in the cognitive
radio, it improves with the increase of γp. This agrees with the findings of the ACR
scheme in Fig. 5.4.
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Figure 5.11: Comparison of the link SE performance for the conventional adaptive
modulation with the link SE performance for the adaptive modulation in cognitive
radio with ADR scheme and different values of K, with λ−1b = λ
−1
e = T .
Fig. 5.11 examines the link SE performance for the conventional adaptive mod-
ulation and the link SE performance for the adaptive modulation in cognitive radio
applying the ADR scheme with different values of K. As can be seen, when the
value of K increases, the link SE performance improves for both the conventional
adaptive modulation and the adaptive modulation in cognitive radio. In this case,
the improvement in the link SE performance for the conventional adaptive modula-
tion as the increase of K is more significant than that of the adaptive modulation
in cognitive radio.
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5.6 Conclusions
In this chapter, the performance of the adaptive modulation in cognitive radio sys-
tem has been analyzed. Both the ACR scheme and the ADR scheme of the adaptive
modulation have been investigated, where the BER performance and the link SE
performance have been examined for both schemes. The system performance has
been compared to the performance of the conventional adaptive modulation where
the primary user has the exclusive rights to the licensed channel. Numerical results
have shown that the spectrum sensing and the primary user traffic of the cognitive
radio cause considerable degradation for both the BER performance and the link SE
performance. Higher primary user traffic intensity leads to larger gaps between the
conventional adaptive modulation and the adaptive modulation in cognitive radio
system. However, while the BER performance degraded further with the increase
of the received primary user SNR, the performance of the link SE improves. It was
also shown that both the BER performance and the link SE performance of the
ADR scheme for adaptive modulation in cognitive radio improved as the increase of
number of SDR regions.
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Chapter 6
Spectrum Sensing Using
Recovered Secondary Frames
6.1 Introduction
In the previous chapters, the analyses of the cognitive radios were based on systems
which adopt the MAC frame structure proposed by the IEEE 802.22 WRAN stan-
dard. In this structure, the entire secondary link time is divided into superframes,
where each superframe consists of multiple consecutive MAC frames. As illustrated
by Fig. 1.7, the MAC frame is then sub-divided into the dedicated sensing slot and
the secondary transmission slot. To make the discussion easier, this structure will
be referred to as the traditional structure for the rest of this chapter. From the
secondary user’s point of view, this dedicated spectrum sensing slot is a “quiet”
period where all secondary transmissions are forbidden so that spectrum sensing in
the licensed channel can be performed. However, this “quiet” period will always
lead to compromises in the secondary transmission time.
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To solve this problem and aim at increasing the achievable throughput further, a
novel frame structure for the cognitive radio was proposed in [112]. In this structure,
after an initial spectrum sensing is performed to acquire the idle status of the licensed
channel, the whole secondary frame is devoted for data transmission without any
dedicated sensing or “quiet” period in the following secondary frames. The following
sensing is only performed by using the recovered received secondary frames after the
secondary user signal is decoded and removed from the received secondary frame at
the secondary user receiver.
In [112], it was simply assumed that the secondary user signal can always be
correctly decoded and be completely removed from the received secondary frame.
Therefore, this structure always benefit from the longer operating duration and has
several advantages over the traditional structure. First, by using the recovered sec-
ondary frame with duration of T for spectrum sensing to track the status of the
licensed channel, the spectrum sensing time increases and therefore, the sensing ac-
curacy improves. This is especially important for those detection algorithms that
requires a long sensing time. Second, by using the whole secondary frame duration
for secondary transmission, the achievable throughput of the secondary user is max-
imized. Third, the calculation of the optimal sensing time for each frame presented
in the Chapter 3 is no longer required, as the secondary frame does not have any
dedicated sensing period and only the recovered secondary frame is used for sensing.
However, in reality, decoding errors may occur such that the secondary user
signal will not be completely removed. The recovered secondary frame used in the
following spectrum sensing is therefore corrupted by the un-removed secondary user
signal. In this case, the sensing accuracy based on the recovered received secondary
frame will be reduced by the interference caused by the corruption. The reduced
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sensing accuracy will consequently degrade the secondary user data transmission
in the next frame due to possible interferences from the primary user as a results
of the spectrum sensing error. This causes even larger decoding error. Eventually,
the afore-mentioned advantage of the novel structure may be compromised by the
accumulated errors. Hence, in reality, the results in [112] only provided an ideal
upper bound of the system performance.
Furthermore, the system performance in [112] was analyzed for only one single
secondary frame. However, in reality the data transmission suffers from the sensing
error based on the previous frame even when there is no decoding error. This effect
does not occur when only a single secondary frame is considered. Moreover, the
primary user may change its occupancy status throughout the multiple secondary
frames, which was also not considered in [112]. A more comprehensive investigation
that considers the decoding error and multiple consecutive frames with primary user
traffic is crucial in deploying the novel structure. It is therefore of great interest to
investigate whether this novel structure can outperform the traditional structure
or when the disadvantages will outplay the advantages in more realistic situations,
where all the aforementioned practical conditions are taken into consideration.
In this chapter, the performance of the novel structure proposed in [112] is fur-
ther developed to contain one complete superframe with multiple consecutive sec-
ondary MAC frames and is analyzed by taking into account the decoding errors
as well as primary user traffic to give a more comprehensive comparison between
the traditional structure and the novel structure. In order to fully examine the
novel structure, the effects of different modulation schemes and different sensing
algorithms are also studied. To take the investigation further, the effects of fading
channels and error correction codes (ECC) are also considered.
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The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. In Section 6.2, the performance
of the traditional structure with multiple consecutive secondary frames is analyzed.
The primary user traffic model used in this chapter is also introduced. The perfor-
mance for traditional structure with both energy detection and covariance-matrix-
based detection are presented. In Section 6.3, the details of the novel structure
model is presented. Its ideal upper bound performance is analyzed, while the analy-
sis in [112] is extended to include multiple consecutive secondary frames. A realistic
analysis of the novel structure is then provided in Section 6.4, where the decoding
errors, spectrum sensing performance and the secondary transmission performance
will be discussed. In Section 6.5, the effect of fading channel is added into the anal-
ysis. The effect of the ECC is then evaluated in Section 6.6. Finally, Section 6.7
provides the conclusion for this chapter.
6.2 Traditional Frame Structure
Consider the conventional model presented in Chapter 3 in a complete superframe in-
stead of one MAC frame, where the superframe consists of U consecutive secondary
MAC frames. Assume that throughout the U consecutive frames, the occupancy
status of the primary user changes depending on the primary user traffic, which
adopts the primary user traffic model presented in Chapter 4. To reduce the com-
plexity of the analysis, assume that the primary user occupancy status changes only
occur between the secondary frames, similar to the assumption in [54, 68, 113]. In
other words, it is assumed that when the primary user changes its occupancy status
during the secondary frame, its effect on the system performance is not shown until
the next frame. This is assumed for both the traditional structure and the novel
structure to provide a fair comparison between these two models. The case when
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the primary user changes its occupancy status during each secondary MAC frame
can be analyzed by adopting the method used in the Chapter 3, as it is not the
main focus of the discussion in this chapter, it is omitted here and can be treated
as a future extension to the work in this chapter.
Throughout the U frames, the primary user changes its occupancy status mul-
tiple times, and the probability that the primary user arrives or departs from the
licensed channel at the end of the X th frame is expressed using the PMF of the busy
and idle channel holding times, similar to (4.9) and (4.10) in Chapter 4, expressed
as
fXα (X) = Fα (XT )− Fα
(
(X − 1)T ), (6.1)
and
fXβ (X) = Fβ (XT )− Fβ
(
(X − 1)T ), (6.2)
respectively, where X = 1, 2, ......U is the frame index. The busy and idle channel
holding times are assumed to follow any reasonable distributions, where (6.1) and
(6.2) can be calculated by using (4.1) to (4.8) from Chapter 4.
6.2.1 Energy Detection
In the traditional frame structure, the spectrum sensing and transmission perfor-
mance within each secondary frame is independent to that of the other frames.
When energy detection is applied during the spectrum sensing, the system perfor-
mance of each frame has been analyzed as the conventional model in the Chapter 3.
As has been discussed, there are two scenarios where the secondary user can start
its transmission at the end of the sensing period: the sensing correctly identifies the
absence of the primary user, or the sensing mis-detects the presence of the primary
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user. In this chapter, the analysis is extended to the entire superframe. Hence,
in this case, the occurring probability of these two scenarios in the X th frame can
be expressed as PH0X
(
1− PfaG (ΨH , I)
)
and PH1X
(
1− PdG (ΨH , I, )
)
, respectively,
where PH0X is the probability that the primary user is absent at the beginning of
the X th frame, and can be derived as
PH0X = PH0X−1
(
1− fXα (X)
)
+ PH1X−1fXβ (X) , (6.3)
and PH1X is the probability that the primary user is present at the beginning of the
X th frame, and can be derived as
PH1X = PH0X−1fXα (X) + PH1X−1
(
1− fXβ (X)
)
. (6.4)
Note that in (6.3) and (6.4), when X = 0, the equations becomes PH0 and PH1 ,
which are the a priori probabilities of the licensed channel being idle and busy,
respectively.
The total achievable throughput of the secondary transmission in the U consec-
utive frames using the traditional structure can therefore be obtained as
R
ED
(I) =
U∑
X=1
(
PH0X
(
1− PfaG (ΨH , I)
)
CH0
+ PH1X
(
1− PdG (ΨH , I)
)
CH1
)T − τ
T
,
(6.5)
where CH0 and CH1 are channel capacities defined as before. The term
T − τ
T
reflects
the penalty on the secondary user data transmission due to the “quiet” period used
for the spectrum sensing in each frame of the traditional structure.
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6.2.2 Covariance-Matrix-Based Detection
The above analysis applies to energy detection. The performance can also be derived
using other detection methods introduced in Chapter 2. In this section, performance
of the maximum-eigenvalue detection and covariance-based detection are evaluated
for the traditional structure.
Assume that the received primary user samples are Gaussian with zero mean
and correlation ρ|i−j|, where ρ is a constant and |i− j| is the sample time difference.
Define the sample auto-correlation of the received signal in the traditional structure
model as
Θ(l) =
1
I
I−l∑
i=0
yiyi−1, l = 1, ......, L− 1, (6.6)
where yi is the i
th received sample and L is the smoothing factor.
The sample correlation matrix of the received signal is then expressed as [114]
Λy =

Θ(0) Θ(1) . . . Θ(L− 1)
Θ(1) Θ(0) . . . Θ(L− 2)
...
...
...
...
Θ(L− 1) Θ(L− 2) . . . Θ(0)

. (6.7)
When the maximum-eigenvalue detector is applied during the spectrum sensing
in the traditional structure model, the probability of false alarm can be derived
as [115]
PfaME (ΨMEI) = 1− TW1
(
ΨMEI − µME
υ
ME
)
, (6.8)
where TW1(·) is the Tracy-Widom distribution of order 1, ΨME is the decision
threshold of the maximum-eigenvalue detector for the traditional model, µ
ME
=
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(√
I − 1 +√L
)2
and υ
ME
=
(√
I − 1 +√L
)(
1√
I−1 +
1√
L
)
.
The probability of detection can be derived as
PdME (ΨME, I) = 1− TW1
(
ΨMEI − Iϑmaxσ2w − µME
υ
ME
)
, (6.9)
where ϑmax is the maximum eigenvalue of the statistical correlation matrix of the
primary user signal and σ2w is the noise variance.
Hence, using the maximum-eigenvalue detection in the traditional structure, for
a pair of target probabilities PfaME (ΨME, I) = P̂fa and PdME (ΨME, I) = P̂d, the
minimum number of samples required at spectrum sensing can be derived from (6.8)
and (6.9) as
∆ME =
υ
ME
σ2w
ϑ
ME
(
TW−1(1− P̂fa)− TW−1(1− P̂d)
)
. (6.10)
When the covariance-based detector is applied in the traditional structure model
during the spectrum sensing, the probability of false alarm can be derived as [116]
PfaCOV (ΨCOV , I) = 1−Q
( 1
ΨCOV
(
1 + (L− 1)
√
2
Iπ
)
− 1√
2
I
)
, (6.11)
where Q(·) is the Q-function given by Q(t) = 1√
2π
∫∞
t
e−u
2/2du [91] and ΨCOV is the
decision threshold for the covariance-based detector in the traditional structure.
The probability of detection can be derived as
PdCOV (ΨCOV , I) = 1−Q
(
1
ΨCOV
+ GLγp
ΨCOV (γp+1)
− 1√
2
I
)
, (6.12)
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where GL =
2
L
L−1∑
l=1
(L− l)|E [Sp,iSp,i−l] /E
[
S2p
] | with E [S2p] being the primary user
signal energy.
Hence, using the covariance-based detector in the traditional structure, for a
pair of target probabilities PfaCOV (ΨCOV , I) = P̂fa and PdCOV (ΨCOV , I) = P̂d, the
minimum number of samples required to achieve these targets can be derived from
(6.11) and (6.12) as
∆COV =2
(
γp + 1
GLγp
(
Q−1(1− P̂d)(1 + L− 1√
π
)
−Q−1(1− P̂fa)(1 + GLγp
γp + 1
) +
L− 1√
π
))2
.
(6.13)
The achievable throughput of the traditional structure model using the covari-
ance matrix based detection can also be derived similar to that of (6.5) by replacing
the probability of false alarm and the probability of detection with (6.8) and (6.9)
for the maximum-eigenvalue detection and with (6.11) and (6.12) for the covariance-
based detection.
6.2.3 Numerical Results and Discussions
Fig. 6.1 and Fig. 6.2 show the secondary transmission performance of the tradi-
tional structure in multiple consecutive secondary frames. In the examination, the
smoothing factor L is set at L = 5, ρ = 0.5, γp = −5 dB and γs = 5 dB. In both
figures, ED denotes the energy detection, ME denotes the maximum-eigenvalue de-
tection and COVA denote the covariance-based detection. As can be seen from
Fig. 6.1, when different spectrum sensing algorithms are applied, the individual
secondary throughput are different for each algorithm, as a result of the differ-
ence in the sensing performance. Due to the better sensing performance of the
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Figure 6.1: The individual achievable throughput of the X th frame in the traditional
structure model, with γs = 5 dB.
maximum-eigenvalue based detection, the traditional structure using this detection
has the highest individual achievable throughput, while the energy detection has the
smallest individual achievable throughput. However, for all sensing algorithms, the
individual achievable throughput is always the same for different MAC frames in
the traditional structure. This is because the performance of each secondary MAC
frame is independent of the other frames in the traditional structure. Consequently,
as can be see from Fig. 6.2, the total achievable throughput increases linearly as
the increase of the total number of the secondary frames U .
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Figure 6.2: The total achievable throughput of U consecutive frames in the tradi-
tional structure model, with γs = 5 dB.
6.3 Ideal Upper Bound Performance of the Novel
Structure
6.3.1 Novel Structure Model
In the novel structure, as illustrated by Fig. 6.3, after an initial spectrum sensing
that acquires the idle status of the licensed channel in the first frame, the secondary
user carries out its data transmission simultaneously as the spectrum sensing for the
entire duration of T in the following secondary frames. The received signal at the
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Figure 6.3: The novel structure.
secondary user receiver in the X th frame can therefore be expressed as
ynov,j =

ss,j + wj , H0,
sj + ss,j + wj, H1,
(6.14)
where j = 1, 2, . . . . . . J, is the sample index, ss,j is the sample of the secondary user
signal and all the other symbols are defined as before.
The following spectrum sensing is then performed at the secondary user receiver
using the recovered received secondary frame, where the secondary user signal is
decoded and deducted from the received secondary frame, as illustrated by Fig. 6.4.
Ideally, as was assumed in [112], the decoding process for the received secondary
frame is error free. The secondary user signal can hence be completely removed
from the received signal in (6.14). The recovered received secondary frame used for
the spectrum sensing can therefore be expressed as
yid,j =

wj , H0
sj + wj, H1,
(6.15)
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which becomes the same as the conventional spectrum sensing in (2.1), only with
an increased number of samples due to the whole frame being used for sensing.
Received
Secondary Frame
Spectrum
Sensing
Decoding
Sensing Decision
Secondary
User Data
Figure 6.4: The spectrum sensing in the novel structure. Adapted from [112].
Thus, when energy detection is applied, the probability of false alarm in the X th
frame for the ideal case of the novel structure can be obtained as
PfaEDid (ΨEDid, J) =
1
2
erfc
(
Ψ
EDid − J
2
√
J
)
, (6.16)
where Ψ
EDid is the decision threshold in this case. The probability of detection can
be derived as
PdEDid (ΨEDid, J) =
1
2
erfc
(
Ψ
EDid − Jγp − J
2
√
2Jγp + J
)
. (6.17)
It can be noted that the spectrum sensing in this case has a better performance
with a larger probability of detection or a smaller probability of false alarm than
those in the conventional model in (3.5) and (3.6), as the sensing duration in this
case T > τ .
At the end of the spectrum sensing, the secondary user stops data transmission
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in the next frame if spectrum sensing considers the primary user to be present.
Otherwise, the secondary user transmission continues in the next frame. In this
case, the X th frame can only be used for data transmission if spectrum sensing in
the (X − 1)th frame correctly identifies the primary user’s absence or mis-detects
the primary user’s existence.
Therefore, the probability that the primary user is actually absent at the end of
the (X − 1)th frame and is correctly identified so that the X th frame can be used
for data transmission is derived as
PH0idX = PH0idX−1
(
1− PfaEDid (ΨEDid, J)
) (
1− fXα(X)
)
+PH1idX−1 (1− PdEDid (ΨEDid, J)) fXβ (X) ,
(6.18)
and the probability that the primary user is present at the end of the (X − 1)th
frame and is mis-detected so that the X th frame is used for data transmission is
derived as
PH1idX =PH0idX−1
(
1− PfaEDid (ΨEDid, J)
)
fXα(X)
+ PH1idX−1 (1− PdEDid (ΨEDid, J))
(
1− fXβ(X)
)
.
(6.19)
Since the secondary data transmission in the novel structure model is carried
out for the entire frame duration of T , the transmission process does not suffer from
the penalty caused by the “quiet” period, as in the traditional structure. Thus, the
total achievable throughput of the U frames for the ideal upper bound performance
of the novel structure model can be derived as
R
EDid =
U∑
X=1
(PH0idXCH0 + PH1idXCH1) . (6.20)
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When the covariance matrix based detection is applied for the spectrum sensing,
the probability of false alarm and the probability of detection can be obtained by
replacing I with J in (6.8) and (6.9) for the maximum-eigenvalue detection, and in
(6.11) and (6.12) for the covariance-based detection. The achievable throughput of
the secondary transmission can then be derived by using (6.18) to (6.20) with the
new probabilities of false alarm and the new probabilities of detection, respectively.
Note that [112] only gives the results of the X th frame based on (6.16) and (6.17),
which ignores the fact that the sensing performance from the (X−1)th frame will af-
fect the performance in the X th frame, whereas the analysis in this section considers
this fact in (6.18) and (6.19).
6.3.2 Numerical Results and Discussions
In this section, the analysis of the ideal upper bound performance of the novel
structure is examined by presenting some numerical results. In the examination,
the smoothing factor L is set at 5 and ρ is set at 0.5.
Fig. 6.5 compares the ROC curves of the spectrum sensing performance in the
traditional structure with the ideal case of the novel structure model. As can be
seen, the novel structure takes advantage of the longer sensing period and thus, has
a better sensing performance. This is true for the energy detection, the maximum-
eigenvalue detection and the covariance-based detection examined. For the same
target probability of detection, the novel structure achieves a much lower probability
of false alarm. Moreover, for the three different types of sensing algorithms examined
in the ideal case of the novel structure, the covariance-base detection has worse
performance than the maximum-eigenvalue detection but better performance than
the energy detection. This agrees with the sensing performances in the traditional
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Figure 6.5: Comparison of the ROC curves of the spectrum sensing performance for
the traditional structure and the ideal case of the novel structure.
structure.
Fig. 6.6 compares the individual achievable throughput for the traditional struc-
ture with the ideal case of the novel structure. In this figure, energy detection is
applied for the spectrum sensing with γp = −5 dB and γs = 5 dB. As can be seen,
the individual achievable throughput become larger than that of the traditional
structure to begin with. This is due to the improvement in the sensing performance
as demonstrated in Fig. 6.5 and the longer secondary transmission time in the
novel structure. However, as the frame index X increases, the individual achievable
throughput of the novel structure decreases and approaches zero. This is because af-
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Figure 6.6: The individual achievable throughput of theX th frame for the traditional
structure and the ideal case of the novel structure when the energy detection is
applied.
ter the initial idle status of the licensed channel is acquired, the probability that the
X th frame can be used for the secondary data transmission depends on the sensing
results of the previous X − 1 frames in the novel structure model. Since the proba-
bility that all the previous X − 1 frames have mis-detection or not have false alarm
decreases when X increases, the secondary transmission opportunity also decreases
leading to smaller achievable throughput.
Similar observations can also be made for the novel structure applying the
maximum-eigenvalue based detection and the covariance-based detection, as shown
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Figure 6.7: The individual achievable throughput of theX th frame for the traditional
structure and the ideal case of the novel structure when the maximum-eigenvalue
detection and the covariance-based detection are applied.
in Fig. 6.7. Again, the individual achievable throughput decreases as the frame
index X increases. However, the speed of decrease in this case is smaller than that
of the energy detection in Fig. 6.6. Moreover, as can be seen, when the maximum-
eigenvalue based detection is applied, the novel structure has a larger individual
achievable throughput than that of the traditional structure for the first five sec-
ondary frames, whereas the achievable throughput is only larger for the first four
secondary frames when the covariance-based detection is applied.
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Figure 6.8: Total achievable throughput of U consecutive frames for the traditional
structure and the ideal case of the novel structure when the energy detection is
applied.
Fig. 6.8 examines the total achievable throughput of the U consecutive frames for
the traditional structure and the ideal case of the novel structure. As can be seen, the
total achievable throughput in both structures increase with the number of frames
U . However, the total achievable throughput of the novel structure approaches
an upper limit, whereas the total achievable throughput increases linearly in the
traditional structure. Define the number of frames during which the ideal case of
the novel structure has larger achievable throughput than the traditional structure
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as the saturation threshold of the ideal case of the novel structure. When the
total number of frames in the system is beyond this saturation threshold, the novel
structure loses its throughput advantage even when the whole frame is used for data
transmission. The existence of this saturation threshold is caused by the dependence
of the secondary transmission opportunity on the sensing results of the previous
frames. In this case, the saturation threshold is three frames.
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Figure 6.9: Total achievable throughput of U consecutive frames for the traditional
structure and the ideal case of the novel structure when the maximum-eigenvalue
detection and the covariance-based detection are applied.
Fig. 6.9 examines the total achievable throughput for the traditional structure
and the ideal case of the novel structure when the maximum-eigenvalue detection
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and the covariance-based detection are applied. Again, in the traditional structure,
the total achievable throughput increases linearly as the total number of frames in-
creases, whereas in the novel structure, the speed of increase of the total achievable
throughput decrease as the increase of U . This agrees with the findings in Fig. 6.8
where energy detection is applied during the spectrum sensing. However, it can be
noted that the rate of increase for the novel structure model in this case is much
higher than that in Fig. 6.8. In other words, the saturation threshold value of
the novel structure using maximum-eigenvalue detection and the covariance-based
detection are much larger than that of energy detection. This is due to the improve-
ment in the sensing performance by using the maximum-eigenvalue detection and
the covariance-based detection. In this case, the saturation threshold is ten frames
for the ideal case of the novel structure with the maximum-eigenvalue detection,
and eight frames for the ideal case of the novel structure with the covariance-based
detection.
6.4 Realistic Analysis of the Novel Structure
The analysis of the novel structure in the last section is based on the assumption that
the secondary user signal in the received secondary frames can be correctly decoded
and completely removed. It is therefore an ideal case of the novel structure, which
provides an upper bound performance.
In reality, the decoding process for the received secondary frame in the novel
structure is not ideal. Consequently, the secondary user signal may not always be
correctly decoded and be completely removed from the received secondary frame.
The sensing accuracy will therefore be adversely affected when the recovered received
secondary frame is used for spectrum sensing. This further degrades the performance
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of the novel structure. Moreover, neighbouring frames will affect each other and all
the frames will be affected by the primary user traffic. The following analysis starts
with the decoding process. Based on the imperfect decoding, the probability of false
alarm and the probability of detection for the spectrum sensing are derived for the
realistic case of the novel structure while considering multiple frames with primary
user traffic.
6.4.1 Decoding
Consider binary phase shift keying (BPSK) for the secondary user signal. The re-
ceived secondary frame at the secondary user receiver in the X th frame can therefore
be expressed as (6.14) with the secondary user signal ss,j = −√ǫb or ss,j = +√ǫb,
where ǫb is the bit energy of the secondary user signal. Note that the secondary user
is assumed to be corrupted by AWGN only and there is only one bit per symbol in
BPSK.
The received secondary frame at the secondary user receiver is then decoded.
Denote the total number of transmitted secondary user symbols as ζ . The symbol
duration of each secondary user signal symbol is therefore tζ =
T
ζ
. Denote the a
priori probabilities of a −√ǫb and a +√ǫb being transmitted as P(−√ǫb) and P(+√ǫb),
respectively.
When the primary user is absent from the licensed channel, the received sec-
ondary frame contains only the secondary user signal and the noise, as can be seen
in (6.14). In this case, the symbol error rate of each secondary user symbol given
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that a −√ǫb or a +√ǫb is transmitted can be expressed as
PserH0 = PserH0(−
√
ǫb)
= P
serH0(+
√
ǫb)
= P (−√ǫb|H0) = P (+√ǫb|H0)
= Q
(√
2γs
)
.
(6.21)
Assume that out of the ζ transmitted symbols, δ0 symbols are −
√
ǫb and η0 of
the δ0 symbols are incorrectly decoded as +
√
ǫb. Similarly, assume that φ0 symbols
out of the ζ − δ
0
transmitted +
√
ǫb are incorrectly decoded as −√ǫb. Thus, for a
duration of (η0 + φ0)tζ , the secondary user signal is not removed from the received
secondary frame, whilst for a duration of (ζ − η0 − φ0)tζ , the secondary user signal
is correctly decoded and completely removed. When the primary user is absent, the
conditional probability of occurring for this case can be derived as
p(ζ, δ0, η0 , φ0|H0) =
(
P(−√ǫb)PserH0
)η0(
P(−√ǫb)
(
1− PserH0
))δ0−η0
·
(
P(+√ǫb)PserH0
)φ0(
P(+√ǫb)
(
1− PserH0
))ζ−δ0−φ0 (6.22)
where independent symbols are assumed.
On the other hand, when the primary user is present in the licensed channel but
is mis-detected by the secondary user in the (X − 1)th frame, the data transmission
is still carried out in the X th frame. In this case, the received secondary frame
contains the primary user signal, the secondary user signal and the noise. During
the decoding process, the primary user acts as an interference to the secondary user
signal, and the symbol error rate of each secondary user symbol given that a −√ǫb
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or a +
√
ǫb is transmitted can be derived as
PserH1 = PserH1(−
√
ǫb)
= P
serH1(+
√
ǫb)
= P (−√ǫb|H1) = P (+√ǫb|H1)
= Q
(√
2γs
1 + γp
)
.
(6.23)
Similarly, assume that out of the ζ transmitted symbols, δ1 symbols are −
√
ǫb
and η1 out of the δ1 symbols are incorrectly decoded as +
√
ǫb, whereas φ1 symbols
out of the ζ − δ
1
transmitted +
√
ǫb are incorrectly decoded as −√ǫb. Thus, for
a duration of (η1 + φ1)tζ , the secondary signal is not removed from the received
secondary frame, whilst for a duration of (ζ − η1 − φ1)tζ , the secondary signal is
correctly decoded and completely removed. Thus, when the primary user is present,
one has the conditional probability of occurring for this case as
p(ζ, δ
1
, η
1
, φ
1
|H1) =
(
P(−√ǫb)PserH1
)η1(
P(−√ǫb)
(
1− PserH1
))δ1−η1
·
(
P(+√ǫb)PserH1
)φ1(
P(+√ǫb) (1− PserH1)
)ζ−δ1−φ1
.
(6.24)
6.4.2 Spectrum Sensing Performance
After the secondary user signal is decoded and deducted from the received secondary
frame, the recovered signal is used for the spectrum sensing. When the decoding
error occurs such that the secondary user signal is not completely removed from the
received secondary frame, the signal used for the spectrum sensing is different from
those of the traditional structure model and the ideal case of the novel structure. In
this case, when energy detection is applied, the spectrum sensing in the X th frame
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becomes a binary hypothesis test expressed as
Yre =

η0J/ζ∑
j=1
(−2√ǫb + wj)2 +
φ0J/ζ+η0J/ζ∑
j=η0J/ζ+1
(+2
√
ǫb + wj)
2
+
J∑
j=η0J/ζ+φ0J/ζ+1
w2j , H0,
η1J/ζ∑
j=1
(sj − 2√ǫb + wj)2 +
φ1J/ζ+η1J/ζ∑
j=η1J/ζ+1
(sj + 2
√
ǫb + wj)
2
+
J∑
j=η1J/ζ+φ1J/ζ+1
(sj + wj)
2 , H1.
(6.25)
Using the Gaussian approximation based on the central limit theorem, similar
to the method presented in the Chapter 4, the mean and variance of Yre under
hypothesis H0 and H1 can be derived as

µ
H0
re = J +
4γs
ζ
(η0 + φ0)J,
σ2
H0
re = 2J +
16γs
ζ
(η0 + φ0)J,
(6.26)
and 
µ
H1
re = J(1 + γp) +
4γs
ζ
(η1 + φ1)J
σ2
H1
re = 2J + 4γpJ +
16γs
ζ
(η1 + φ1)J
(6.27)
respectively. The conditional probabilities of false alarm, conditioned on the value
of δ
0
, η
0
and φ
0
, can therefore be derived as
PfaEDre(ΨEDre, J, δ0 , η0, φ0) =
1
2
erfc
ΨEDre − µH0re√
2σ2
H0
re
 , (6.28)
where Ψ
EDre is the energy detection decision threshold for the novel structure model
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with realistic decoding errors. The conditional probabilities of detection can be
derived as
PdEDre(ΨEDre, J, δ0, η1 , φ1) =
1
2
erfc
ΨEDre − µH1re√
2σ2
H1
re
 . (6.29)
By averaging the conditional probability of false alarm over the probability of
occurring in (6.22), the unconditional probability of false alarm can be derived as
PfaEDre(ΨEDre, J) =
ζ∑
δ0=0
δ0∑
η0=0
ζ−δ0∑
φ0=0
(
ζ
δ0
)(
δ0
η0
)(
ζ − δ0
φ0
)
·
(
p (ζ, δ0, η0 , φ0|H0)PfaEDre(ΨEDre, J, δ0 , η0, φ0)
)
ζ∑
δ0=0
δ0∑
η0=0
ζ−δ0∑
φ0=0
(
ζ
δ0
)(
δ0
η0
)(
ζ − δ0
φ0
)
p(ζ, δ
0
, η
0
, φ
0
|H0)
.
(6.30)
The unconditional probability of detection can be derived by averaging the con-
ditional probability of detection over the probability of occurring in (6.24) as
PdEDre(ΨEDre, J) =
ζ∑
δ1=0
δ1∑
η1=0
ζ−δ1∑
φ1=0
(
ζ
δ1
)(
δ1
η1
)(
ζ − δ1
φ1
)
·
(
p (ζ, δ
1
, η
1
, φ
1
|H1)PdEDre(ΨEDre, J, δ1 , η1, φ1)
)
ζ∑
δ1=0
δ1∑
η1=0
ζ−δ1∑
φ1=0
(
ζ
δ
1
)(
δ1
η
1
)(
ζ − δ1
φ
1
)
p(ζ, δ1, η1, φ1 |H1)
(6.31)
In this derivation, (6.31) is used in the Neyman-Pearson rule to determine the
decision threshold for the spectrum sensing without the knowledge of the values of δ1 ,
η1 and φ1 so that the primary user is protected by guaranteeing the average detection
probability. Because in practice the values of δ
1
, η
1
and φ
1
are usually unknown and
thus, the conditional probability of detection in (6.29) is averaged over (6.24) to
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remove them, and the primary user can not be protected against the instantaneous
detection probability that requires δ1 , η1 and φ1. The unconditional results obtained
after averaging are independent of δ1 , η1 and φ1. Moreover, obtaining threshold by
using average and instantaneous probabilities give almost identical performances.
6.4.3 Secondary User Transmission
After the spectrum sensing, the whole following frame can be used for the secondary
data transmission if the sensing result favors the absence of the primary user. The
probability that the X th frame is idle and is used for the secondary user data trans-
mission as a result of the correct spectrum sensing of the (X − 1)th frame can be
derived as
PH0reX = PH0reX−1
(
1− fXα (X)
) ζ∑
δ0=0
δ0∑
η0=0
ζ−δ0∑
φ0=0
(
ζ
δ0
)(
δ
0
η0
)(
ζ − δ
0
φ0
)
·
((
p (ζ, δ0, η0, φ0|H0)
(
1− PfaEDre(ΨEDre, J, δ0, η0 , φ0)
))
+ PH1reX−1fXβ (X)
ζ∑
δ1=0
δ1∑
η1=0
ζ−δ1∑
φ1=0
(
ζ
δ
1
)(
δ1
η
1
)(
ζ − δ1
φ
1
)
·
((
p (ζ, δ
1
, η
1
, φ
1
|H1)
(
1− PdEDre(ΨEDre, J, δ1 , η1, φ1)
))
(6.32)
The probability that the X th frame is busy but is still used for data transmission
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due to mis-detection at spectrum sensing of the (X − 1)th frame can be derived as
PH1reX =PH0reX−1fXα (X)
ζ∑
δ0=0
δ0∑
η0=0
ζ−δ0∑
φ0=0
(
ζ
δ0
)(
δ0
η0
)(
ζ − δ0
φ0
)
·
(
p(ζ, δ0, η0, φ0 |H0)
(
1− PfaEDre(ΨEDre, J, δ0 , η0 , φ0)
))
+ PH1reX−1
(
1− fXβ (X)
) ζ∑
δ1=0
δ1∑
η1=0
ζ−δ1∑
φ1=0
(
ζ
δ1
)(
δ1
η1
)(
ζ − δ1
φ1
)
·
(
p(ζ, δ
1
, η
1
, φ
1
|H1)
(
1− PdEDre(ΨEDre, J, δ1 , η1, φ1)
))
.
(6.33)
Using (6.32) and (6.33), the total achievable throughput of the U frames when
energy detection is used in the realistic case of the novel structure can be derived as
R
EDre =
U∑
X=1
(PH0reXCH0 + PH1reXCH1) . (6.34)
6.4.4 Covariance-Matrix-Based Detection
The system performance can also be derived for the novel structure considering the
decoding errors when the covariance-matrix-based detection is applied. When the
secondary user symbols are independent, the covariance matrix of the secondary
user signal is diagonal. Hence, when the maximum-eigenvalue detection is applied,
the conditional probability of false alarm can be derived as
PfaMEre(ΨMEre, J) = 1− TW1
(
Ψ
MEreJ − µMEre
υ
MEre
)
(6.35)
where Ψ
MEre is the decision threshold for the realistic case of the novel structure
when maximum-eigenvalue detection is applied, µ
MEre = (
√
J − 1+√L)2 and υ
ME
=
(
√
J − 1 +√L)( 1√
J − 1 +
1√
L
),
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The conditional probability of detection can be derived as
PdMEre(ΨMEre, J) = 1− TW1
(
Ψ
MEreJ − Jϑmaxσ2w+σ2ss − µMEre
υ
MEre
)
, (6.36)
where σ2ss = ǫb and ǫb is the secondary bit energy defined as before.
The unconditional probability of false alarm and unconditional probability of
detection for the maximum-eigenvalue detection in the realistic case of the novel
structure can then be derived by averaging (6.35) and (6.36) over (6.22) and (6.24),
respectively. Similar to the method used for (6.30) and (6.31).
When the covariance-based detection is applied, the probability of false alarm
can be derived as
PfaCOV re(ΨCOV re, J) = 1−Q
 1ΨCOV re
(
1 + (L− 1)
√
2
Jπ
)
− 1√
2
J
 , (6.37)
where Ψ
COV re is the decision threshold in this case.
The conditional probability of detection can therefore be derived as
PdCOV re(ΨCOV re, J) = 1−Q

1
Ψ
COV re
+ GLγp
Ψ
COV re
(
γp+
φ1+η1
ζ
4γs+1
) − 1√
2
J
 . (6.38)
The unconditional probability of false alarm and unconditional probability of
detection for the covariance-based detection in the realistic case of the novel struc-
ture can then be derived by averaging (6.37) and (6.38) over (6.22) and (6.24),
respectively.
The achievable throughput of the novel structure when the maximum-eigenvalue
detection or the covariance-based detection is used for the spectrum sensing can then
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be derived by using the same method as that of (6.32) - (6.34), through replacing
the probability of false alarm and the probability of detection with (6.35) and (6.36)
for the maximum-eigenvalue detection or (6.37) and (6.38) for the covariance-based
detection.
When other types of modulation schemes are used for the secondary signal, such
as quadrature phase shift keying (QPSK), the probability of error will be different.
However, the performance of the novel structure model with decoding errors can be
analyzed in a similar way to that in (6.21) to (6.38).
6.4.5 Numerical Results and Discussions
In this section, the performance of the novel structure with the realistic decoding
errors is examined and compared with that of the traditional structure and the ideal
case of the novel structure. Neyman-Pearson rule is applied to obtain the decision
threshold for spectrum sensing by setting the target probability of detection to 0.9.
Fig. 6.10 shows the ROC curves of the spectrum sensing performance for differ-
ent structures when the energy detection is applied in the X th frame with γp = −5
dB and γs = 0 dB. Several observations can be made. First, benefiting from the
longer spectrum sensing time, the novel structure always has a better sensing per-
formance than the traditional structure. Second, compare the performance of the
realistic case of the novel structure to that of the ideal case, it can be seen that the
sensing performance degrades when the realistic decoding error is considered, while
the ideal case only provides an upper bound of the sensing performance. Moreover,
as the QPSK has a larger probability of decoding error which leads to more inter-
fering secondary user signal in the processed secondary frame samples, the sensing
performance is therefore worse for the QPSK, comparing with the BPSK.
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Figure 6.10: The ROC curves of spectrum sensing performance for the traditional
structure and the novel structure when the energy detection is applied, with γs = 0
dB.
Fig. 6.11 has the same settings as Fig. 6.10 but for a different value of γs. It
can be seen that, when γs is increased from 0 dB to 5 dB, the sensing performance
of the realistic case of the novel structure improves, whilst the performances of
the traditional structure and the ideal case do not change. This is explained as
follows. In the traditional structure, the secondary transmission is stopped during
the sensing. Therefore, the sensing process is not affected by the secondary user
SNR. In the ideal case of the novel structure, the secondary user signal is assumed
to be completely removed from the received secondary frame. Thus, the sensing
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Figure 6.11: The ROC curves of spectrum sensing performance for the traditional
structure and the novel structure when the energy detection is applied, with γs = 5
dB.
performance is not affected by the secondary user SNR either. In the realistic case
of the novel structure with decoding errors, the increase of γs leads to the decrease of
the probability of the decoding error, such that the sensing performance improves.
Fig. 6.12 examines the individual achievable throughput for the traditional
structure and the novel structure when the energy detection is applied. Several
observations can be made. First, as the frame index X increases, the individual
throughput of the novel structure decreases and approaches zero, whereas the in-
dividual throughput of the traditional structure remains the same for all values of
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Figure 6.12: Individual achievable throughput ofX th frame for the traditional struc-
ture and the novel structure model when the energy detection is applied, with
λ−1b = λ
−1
e = 10T .
X , as expected. Second, comparing the individual achievable throughput of the
realistic case of the novel structure to that of the ideal case, it can be seen that
the decrease of the achievable throughput is faster in the realistic case where the
decoding error is considered. This is because the spectrum sensing performance is
degraded when decoding errors occurs in the realistic case of the novel structure,
as was examined in Fig. 6.10, such that the secondary transmission opportunity
for the following secondary frame is reduced comparing with the idle case. Hence,
the individual achievable throughput reduces faster. Moreover, for QPSK with a
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Figure 6.13: Individual achievable throughput of X th frame for the traditional
structure and the novel structure when the energy detection is applied, with
λ−1b = λ
−1
e = T .
larger probability of decoding error, the decrease in the achievable throughput is
more significant than that of the BPSK.
Fig. 6.13 has the same settings as Fig. 6.12 but with the busy and idle channel
holding times decreased from λ−1b = λ
−1
b = 10T to T . As can be observed, comparing
with Fig. 6.12, the achievable throughput is further reduced when λ−1b and λ
−1
e
are decreased, since shorter channel holding times indicate higher primary user
traffic intensities, and hence higher probability of the primary user occupancy status
occurs. This agrees with the findings in Chapter 3, Chapter 4 and Chapter 5, that
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the primary user traffic degrades the performance of cognitive radio systems.
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Figure 6.14: Total achievable throughput of U consecutive frames for the traditional
structure and the novel structure model when the energy detection is applied.
Fig. 6.14 compares the total achievable throughput of the U consecutive frames
for the traditional structure and the novel structure when the energy detection is
applied. As can be seen, when the decoding errors are taken into consideration in
the realistic case of the novel structure, the total achievable throughput is reduced
comparing with that of the ideal case, as a result of the accumulated decoding errors.
Moreover, the saturation threshold is also smaller for the realistic case of the novel
structure, as the total achievable throughput enters the saturation region faster than
that of the ideal case. However, in this case, the saturation threshold for both the
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ideal case and the realistic case of the novel structure are three frames, since the
saturation threshold can only be integer number of frames.
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Figure 6.15: The saturation threshold of the novel structure for different values of
γp.
Fig. 6.15 investigates the effect of the received primary user SNR on the satura-
tion threshold of the novel structure, measured in the unit of number of frames. As
can be seen, when γp increases at small values, the novel structure takes advantage
of the improved sensing quality to capture more secondary transmission opportu-
nities and hence, the saturation threshold of the novel structure increases. After
γp reaches certain values, about −1 dB in this case, the improvement in the sens-
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ing result become much less significant such that the novel structure suffers more
from the primary user interference. Therefore the saturation threshold decreases
as a result of the increased primary user interference. Moreover, when decoding
errors are taken into consideration, the saturation threshold of the novel structure
decreases further in the realistic case, which agrees with the findings in Fig. 6.14.
When QPSK is used for the secondary user signal, the saturation threshold is further
reduced comparing with that of the BPSK.
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Figure 6.16: The saturation threshold of the novel structure for different values of
T .
Fig. 6.16 investigates the effect of the frame duration T on the saturation thresh-
old of the novel structure. As can be seen from Fig. 6.16, there exists an optimal
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value of T where the saturation threshold of the novel structure or the advantage of
the novel structure is maximized. This can be explained as follows. At small values
of T , the advantage of the novel structure in the spectrum sensing increases as T
increases. The saturation threshold of the novel structure therefore increases due to
the increased secondary transmission opportunity. When the value of T increases
further, as shown in the Chapter 3, the fraction of the frame used for the secondary
transmission becomes larger for the traditional structure, and the sensing slot in the
traditional structure is significantly smaller than the transmission slot. In this case,
the traditional structure becomes similar to the novel structure from the secondary
transmission’s point of view. As well, since the channel holding time λ−1b and λ
−1
e
are fixed, the increase of the frame duration leads to more status changes of the
primary user. This increases the probability of decoding error and hence, further
degrades the performance. Note that in the realistic case of the novel structure, the
saturation threshold becomes constant values when the frame duration is between
0.1 ms and 0.2 ms. This is because the saturation threshold is measured in the
number of frames, and in reality the number of frames can only be integer. Hence,
although the actual crossing points of the total achievable throughput for the tra-
ditional structure and the novel structure are changing continuously with the frame
duration, they are always approximated to the next smallest integer.
Fig. 6.17 compares the ROC curves of the spectrum sensing performance in
different structures when the maximum-eigenvalue detection is applied for spectrum
sensing. In this figure, the smoothing factor is set at 5 and ρ is set at 0.5. As can be
seen, the spectrum sensing performance using the maximum-eigenvalue detection is
much better than that of the energy detection in Fig. 6.10. When the decoding
errors of the secondary user signal is taken into consideration in the realistic case of
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Figure 6.17: The ROC curves of spectrum sensing performance for the traditional
structure and the novel structure when the maximum-eigenvalue detection is applied.
the novel structure, the sensing performance is degraded comparing with the ideal
case of the novel structure. However, the sensing performance in this case is still
better than that of the traditional structure as a result of the longer sensing duration
of the novel structure, agrees with earlier findings.
Fig. 6.18 investigates the individual achievable throughput of the X th frame for
different models when the maximum-eigenvalue detection is applied for spectrum
sensing. As can be seen, due to the improvement in the sensing performance, the
individual achievable throughput for both the traditional structure and the novel
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Figure 6.18: Individual achievable throughput ofX th frame for the traditional struc-
ture and the novel structure when the maximum-eigenvalue detection is applied.
structure become larger compared with that of the energy detection in Fig. 6.12.
Again, the individual achievable throughput decreases as the frame index X in-
creases. However, the speed of decrease is smaller than that of the energy detection.
Fig. 6.18 has also presented the individual achievable throughput for the novel
structure with an increased primary user traffic intensity. As can be seen, when
the busy and idle channel holding times are decreased from 10T to T , the individ-
ual achievable throughput is significantly reduced, as expected. Nevertheless, the
throughput performance with the higher primary user traffic intensity still shows
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the same trend.
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Figure 6.19: Total achievable throughput of U consecutive frames for the traditional
structure and the novel structure when the maximum-eigenvalue detection is applied.
Fig. 6.19 examines the total achievable throughput of the U consecutive frames
for different structures when the maximum-eigenvalue detection is applied for spec-
trum sensing. As can be seen, the total achievable throughput of the novel structure
increases with the increase of U and a saturation threshold exists after which the
novel structure loss its advantage. This agrees with the previous findings. However,
it can also be noted that the rate of increase for the novel structure in this case is
much higher than that of the novel structure with energy detection, and the satura-
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tion threshold value of the novel structure using the maximum-eigenvalue detection
is much larger than that of the energy detection. This is due to the improvement
in the sensing performance by using the maximum-eigenvalue detection. Moreover,
when the decoding error is taken into consideration in the realistic case of the novel
structure, again, the achievable throughput is reduced comparing with the ideal
case, as expected. Fig. 6.20 compares the ROC curves of spectrum sensing per-
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Figure 6.20: The ROC curves of spectrum sensing performance for the traditional
structure and the novel structure when the covariance-based detection is applied.
formance for different structures when the covariance-based detection is applied for
spectrum sensing. As can be seen, when the covariance-based detection is applied,
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the performance of spectrum sensing is better than energy detection presented in
Fig. 6.10, while it is worse than that of maximum-eigenvalue detection presented in
Fig. 6.17. This agrees with the findings in Fig. 6.5 for the ideal case. The realistic
case of the novel structure takes the advantage of the longer sensing period and
has a better performance than the traditional structure, but is still worse than the
performance of the ideal case where the decoding process is assumed to be error
free.
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Figure 6.21: Individual achievable throughput ofX th frame for the traditional struc-
ture and the novel structure when the covariance-based detection is applied.
Fig. 6.21 compares the individual achievable throughput for different structures
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when the covariance-based detection is used for spectrum sensing. First, similar
relationship between the traditional structure and the novel structure can be ob-
served. Similar to when the energy detection and the maximum-eigenvalue detection
are applied, the advantage of the novel structure disappears as the increase of X ,
and the achievable throughput approaches a fixed value, while the upper bound
performance is obtained in the ideal case. Compared with Fig. 6.12 and Fig. 6.17,
it can be noticed that, the individual achievable throughput performance using the
covariance-based detection in the novel structure with decoding errors falls between
those for the energy detection and the maximum-eigenvalue detection. This also
agrees with the findings from Fig. 6.20. When the channel holding time decreases
from 10T to T , the performance of the novel structure degrades, as a result of the
increased primary user traffic, as expected.
Fig. 6.22 provides the total achievable throughput of U consecutive frames for
different structures when the covariance-based detection is applied for spectrum
sensing. In this case, the saturation threshold of the novel structure is seven frames
for the ideal case, seven frames for the realistic case of the novel structure with
BPSK and six frames for the realistic case of the novel structure with QPSK. These
figures are larger than those of energy detection but smaller than those of maximum-
eigenvalue detection, as expected.
6.5 Effect of Fading Channels
In the above analysis of the novel structure for cognitive radio, it is assumed that
the secondary user is only corrupted by AWGN. In practice, wireless signals may
experience fading and consequently affects the system performance. In this section,
the effect of fading is analyzed.
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Figure 6.22: Total achievable throughput of U consecutive frames for the traditional
structure and the novel structure when the covariance-based detection is applied.
As illustrated in Fig. 6.23, assume that the channel from the primary user
transmitter to the secondary user receiver suffers from Rayleigh fading such that
the fading coefficient hp is Rayleigh distributed and the received primary user SNR
is chi-square distributed with parameter γpu. This is a reasonable assumption as the
primary user is normally far away from the secondary user receiver without line-of-
sight. Further, assume that the secondary signal also suffers from Rayleigh fading
with fading coefficient hs and parameter γsu. The received signal at the secondary
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Figure 6.23: Primary user and secondary user fading channels.
receiver in (6.14) can be rewritten as
YnovF,j =

hsss,j + wj, H0,
hpsj + hsss,j + wj , H1,
(6.39)
where the notations are defined as before.
When the primary user is absent, the received signal in (6.39) contains only the
corrupted secondary user signal and noise. As hs is random, the symbol error rate
in (6.21) is averaged to give [117]
PserH0F =
∫ ∞
0
PserH0
1
γsu
e
−γsu
γsu dγsu, (6.40)
where γsu = h
2
sγs, γsu = E(h
2
s)γs, and E(h
2
s) is the average fading power of the
secondary user.
When the primary user is present, taking into consideration the effect of fading
experienced by both the primary user signal and the secondary user signal, the
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symbol error rate in (6.23) is averaged to give
PserH1F =
∫ ∞
0
∫ ∞
0
PserH1
1
γsu
e
−γsu
γsu
1
γpu
e
−γpu
γpu dγsuγpu, (6.41)
where γpu = h
2
pγp, γpu = E(h
2
p)γp, and E(h
2
p) is the average fading power of primary
user. The probability of occurring in (6.22) and (6.24) can then be re-derived by
using the new symbol error rates in (6.40) and (6.41).
The conditional probability of false alarm in (6.28) can also be re-derived as
PfaEDreF (ΨEDre, J, δ0 , η0, φ0) =
∫ ∞
0
PfaEDre (ΨEDre, J, δ0, η0 , φ0)
· 1
γsu
e
−γsu
γsu dγsu.
(6.42)
The unconditional probability of false alarm is then obtained by averaging (6.42)
over the new probability of occurring to remove the dependency on the values of δ0 ,
η0 and φ0 .
The conditional probability of detection in (6.29) can be re-derived as
PdEDreF (ΨEDre, J, δ1 , η1, φ1) =
∫ ∞
0
∫ ∞
0
1
γsu
e
−γsu
γsu
· 1
γpu
e
−γpu
γpu PdEDre (ΨEDre, J, δ1 , η1, φ1) dγsudγpu.
(6.43)
The unconditional probability of detection can then be obtained by averaging (6.43)
over the new probability of occurring to remove the dependency on the values of δ1 ,
η1 and φ1 .
When the effect of fading channel is considered, the achievable throughput of
the secondary user transmission is also affected. When the primary user is absent,
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the average channel capacity CH0 becomes
CH0F =
∫ ∞
0
CH0
1
γsu
e
−γsu
γsu dγsu (6.44)
and when the primary user is present, the average channel capacity CH1 becomes
CH1F =
∫ ∞
0
∫ ∞
0
CH1
1
γsu
e
−γsu
γsu
1
γpu
e
−γpu
γpu dγsudγpu. (6.45)
The total achievable throughput can then be derived by using (6.44) and (6.45).
Fig. 6.24 and Fig. 6.25 compare the ROC curves of the spectrum sensing for
scenarios of with and without fading. In Fig. 6.24, γp = γpu = 0 dB. As can be seen,
when fading is taken into consideration in the analysis, at large values of probability
of detection, the spectrum sensing performance is worse than that of the scenario
when the AWGN channel is assumed, for both the traditional structure and the
ideal case of the novel structure. When the probability of detection decreases, the
sensing performance with fading outperforms that of the AWGN. Moreover, when
the primary user SNR is decreased to γp = γpu = −5 dB as in Fig. 6.25, the
cross between the two scenarios appears at much higher values of probability of
detection. This is explained as follows. When the primary user signal is assumed
to be corrupted only by the AWGN. The analysis uses one instantaneous value of
γp to calculate the sensing performance. When the fading channel is considered,
the sensing performance is averaged over all possible instantaneous γp. So that if a
large instantaneous γp is chosen for the result considering only AWGN, it will beat
fading most of the time. On the other hand, if a small instantaneous γp is chosen
for the result considering only AWGN, it might be inferior to fading in some cases
because erfc(·) is a monotonical function of γp.
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Figure 6.24: The effect of fading on the ROC curves of the spectrum sensing per-
formance for the novel structure when the energy detection is applied, with γp = 0
dB and γpu = 0 dB.
Fig. 6.26 examines the effect of fading on the ROC curves for different structures.
One sees that, when the effect of fading is considered, similar observations to those
of Fig. 6.10 can be made. The novel structure takes the advantage of longer sensing
time and has better sensing performance than the traditional structure, while the
upper bound performance is achieved when the decoding errors are not considered
in the ideal case of the novel structure.
Fig. 6.27 and Fig. 6.28 examine the effect of fading on the achievable throughput
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Figure 6.25: The effect of fading on the ROC curves of the spectrum sensing perfor-
mance for the novel structure when the energy detection is applied, with γp = −5
dB and γpu = −5 dB.
of the realistic case of the novel structure. In both figures, BPSK is assumed for the
secondary user signal. As can be seen, in this case, both the individual throughput
of the X th frame and the total achievable throughput of U consecutive frames are
reduced. Similar observations can also be made for the effects of fading on other
detection algorithms and other secondary user signal modulation schemes.
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Figure 6.26: The effect of fading on the ROC curves of the spectrum sensing per-
formance for different structure when the energy detection is applied.
6.6 Effect of Coded Signals
In the above analysis, the secondary user signal is also assumed to be uncoded. In
practice, ECC can be applied to reduce errors at the receiver [117]. In this section,
the ECC are applied to the analysis of the novel structure.
6.6.1 Golay(23,12)
Consider Golay (23, 12) coded BPSK signal for the secondary user signal. Golay
(23, 12) is a binary linear code with minimum distance of dmin = 7 and can correct
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Figure 6.27: The effect of fading on the individual achievable throughput of the
realistic case of the novel structure.
up to three errors in a block of 23 elements [117]. When hard decision decoding is
applied at the secondary receiver, the probabilities of decoding error in (6.21) and
(6.23) become
PserH0Golay =
23∑
v=4
(
23
v
)
P vserH0 (1− PserH0)23−v , (6.46)
and
PserH1Golay =
23∑
v=4
(
23
v
)
P vserH1 (1− PserH1)23−v (6.47)
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Figure 6.28: The effect of fading on the total achievable throughput of the realistic
case of the novel structure.
respectively.
6.6.2 Hamming(7,4)
Alternatively, consider Hamming (7, 4) coded BPSK signal for the secondary user
signal. Hamming (7, 4) is a linear block code with minimum distance of dmin = 3
and can correct only one error in a block of 7 elements [117]. The probabilities of
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decoding error in (6.21) and (6.23) become
PserH0Ham =
7∑
v=2
(
7
v
)
P vserH0 (1− PserH0)7−v (6.48)
and
PserH1Ham =
7∑
v=2
(
7
v
)
P vserH1 (1− PserH1)7−v (6.49)
respectively.
Substituting (6.46) and (6.47) or (6.48) and (6.49) for (6.21) and (6.23) for the
Golay (23, 12) coded secondary signal and the Hamming (7, 4) coded secondary
signal, respectively, the performances of spectrum sensing and data transmission for
realistic case of the novel structure implementing ECC can be analyzed in a similar
way to before.
As has been previously discussed, when mis-detection occurs, the secondary user
mistakenly considers the primary user to be absent from the licensed channel while
it is actually present. In this case, the secondary user transmission is carried out
with datarate equals to CH0. When such situation occurs in practice, the decoding
of the received secondary user frame will have large errors due to the fact that the
actual datarate is higher than the Shannon’s channel capacity. One possible solution
to such problem is that the secondary user always transmits at the lower datarate
equals to CH1 . However, in this case, very long block will be required at the de-
coding process and causing long time delay. Moreover, when ECC is applied, extra
redundancy is introduced into the secondary transmission process. Consequently,
the advantages of sensing without dedicated sensing slot in the novel structure be-
come less significant. Hence, there exists a tradeoff between the performance of the
traditional structure where dedicated sensing slot exists and the novel structure ap-
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Figure 6.29: The effect of the ECC on the ROC curves of spectrum sensing perfor-
mance for the novel structure.
plying ECC. That is to say when the redundancy bits introduced into the secondary
transmission are over a certain limit, the novel structure will lose its advantage over
the traditional structure completely.
Fig. 6.29 examines the effect of ECC on the spectrum sensing performance for
the realistic case of the novel structures. In the figure, energy detection is used
during the spectrum sensing and BPSK is used for the secondary user signal. When
the ECC is applied, the decreased BER results in less residual secondary signal in the
recovered secondary frame samples. Hence, the sensing performance is improved,
as can be seen from Fig. 6.29. Moreover, when Golay (23,12) code is applied, the
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sensing performance has larger improvement than that of the Hamming (7,4) code.
Similar observations can also be made when other sensing algorithms are applied.
6.7 Conclusions
In this chapter, the realistic performance of the novel structure proposed in [112]
has been analyzed and compared with that of the traditional structure and the
ideal case performance. It has been shown that, while the novel structure benefits
from the longer sensing period and the longer transmission period by using the
whole secondary frame for data transmission and the whole recovered secondary
frame for spectrum sensing in the tracking phase, respectively, as the number of
transmitted secondary frames increases, the novel structure will lose its advantages
and eventually underperform the traditional structure due to the accumulated errors
from the spectrum sensing and the decoding process. There exists a saturation
threshold below which the novel structure outperforms the traditional structure with
multiple consecutive frames. This saturation threshold depends on the spectrum
sensing algorithm and the secondary signal modulation scheme. The novel structure
is more suitable for the covariance-matrix-based detection algorithm than for energy
detection. The analysis in this chapter has also provided a guidelines to the choices
of the parameters for best performance of cognitive radio in practice.
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Chapter 7
Conclusions and Future Work
7.1 Introduction
The work presented at length in this thesis has focused on the performance analysis
of cognitive radio. This chapter is intended to summarize the main contributions
and findings of the work. To complete the content of the thesis, a section is also
included to provide some potential ideals for future research.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 7.2 summarize the main
research findings. An executive conclusion regarding the impact of the research is
also provided. Section 7.3 then discusses the potential directions for future research
and initiatives for the reader to contemplate.
7.2 Conclusions and Contributions
Due to the nature of the radio frequency spectrum, traditional static spectrum allo-
cation policies were struggling to cope with the ever increasing demand for wireless
communication services. Cognitive radio therefore provided an efficient solution for
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the conflict between spectrum scarcity and under-utilization. It enables the flexi-
ble secondary utilization of the licensed spectrum. In Chapter 1 of this thesis, an
overview of cognitive radio was presented including an introduction to the IEEE
802.22 WRAN standard. A detailed review of cognitive radio enabling techniques
was then provided in Chapter 2. Comprehensive discussions of the performance mer-
its and limitations of these techniques were presented. After the background and
the theoretical foundation of the research have been provided in the first two chap-
ters, analytical evaluations of the cognitive radio systems performance with practical
considerations has been presented in Chapter 3, Chapter 4, Chapter 5 and Chapter
6. The conducted research and contributions of this thesis can be summarized into
several aspects as follows.
7.2.1 Dynamic Primary User Traffic and Primary User Mul-
tiple Changes Traffic
As was introduced in the motivation to this thesis, the random arrivals and depar-
tures of the primary user during the operation of the secondary user is a practical
issue of cognitive radio that has not been previously considered in most literatures.
In Chapter 3, by adopting a dynamic primary user traffic model, its effect on the
sensing-throughput tradeoff of the cognitive radio was examined. The dynamic pri-
mary user traffic model takes one random arrival and departure of the primary user
during the secondary frame into consideration while the channel holding times were
assumed to be exponentially distributed. Through adopting this traffic model, a
realistic analysis for the sensing-throughput tradeoff was derived.
The research on the effect of the primary user traffic was then taken further
in Chapter 4, where a primary user multiple changes traffic model was established.
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The traffic model takes into consideration of primary user multiple occupancy status
changes and any reasonable channel holding time distributions. By establishing
this multiple changes traffic model, a much more realistic and practical scenario
was created for the cognitive radio system evaluations. In Chapter 4, its effect on
the spectrum sensing performance was examined, where closed-form equations were
derived for the probability of false alarm and the probability of detection. The effect
of exponential, Gamma, Erlang and log-normal distributed channel holding times
were also investigated.
Several findings regarding the dynamic primary user traffic and the primary user
multiple changes traffic were concluded:
• First, it was found that when the random arrivals and departures of the pri-
mary user during the secondary frame was taken into account, a significant
performance degradation can be observed in both the spectrum sensing per-
formance and the secondary transmission achievable throughput.
• Second, the amount of the performance degradation was related to the pri-
mary user traffic intensity. As the primary user traffic intensity increased, the
performance of cognitive radio further degraded as a result of the decreased
channel holding times.
• Third, the amount of the performance degradation also depended on the re-
ceived primary user SNR. The relationship between the sensing quality and
γp given in Chapter 4 while considering the multiple changes traffic has shown
that, the sensing performance improved as the increase of γp. However, the
improvement of the spectrum sensing quality became much slower when the
primary user occupancy status changes were taken into account, which further
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indicated that the conventional performance evaluations of cognitive radio that
did not consider the primary user traffic had been over optimistic.
• Fourth, the spectrum sensing performance further degraded as the number of
the primary user occupancy status changes increased. However, the degree
of degradation decreased and converged to a minimum performance due to
the limited sensing duration and traffic intensity, suggesting a lower bound
performance. This lower bound performance can potentially be adopted for
future system performance predictions in realistic conditions.
• Fifth, it was also found that the optimal sensing time of the sensing-throughput
tradeoff was affected by the primary user traffic. By analyzing the realistic
performance of the system, it was concluded that the conventional performance
analysis of the sensing-throughput tradeoff in previous literatures, where the
randomness of the departure or arrival of the primary user was not included,
no longer provide an accurate evaluation of the actual situation in this case.
The heuristic relationship between the optimal sensing time and the primary
user traffic intensity given in the thesis potentially provides a realistic guideline
for choices of sensing times for future system designs.
• Finally, when examining the effects of different channel holding time distribu-
tions, it was found that the performance degradation of the cognitive radio due
to the primary user traffic, has different sensitivities to different channel hold-
ing time distributions. This provides a potential insight for the future design
of cognitive radio systems in different primary user networks with different
channel conditions.
The investigation of the dynamic primary user traffic and primary user multiple
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changes traffic was not limited to Chapter 3 and 4. Although it was not the only
main research focus of the chapters, it was also examined in the Chapter 5 and 6,
where performance degradations were also observed.
7.2.2 Transmission Enhancing Technique in Cognitive Ra-
dio System
Research was also carried out in the application of transmission enhancing technique
in cognitive radio system, while taken into consideration of the cognitive radio dis-
tinctive characteristics. In Chapter 5, the performance of adaptive modulation in
cognitive radio in a Nakagami-m fading channel has been analytically evaluated,
where spectrum sensing performance, primary user interference and the dynamic
primary user traffic have all been taken into consideration. The analysis was car-
ried out for both the ACR scheme and the ADR scheme of adaptive modulation.
In both cases, the BER performance and the link SE performance were derived.
Comparison were provided between the performance of the conventional adaptive
modulation and the adaptive modulation in cognitive radio system.
Several findings were concluded.
• First, the cognitive radio distinctive features degraded the BER performance
for both the ACR scheme and the ADR scheme comparing with the conven-
tional adaptive modulation.
• Second, when the received primary user SNR increased, further degradations of
the BER performance can be observed for the adaptive modulation in cognitive
radio.
• Third, the cognitive radio distinctive features also degraded the link SE perfor-
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mance for both the ACR scheme and the ADR scheme of adaptive modulation.
• However, when the received primary user SNR increased, the link SE perfor-
mance of the adaptive modulation in cognitive radio improved, due to the fact
that link SE was determined before the secondary transmission.
• Fourth, both the BER performance and the link SE performance experienced
further degradation when the primary user traffic intensity was increased. This
agrees with the findings of Chapter 3 and Chapter 4 and is true for both the
ACR scheme and the ADR scheme.
The evaluation of the adaptive modulation in cognitive radio presented in this
thesis, has potentially provided a protocol for evaluations of similar systems. When
other transmission enhancing techniques are applied in cognitive radio system, their
performance can be examined by following the same method as presented in this
thesis.
7.2.3 Analysis of the Novel Structure for Cognitive Radio
The performance of a novel structure for cognitive radio was investigated in Chapter
6, where the secondary transmission was performed for the entire frame duration T ,
while the spectrum sensing was performed using the recovered received secondary
frame. Unlike previous works, in Chapter 6, the analysis has been extended to in-
clude multiple consecutive secondary frames, and taken into consideration of the
realistic decoding errors for the secondary user signal, which was not previously
considered. The spectrum sensing performance and the secondary transmission per-
formance was examined for both the traditional structure proposed by the IEEE
802.22 WRAN standard and the novel structure, while both the ideal case and
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the realistic case of the novel structure was included. In the analysis of the spec-
trum sensing performance, energy detection, maximum-eigenvalue detection and the
covariance-based detection were all considered. Both BPSK and QPSK were exam-
ined for the secondary user signal modulation schemes. The effect of fading channel
and ECC were also examined.
By comparing the performance of the novel structure to that of the traditional
structure, several findings were concluded.
• First, due to the longer spectrum sensing duration, the novel structure always
had a better sensing performance than the traditional structure. This was
true for all three sensing algorithms examined.
• Second, the decoding error in the realistic case of the novel structure degraded
the performance of the novel structure, while the upper bound performance
can be obtained in the ideal case of the novel structure where the decoding
error was not considered.
• Third, the sensing performance degradation in the realistic case of the novel
structure with decoding errors was related to the secondary user SNR γs.
When γs decreases, further degradations in the sensing performance was ob-
served due to the increased decoding errors. Meanwhile, the sensing perfor-
mance of the traditional structure and the ideal case of the novel structure
was not affected by γs.
• Fourth, the sensing performance degradation in the realistic case of the novel
structure was also found to be depending on the secondary user signal modu-
lation schemes. When the QPSK was used instead of the BPSK, the sensing
performance was further degraded due to the increased probability of decod-
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ing errors. Again, the sensing performance of the traditional structure and the
ideal case of the novel structure was not related to the modulation schemes.
• Fifth, as the increase of the secondary frame index X , the individual achievable
throughput of the novel structure decreased and approached to zero, while the
individual throughput of the traditional structure remained constant for all
values of X .
• Sixth, it was found that the speed of increase of the total achievable through-
put for the novel structure was reduced and converged to a fixed value as the
increase of the total number of secondary frames U , whereas the total achiev-
able throughput of the traditional structure increased linearly. An ideal upper
bound performance of the total achievable throughput was provided in the
ideal case of the novel structure.
• Seventh, by comparing the throughput performance of the novel structure to
the traditional structure, it was found that a saturation threshold exist for
the novel structure beyond which it lost its advantages over the traditional
structure.
• This saturation threshold of the novel structure was related to the received pri-
mary user SNR and the secondary frame duration. The relationships between
the saturation threshold and these two parameters given in the thesis, poten-
tially provided a useful guideline for parameter decisions in future practical
system designs for cognitive radio.
• It was also found that, the saturation threshold of the novel structure also
depended on the decoding errors of the secondary user signal. When the
realistic decoding error was taken into consideration in the novel structure,
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the saturation threshold was reduced, as well as the individual and the total
achievable throughput of the secondary transmission.
• Moreover, when the effect of fading channels was taken into consideration
in the system evaluations, the performance of the cognitive radio was varied
depending on the values of γp and γpu. Nevertheless, the same performance
patterns between the traditional structure and the novel structure can still be
observed in fading channels.
• When the ECC was applied to the secondary user signal, the performance of
the realistic case of the novel structure was improved since the ECC reduced
the decoding errors.
• Similar performance patterns were also found when comparing the traditional
structure and the novel structure applying different spectrum sensing algo-
rithms, while the maximum-eigenvalue detection had the best performance
out of the three considered.
• Last but not the least, when the primary user traffic was taken into consid-
eration, degradations in the system performance of the novel structure were
always observed. This agrees with the findings in the previous chapters.
The analysis of the novel structure performance presented in this thesis, has
provided a realistic evaluation for the feasibility of the novel structure for practical
cognitive radio systems, which has consequently opened up alternative views for
future system designs.
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7.2.4 Additional Observations
Some additional aspects which affects the performance of the cognitive radio system
has also been observed in the thesis.
• In Chapter 3, the effect of the secondary user frame duration on the optimal
sensing time of the MAC secondary frame was examined. It was found that
the longer the secondary frame duration was, the smaller percentage of the
frame time was used by the spectrum sensing to archive the optimal sensing-
throughput tradeoff. This indicates that there is a potential tradeoff between
the secondary frame duration and the primary user protection level, based
on which parameters can be chosen when designing optimal cognitive radio
systems.
• In Chapter 5, it was shown that both the BER performance and the link SE
performance of the ADR scheme for adaptive modulation in cognitive radio
improved with the increase in the value K, regardless of the dynamic primary
user traffic.
• It was also noticed in Chapter 6 that regardless of the system structure em-
ployed, the covariance-based detection always had worse performance than the
maximum-eigenvalue detection, whereas it was always better than that of the
energy detection.
7.3 Future Research Directions
Bearing in mind the summary of the findings for the research works conducted in
this thesis, the research on cognitive radio performance evaluations does not stop
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here. Some of the results presented in this thesis provide both good foundation
models for future performance evaluations and valuable guidelines for future system
designs.
First of all, while it has not been considered in most previous literatures, the
random departure and arrival of the primary user traffic is a realistic problem in
all cognitive radio systems. The dynamic primary user traffic model established
in this thesis, which takes the random departures and arrivals of the primary user
into account, have potentially posed a practical problem that should be considered
in all future performance evaluations of cognitive radio system. By adopting the
primary user traffic model established in this thesis and following the same method-
ology presented, practical analysis of other cognitive radio system problems can be
achieved. Meanwhile, optimizations of existing detectors and designs of new de-
tectors with more practical performances could also be carried out. Or even new
spectrum sensing algorithms which specifically tackle the primary user traffic prob-
lem in the cognitive radio systems could be developed. Moreover, research can
also be carried out in studying the distributions of the number of the primary user
occupancy status changes within the secondary frames.
Secondly, in this thesis, the analysis was focused on the performance of cognitive
radio systems with individual non-cooperative secondary user. In practice, coop-
eration between secondary users are widely used to enhance the spectrum sensing
performance. Therefore, the analysis for systems with individual secondary user
presented in this thesis, can be used as a base model and incorporated into the
analysis of system performances for cooperative cognitive radio systems.
Thirdly, most existing spectrum sensing algorithms and secondary data trans-
mission methods considers the system design problem independently. Although
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researches have been carried out on taking parameters such as the spectrum sensing
errors into consideration in some transmission performance evaluations, or even as
far as optimizing the spectrum sensing time to maximize the achievable throughput,
there is still little work which considers the joint design of the spectrum sensing al-
gorithm and the secondary data transmission method. The novel frame structure
whose practical performance was evaluated in the Chapter 6, could be further de-
veloped to achieve such aims. A novel superframe structure similar to that of the
IEEE 802.22 WRAN can be developed, with superframe preamble in place. A higher
achievable throughput can be obtained by carefully choosing the number of novel
frames according to the saturation threshold inside each superframe, while ensur-
ing the spectrum sensing quality during the selection of transmission parameters.
In return, an optimal spectrum sensing detector can be derived to maximize the
secondary spectrum utilization efficiency in such system. Furthermore, by adopt-
ing similar designing concepts, other non-traditional sensing algorithms and trans-
mission methods which does not follows the traditional periodically MAC frame
structure may also be designed and evaluated.
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